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Maine To Entertain State Pres. Announces Students and Faculty Celebrate
Music Courses
Track Meet on Saturday; Northern Conservatory
Day;
Maine
Second
University's
Four Colleges To Compete Will Give Credit
For
Courses

Olympic Possibilities scholarship Day
among Contestants
To Be Observed
In Classic Tilt
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Capacity Crowd Expected
On Alumni Field
For Contest
the first time in five years, the
aty of Maine will entertain the
\laine colleges, Bates. Bowdoin,
in the famous state meet this
Alumni Field. A crowd of
simnately 1500 fans is expected to
the proceedings. Al !this week,
has been a steady demand for ticket,. d T. S. Curtis, faculty manager of
atIleties, predicts an overflow crowd prothe weather is fair.
.‘,Intnni Field is in perfect shape for
-•%a•ioil of the crack cinder men of
11aine colleges. Earlier this se.a;,11' Curtis had covers, resembling
coops, constructed in order to
• the jumping pits and weight rings.
ack boards have also been built.
state Track Meet has always been
!ed the acme of Maine track cornRecords reveal that, in thirty
,f competition, dating from 1895,
It,rsd,,:n Inas copped the state meet 23
tint,: Maine, 14, and Bates, only once.
has never been able to finish on
t,P.
1895, a powerful Bowdoin cinder
ran away with the premier state
!Lc', meet by scoring 9 points to Maine's
l.alt;s• I. Colby and Bates followed in
t•at rder with 11 and 9 points, respect:cc).
;H•alh,in continued to dominate the
-. for six more years. In 1902, an
, 1 Maine Bear managed to eke out
-ry, scoring 60 points to 57 for
From then until 1912 when
won its first and only state meet,
iu and Maine had it fairly even in
ai.);,ionship honors. The meets were
ciiing very close. too. In 1907 Maine
only a one point margin over Bow•
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mmencing with the 1913 meet. the
Bears ruled supreme for four
years. Colby made its best rec1914, finishing second, only 17
behind the victorious Bears.
war years interrupted the track
at it C,Innnenced again in 1919 with
.111 starting a nine year winning
•
Maine finally toppled the Polar
s from their throne in 1926.
.• that year, Maine has had the ad.e, being victorious in five meets
—mpared to two for Bowdoin. Last
• a strong Maine team won the
•-liship. with Bowdoin in second
- ctors to this season's meet will
•i,, opportunity of viewing several
prospects in action. Anton Kish' ,•• s strong man. Phil Good. Bowdoin
.11er, George Frame, the !sfaine
heaver, Cliff Veysey, of Colby,
it distance star, and Alton Bell,
ravelin thrower, have been menprominently as Olympic timber.
amnia:menu:tit that will be greeted
.Nly by the Maine student body is
Al University of Maine students will
.initted to the meet by merely presentir blanket tax. A special sectivi
;:randstand has been reserved for
Jdents

here
from

indary School Students
Fo Try
Scholarships Hera

f \INT

, I:nimired and fifty students from 72
!, \Nil) take the finals of the State
• ,,lary School Contest for scholarships
16 at fourteen different centers
' out the state. This group is made
; the two highest ranking seniors
• ach school taking the preliminary
•, mtal number has been increased by
ties for honor places. Each stns., ill take four one hour examinaEnglish mechanics and algebra are
The other two may be selectFrench, Latin, Physics, ChemisAmerican History.
..ight highest ranking students M I
tests will receive tuition scholar.• to the University with the exception
only one scholarship may be awarded
le school. The highest ranking
will receive a four year scholar. the second, a three year scholarship;
r flirt'. a two year scholarship, and the
r five, one year scholarships

Dr. Clarence C. Little,
Former President,
Will Speak
Most of the scholarships, fellowships.
and prizes for next year will be announced next Thursday. May 14, by President Arthur A. Hauck at the annual
Scholarship Recognition Day Assembly to
be held in Memorial Gymnasium.
Dr. Clarence C. Little, former president of the University of Maine and one
time president of the University of Michigan, is to be the speaker. His subject
not yet been announced.
President Hauck, in addition to announcing the scholarships, will read the
names of the honor students, who are to
be present in their caps and gowns. Only
those who have at least a 3.00 average
for scholarship are eligible for honors.
This assembly is to be the last of the
year. It is being sponsored by the honor
societies in conjunction with the Assembly
Committee. The Honors Committee,
which has been responsible for deciding
who shall receive the University scholarships and awards, is making the arrangements. Those on the committee are Prof.
Milton Ellis (chairman), representing
Phi Beta Kappa; Dean 0. S. Lutes. representing Phi Kappa Phi; Prof. Weston
S. Evans for Tau Beta Pi; Dean Edith
G. Wilson for Kappa Delta Pi; Prof.
Maurice D. Jones for Alpha Zeta; Mrs.
Mabel L. Stewart for Omicron Nu; and
Prof. Dwight B. Demeritt for Xi Sigma
Pi.
The list of scholarships to he awarded
will be much larger this year than last.
Included in it will be fifteen trustee undergraduate scholarships, three of which
will be for freshmen; three trustee fellowships of $500 each for graduate work;
one honorary undergraduate scholarship
for each college in the University and for
the School of Education, and a considerable number of other kinds of tuition
scholarships as well as various prizes.
Of the honor societies sponsoring the
assembly, Phi Kappa Phi represents the
University as a whole; Phi Beta Kappa,
the College of Arts and Sciences; Tau
Beta Pi. the College of Technology; Kappa Delta Pi. the School of Education;
Omicron Nu, the Home Economics curriculum in the College of Agriculture;
Alpha Zeta, the agriculture curriculum;
and Xi Sigma Pi, the forestry curriculum.
The University Band will play at the
assembly.

Applied music courses in voice, violin,
piano, organ, and various orchestral instruments, will be added to the department of music of the University of Maine
beginning with the 1936-37 session, according to an announcement made todas
by President Arthur A. Hauck. This
work will be given under the direction of
the faculty members of the Northern
Conservatory of Music at Bangor, and
credits earned will be accepted by that
institution toward their music degree.
The music department of the Uaiversity
has been operating for twenty years, but
so far no practical work has been given,
all the energy of the department being
confined to aesthetics and theory. Professor Adelbert W. Sprague, head of the
department, has been seeking the addition
of practical courses for some time. hut the
first offerings will he made next fall when
the new policy is inaugurated. The following statement by Professor Sprague
explains the reasons for the increased
music emphasis and something of what it
hopes to attain:

Lynch Wins Tuesday Election

"Knightshirt" Mayor
Succeeds Naugler
In Office
WHIRLWIND FINISH

EVERYONE SATISFIED

Pseudo-Political Fight
Ends in Rally at
Gymnasium

President Hauck Stars
With Faculty in
Minstrel

By Richard Trimble

Maine's second experiment in organized work and recreation came to a successful close Wednesday evening, as a
new tradition, Maine Day, won for itself
a permanent place in University activities.
Campus improvement in tine morning,
followed by gymnastics and a freshman
baseball game in the afternoon, and student-faculty entertainment nun the evening, was the order of events.
Along with Mayor "Candy" Lynch, replacing campaign puns with "official"
wisecracks, volunteers Under designated
leaders turned their efforts into constructive channels in a score of projects. New
walks were built, lawns were raked, trees
and shrubs were planted, and fraternity
grounds were beautified, as workers
turned to their tasks.
Mayor Lynch kept all his promises.
"Knightshirt" official helped in the
tree planting, threw the first ball in a
baseball game, and lent his advice whether
necessary of not.
Under tine leadership of Prof. Stanley
Wallace, the afternoon games assumed a
place of major importance. First the
co-eds, then men students, and finally the
faculty, had their opportunity to see how
fast they could rum the relays, how strong
they were in the rope pull, and, generally,
how well they could endure an afternsxmn
of exercise more strenuous than physics
or English.
Freshman-smmphonvore energy, reaching
its breaking point, exploded the length of
Alumni Field in the mass games. Characteristic of their traditional rivalry, both
sides claimed victory.
The evening events, however, took the
day's prizes. University faculty members, worn after a siege of examinations,
hid their scowls beneath an exterior of
black in the ;eature, a minstrel show.
President Arthur A. Ilauck took a leading part.
Student gymnasts, actors, and dancers
contributed to the program. Bob "It
Burns one up" Burns, after an unsuccessful attempt to win the mayorship for his
candidate, O'Connor, made a dramatic
comeback—get the point ?—with an original play in which Atwood Levensaler
took the leading part.
A dance con, hided the day's activity.

Three toots on the power house whistle
oil Tuesday evening announced the election of "Candy" I,ynch, the "man in the
nightshirt" and sponsor of the "Godsend" plan, as Right Honorable Mayor of
Maine. Climaxing a brief but colorful
two-day campaign, the new mayor swept
all oppositi,m before him to win the eketin and with it the honor of officiating
at Maine Day.
Lynch, the new mayor, took the reins
from last year'. political "boss," Reginald Whitfield Naugler who was a candidate for re-election. Six aspirants engaged in a two-day, mud-slinging. punmaking contest which paled into insignificance any political harangue since the
Lincoln-Douglas debate. Gay', de-decked
fleets of automobiles, packed with cheering supporters paraded over the campus
from Monday morning until Tuesday
night. Every fraternity- house, dormitory,
and ball on the campus flew tine name and
slogan of some favored candidate. Maples,
a !souse divided against itself, was draped
from ridge-pole to basement with the
colors of all the candidates.

"Although the purpose ot the University in providing instrumental and vocal
instruction is not to make professional
musicians but rather to open to the students a broader grasp of the significance
of great music, it does recognize its obligation to offer those who enter college
with some mastery of technique, frequently acquired through much effort and cost,
an opportunity to maintain and further
advance the acquirement. To this end
students may elect instrumental and vocal
instruction, for which a maximum of
eight semester hours of academic credit
are to be allowed in the graduation requirements of tile College of Arts and
Sciences. Applied music also may be
The first blood of the contest was drawn
taken without credit, and beginning as on Monday morning when the candidates,
well as advanced instruction is offered.
with the exception of Naugler, met for
The courses in aesthetics and theory their initial verbal skirmish. From the
will continue to be taught by Professor first wise-crack it was es ident that the
Sprague, while the courses in applied battle would be hot and heavy with quarmusic will be conducted by members of the ter neither asked nor given. Richard
faculty of the Northern Conservatory of Iliggins, "the mighty atom," appeared at
Music in Bangor. The alliance of the
in checkered race-track regalia,
University and the Conservatory. which horn-rimmed spectacles. and cane. "Canhas been functioning for several years, dy.
' Lynch campaigned in a nightshirt
will become more tangible through the over which, during outdoor skirmishes,
credit instruction given to the University he wore a brilliant crimson blanket. The
students by members of the Conservatory remaining candidates wore various infaculty. Director A. Stanley Cayting, of terpretations of the tuxedo.
the conservatory, and his faculty have asThe strife waxed hotter on Monday
sisted the University in working out the night. Practically the entire student
plans for the new departure.
timsly followed the parade that wound
The applied courses offered are compre- alxmut tine campus, stopping every few
hensive, listing specifically those most minutes while the candidates proclaimed
demanded, violin. pianii, organ, and vi ice. their respective merits. "Honest" Naugbut including the various orchestral in- ler had by this time been prevailed Upon
struments and ensemble classiticati,41s. As 1,0 cutter the race and his large following
is tine general practice in colleges and complicated the traffic situation. Amid
universities offering applied music, a the wail of sirens, tooting of horns, clangspecial tuition fee will be charged for ing oi bells, and ovations of the students
such instruction. For economy and con- the would-be mayors gathered about a
venience to the student these courses will bon-tire near the gymnasium where they
be given on the campus when the registra- continued their speeches.
Tuesday was a day of parades and
tion warrants. The University is supplyBy Marion Larsen
ing practice facilities, and these with the speeches which grew more vociferous as
The new foundation will soon be ready
excellent equipment of the Northern Con- the time of election neared. At six o'clock
to receive the M.C.A. building just across
servatory assures the student the best the parade formed which was to end at
mond
for
the road from where it has
the gymnasium for the rally and election.
aids in practical music.
over half a century. Now, in the process
The entrances of the candidates were
of being moved, the ohl building seems
very colorful. Lynch led his followers inProgram
Commencement
strangely silent and deserted—apart from
to the Gymnasium in the manner of the
the life of the campus for the first time Committee Is Announced
Pied Piper. Following him came lovein its varied history.
less,
soap-Is ix candidate," with a
.Fhe appointment of a University of band "the
• It was called the Commons Building
that played the Stein Song with
when it was erected with Oak Hall in Maine C4numencement Committee Gut
more enthusiasm than harmony.
1871. At that time it was used as a stu- 1936 consisting of faculty, alumni, and
The candidates, minus time "mighty
dents dining room, and a wooden pas- student members has just been announced
atom." assembled in the platbirm. They
by
President
Arthur
.1.
Hauck.
This
dormitory.
sageway connected it with the
drew for turns at speaking. Higgins,
The English department was housed in committee will be in charge of tine details •
the missing candidate, drew first place
the building in 1911 and the name was of the Commencement program which is
and was introduced by John Sealey. The
5-8.
June
held
to
be
changed to Estahrooke Hall. After the
student body sat up, astounded, as the
The faculty members of the committee
erection of Stevens Hall to which the
voice came clearly front the amplifiers.
of
Orono,
Watson
'18,
are
Harry
D.
English department was transferred, the
Stressing his five day week-end platform
Prof.
Robert Drummond '05,
building was occupied by the offices of a chairman,
and promising no more "Loveless" terms,
type of University Extension work which of Orono, head of the German Depart- Higgins pleaded for votes.
When the
from
merit;
Earle
Dunham
'24.
of
Bangor.
has since been discontinued. At this time
ended, there was a movement
speech
was
the Maine Christian Association held cer- the College of Technology; Elmer Tobey in a large cardboard box suspended from
tain rooms, and soon after took over the '11, of Orono. Head of the Chemistry
the ceiling and out climbed the "mighty
Department of the Maine Agricultural
building and gave it its present name.
atom" in person. He calmly descended
The last bricks of historic Oak Hall Experiment Station, and Donald Corbett to
the floor and took his seat upon the
College
of
AgriOrono.
from
the
of
'34.
are being carried away. architects are
platform.
Avery
ss,irking on detailed plans fir a new dorm- culture; the alumni members are
1Vhen "Candy" Lytwh took his turn at
itory. but the old frame building known to Hammond '11, of Bangor; Ralph lord
tkie microphone, he described Natigler's
'23,
of
Ring
Elizabeth
Orono:
'06,
of
20th century students as "The M.C.A."
regime as a reign of terror and called
will continue to accommodate its present Orono; and Mrs. Mildred Schrumpt '25, "Regular Rex" the man of "many promJohn
members
are
The
student
Orono.
of
as
buildSOOT)
possible
the
occupants. As
ises and few fulfillments." loveless, he
ing will be ready for off campus students Sealey. of Orono. president of the Sen- said. had purloined the milk of the baby
if
'36,
BanClass,
and
Joseph
Mullen
ior
rooms
loulge
possession
of
take
again
to
at North Hall.
and checker boards, for the work of the gor, chairman of the Senior Class ComEx-mayor Naugler based his plea on
"V" and M.C.A. offices to be resumed, and mencement Committee.
the fulfillment of past pledges. He promby
floor
the
third
for renewed activity on
All University of Maine students ised still another new dormitory if rea Camtnt staff that at the present writing
will be admitted to the State Track elected and tAressed the fact that he had
feels completely homeless.
the flood.
•
Meet on Saturday at Alumni Field saved Orono by stopping
Boh loveless, the man who was born
blanket
the
of
from
presentation
specimens
More than 100 rare
upon
at the age of three, astounded the audience
South and Central America base been ad- tax card.
by a brief resume of his career up to his
Curtis,
orchid
famed
T.
S.
University's
Cornell
ded to
present position as president of a River
Athletics
Faculty Manager of
collection.

History of Old M.C.A
Is Found Interesting

Second Annual Day
Of Work and Fun
Successful

ELECTED

...ctect Mayor
s lu, 511— \s,t,
JANIti.!
,
of Maine in Alumni Gymnasium Tuesday
Bank.
The final explanation of the mysterious
"adjustable platform" then was given by
"Fess" Miller who offered to inflict upon
himself all manner of corporal punishment
in the public behalf if elected.
"(Mentleman Jim" O'Connor was the
last speaker. Ile called upon the students
to end Naugler's wasteful regime and
elect him on a platform of "Sound Maine
timber." He called to the attention of
the co-ed element the fact that Inc kept
his promises as could be seen by the fact
that he washed the dishes at North Hall.
Following O'Connor's speech, brief rebuttals were held. The election then took
place on the main door of the gymnasium.

Student Government
Delegates Meet Here
it
The fifteenth annual convention
Women's Student Government of New
England Co-educational Colleges was
held on campus during the past weekend.
Two representatives were present from
each of the following colleges: Rhode
Island State College, Connecticut State
College, Massachusetts State College.
University of 'Vermont, University of
New Hampshire. Colby, Bates, and Middlebury.
Registration svas Thursday afternoon
and was followed by a lecture by Professor Eva Wunderlich of Bennington College. Professor Wunderlich, who was
the chief speaker at the convention, spoke
on "Bennington's Experiment in Student
Government." Miss Wunderlich considers student government in its broadest in
terpretation and "not in the bare ism&
of authority." She stressed the fact that
"student government should direct, influence, and administer."
C(inferences Were held Friday morning
at Balentine Ilan and Friday afternisin
at the President's house. The general
theme of the (b.( ussions was "Experiments in Self-Government" Professor
Wunderlich spoke on the topic "The Part
Women Play in European Politics."
On Saturday morning there was an
open forum at which the delegates discussed tine student government procedure
at their colleges. Several recommendations were made for each college, and the
following were made for Maine :
"We recommend that Maine allow a
limited number of radios on each floor
and that such radios be subject to quiet
hour regulations."
"We recommend that Maine and Connecticut plan a constructive forum of
interesting programs for the women students."
The guests were entertained at a lum iii.,
at the Peisibscot Valley Country( limb
Friday noon. A formal banquet was held
at the Bangor ,Ifouse Friday evening.
Beth Schiro, as toastmistress, introduced
the speakers who were Martha McCormick of Rhode Island State College, Jane
Woodbury of the University of New
fiampshire. Christine Conley of Middlebury, Professor Eva Wunderlich of Bennington (:ollege. and ()earl Edith Wilson.
This was followed by a formal dance at
the Phi Gamma Delta house. Tine delegates returned home Saturday noon after
the final conference.
•
C.C.N.Y. has joined other Eastern
schools in raising standards of admission.

Original Etchings on
Display in S. Stevens
.\

By Ruth Kimball

oi original etchings is
being offered at the University for the
first time in its history in the faculty
room in South Stevens Hall. The display is being presented by the department
of art history through the artists' cooperation in an educational effort directed to
bring about 'a greater public interest in,
and understanding of, the work of contemporary American artists."
The group of etchings is by the foremost American masters of this beautiful
and fascinating art. Professor J. Homer
fluddilston of tine department of art history has expressed great enthusiasm at
the opportunity offered of seeing these
originals. "One can get the charm and
personality of the artist --a finesse which
cannot be obtained through reproductions." he stated.
I was interested in hearing the process
by which an etching is made. The plate
may be of wood, steel, or oilmer --usually
the latter. This is covered with wax
through which the artist marks with his
engraving tools. Then acid is poured
over the work, the wax is removed, and
the plate is ready for printing. Unfortunately, an etching cannot be printed but
a few times before it is worn down and
loses its fine delicate lines. Therefore, the
originals are very valuable. Some of the
most famous masters of etching are Pennell, Van Dyke. and Rembrandt. A
"first." nmeaning one of the first prints
made from a plate of Rembrandt is worth
about $5008) today in New York.
The University of Wisconsin has more
than $20,000 in unclaimed library +Tont..
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Tile State Meet

awaited with considerable
The occasion of the annual State Track Meet has been
at Alumni Field for the
place
take
ill
v.
meet
anticipation for several weeks. The
first time in five years.
Bates, and Bowdoin.
The prospects are for a three-cornered fight between Maine.
Bates weight man,
outstanding
Kishon,
Alton Bell Maine's stellar javelin man. Tony
hurdler, should turn in
star
Bowdoin's
Gins!.
and
miler.
veteran
Colby's
Veysey.
and the
rectird-breaking performances. The cliise race between the three colleges.
State Meet one
fact that several records are almost certain to fall should make this
of the most exciting in several years.

A Suggestion

for the
It scents to us that a better means of selecting the mayoralty candsdates
selected
are
they
time
present
the
At
devised.
be
could
election
Day
Maine
annual
at the discretinin of the publicity ciimmittee fin. Maine Day.
Inasmuch as no small group can possiffly hope to determine front the large student bitty those candidates who are best tined fin the pisition, we would suggest that
henceforth each fraternity be allowed to recommend the name of one of its number
most
tit the committee. which shall then proceed to select the six which it may deem
suitable. Surely the fraternity has the benefit of intimate knowledge of the candidate
Which could be used to advantage in the selection.

Rom: in Africa

There are those tit wlitim the fall of Addis Ababa coupled with recent retwirtsof
naval appropriations in years by the United States anti Great Britain may
appear as a distinct blow to internationalism. Certainly the prtispects for lasting peace
and understaisling do iii it hark promising when an aggressn tr nation openly defies the
League of Nations and at its own convenience priiceeds to dispose of a weaker neighmanner that tissieni Rome has adopted in acquiring Africa's
Is.r in the is
last empire. VW situation shows the pathetic helplessness of the 1.eagne in a grave
such pri,blems. but unless
lailitical t•risis. True, it has the MO /)tort ti. tin cope with
other word,. unless it has
in
nations.
the
by
recognition
its atlfflottly is given actual
sphere of
tlw p.•;,er to enforce its authority in the lace of nippitsinon. its place in the
League
the
of
failure
Tint
significance.
decreasing
if
become
ill
'is
politics
European
may well make the internationalists feel blue.
Great Britain has just announced her largest naval-building pit pgram since the
NVashinglon treaty ttl 192I, tailtttg itlr the ci instrUCtit in of thirty-eight Ile% ships of
war. including twit battleships. two large cruisers with a speed of thirty-two knots;
three sniall t misers, an ail-trait carrier, jour submarines, and lesser craft.
A toll juin itling for the expentlittite 411 $531.111•8,7117, the largest peace-time naval
approutiatlitti in ttur history, has been reported to the .\ppropriations I, i intittitte of
the II' useof Representatives.
airy to any inference that might Ile drawn from these fat ts. howrver. and
contrary to the military designs rii Premier Mussidini. the fate ot empire and stiffly
drawn lines ot minimalism is manifest. Progress is slow. I seneratiiins may tad to
see the goal, and when the future appears doubtful. even as it does now, may questio•
%sheltie' it ever will litr tItlIWVeld t !tilt as stire as f111,rtal Dian can be iit :nothing.
ina ht t idinilent that his icilitiial destiny lies in illternationabsin. !Iv cannot es(„
11. nor •01..11111 Ilk'
.
.11 Illarked
t
Ii,,- is ..id
I. I% II;/ Alt ii )t;V
11 Ila• 11t.
,
his IN. Mean,: straieht.
ti 111.1,1• i 1.11.1 al111 lociltoas 1.1 decay. •\lways, however, a long ran.:
tots i,t1` di.'V/ It II it 1,1- Itatting tie's itidily' toward a more snsialistic hie. The coin
fia• been trom the individual to the major pnwer. Economol Mali •
it
ically It
loi Ager to the great corporation. Religitillsly It has tice.,
lion' the 1.41,1 Iiii ts I •Ilippt r i.t tlic
of the folloWerS of the great
•ect• the %% odd.
kk ,.tintor look titi the attic al of intetnationalism in a generation., tor perhaiIll
t mur• till! It 1,104•;11 MC%'table'
We set' 1,
Mid the IliiriZoill of current
politn•.
\loth. it Rom. • a fc‘ci sal ,t !lend. Internationalism is our political destiny.

the largest

Tech Notes

Ti) the Editor of the Campus,
Dear Sir:
There have been two interesting letters
in the Campus of late. The first is that
by John Douglass who characterized the
'as "an affair
student "Anti-War Strike.
which gives students a half holiday and
an opportunity for schoolboy orators to
hold forth." The other was by Lawrence
Denning who stated that the American
Student Union was a "red and radical
blend of the Communist-controlled National Student League, and the so-called
Socialists' Student League for Industrial
Democracy." To both of these writers
I want to express my appreciation for
their thought and effort. If the "AntiWar Strike" and the A.S.U. have done
nothing else they have at least aroused
some thought on the part of these students.
First of all, however, I would like to
allay Mr. Denning's fears of communism
being spread on campus by the A.S.U.
Nothing is farther from the idea of that
organization here.
We have heard a great deal about the
high standards held by the United States
in all its dealings and institutions since
the tune cif its founding, but we have begun to wonder if anything could be so
perfect. Thus, we have directed our
efforts in order to find the other side of
some of its activities. With all the existing unemployment and strife and with
future wars threaternal, we have been
looking for a way to correct these evils.
This we feel is the duty of any forward
looking and patriotic person who has the
interests of human beings more at heart
titan the hollow-sounding phrases of national pride in anything and every:thing
that this Country has done.
Finally, we feel that the hie of man
rests with matt himself. Such things as
Hi., 'is, tornadoes and other natural disasters can in,it be controlled to any large
extent hut things such as war, unemployment, and suppression of liberties can be
controlled by man. Vs'e may. be only
"schoolboy orators" but by constant striving and watchfulness we can work to make
the world a better place in which to live.
NVo do not feel that by building large
fighting forces and by making other war
preparations that we can get rid of war.
We don't intend to hide our convictions.
either. We are going to let people know
that we are against wars and that we won't
cooperate in them.
There isn't the space here in which to
discuss all the reasons for our ideas hut
anyone who wants to discuss these things
is perfectly welcome to attend any: and
every A.S.U. meeting where things of
this nature may be discussed freely and
openly.
Signed,
An A.S.U. Member
Last Thursday night Chester Smith and
Sargent Russell. representing Maine. met
Colby debaters there in a noti-decisiton
debate 011 the Congress- Supreme Court
question.
Mar 14 to Ii,. Maine's debaters are to
make a trip to the tournament being held
at Rhode Island State College in Kingston. Chester Smith and Sargent Russell
will enter the debating contest. while David Brown will participate in oratorical
at ii I after-th tttter speaking competition.
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Five Points
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Colby
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"Hungry Hollow," otherwise known as 25 tirtiVe Street

By Walter Staples
I .tt,y

kt

[:., r "Mad Mayor of
Hungry Hollow"

A joint meeting of the Women's Forum and the International Relations Club
was held on Friday, May 1, at Balentine
Hall,
Miss NVunderlich, of Bennington College, led the discussion on Nazi Germany.
In the curse of the discussion. Miss NVunderlich commented on the German N'ouTh
Movement, the attitude of the country
towards Hitler. financial conditions, religious situations, and the educational program.
During the first part of the meeting, tea
was poured by Catherine Rowe,
Dean Arthur I.. Deering annitunces that
the following men have completed the requirements of the two-year course in
Agriculture and will receive certificates at
Commencement : Chesley L. Cripps. Camden: Charles A. Fillehrown, Waterford:
Lloyd E. Pratt, Gorham; and Earl M.
Sprowl. Appleton.
The following pledge report has been
received and properly recorded by the Interfraternity Council:
Alpha Gamma Rh, t

The birth of a new and unique student organization took place Sunday. April 12
Hungry Hollow, that modest little colony of red cabins on the farm road, took ut
bit in its teeth, and the Uniztersity Cabin Colony is the result. In the kitchen-study dining-room-parlor of one of the larger cabins, the boys gm together in the aft,
noon, and after some rather heated discussion, the cornerstone was finally pl
with Harlan P. (Sandy 1 MacPherson as the organization's first president. 1.
the three weeks that have passed since the first meeting, a constitution ha•
drawn up and accepted, officers elected, and various other business and social
ties discussed and acted upon. Other officers and charter members are: 1-7.dwin
vice president ; Lester A. Felt, secretary and treasurer ; Walter Staples, corn
dent; Merle Itragdon, Justin Neviski. William Lewis. John Dean, Basil SI
Raymond Powell, Sargent Russell, Floyd Elwell, Avery Rich, .Nrthur Robbins.
arci Varney. Arthur Smith, Henry Morse, Chester Jones, William DeWitt, Fr:,
Whitney'. Merle Wing, Bradford Crosby. Albert Judkins, Franklin Rich. and
bert Buck.
The purpose of the organization is to encourage a fuller enjoyment of the
of life which this group of students finds it necessary to experience, to pery
the friendships formed there, and tit make it possible for those who have grad.
having experienced life ill the cabins, to be of assistance to those who follow.
membership is to be comprised of students living in cabins and boarding themselvt
The requirements for membership are based largely on the possession of desqualities of character, but a term of residence in a cabin for a period of a ye:,
requisite. The organization is in no way secret, and it is intended that mem!,
in it shall not interfere with membership in any other organization, nor is it t,
the place of a social fraternity. Although there is no scholarship requireme
membership, the scholastic standing of the group is exceptionally good. and
'Hungry Hollowites' contend that it surpasses that of any fraternity associated
the University. Although the University Cabin Colony has but very recently
quire(' a name, and has a membership which is at present not large, its expat
through enrollment of as niftily. graduates as possible. is planned.
More than twenty years ago, Ernest Littlefield constructed a small eat
accommodate two ambitious Agriculture students who were finding it difticii;.
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Four Maine Colleges Clash For State Track Title Saturday
Bates, Bowdoin, Maine
Conceded an Equal Chance
Five Points May Separate
The Three Leaders;
Colby Is Weak
By Harold L. Webb
all for event No. I Saturday
t.. the spectators on Alumni
\thletic Classic, the State Track
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:its have seen one team slated
la•tanding pre-meet favorite, or
„. hued a dual for top honors
of the colleges, with the
1
,1 tii the rear. This year finds
the four colleges as potential
ith the outcome a matter of
\laine. and Bowdoin have teams
ally equal strength. Colby, for
Itiaill cars pitifully weak in track as a
tear:. !mist rely upon one outstanding innamely, Veysey, for her recogniplace of team honors. The Big
:,1.
,Ii offer mediocre outfits, bol.,,, .1 f.y the presence of several Olym,
dates. Bowdoin has its Phil
!:ates its Kishon, and Maine its
,,•
Bell. These are the men who
1, rib) the color and punch to the
,•,-tival.
fi
do the Maine Bruins stand in the
t analysis? As a matter of fact.
'hates,and Bowdoin are so evenly
that a reversal in two events,
•ing the shifting of five or six
•roni one to the other, will swing
•:., mart that way. Maine's chances of
;el ett the win column are even.
\ teview of the events and impartial
11N regarding them will illustrate
ative strength of the chief contendthe first events on the program
•11 them the ability to make or
Maine Bear. Murray and Huff
, first and second in the dashes.
lie recovers fully from a leg
Luray should .retain his State
Ithout a great deal of trouble.
Huff can edge Keck of Bates
ii of Bowdoin. remains the quesi he Maine flyer looked great
last Saturday, and with
ations pointing to his reaching
the 9th, second place goes to
rest three events will be sadly
. tinge of Pale Blue. Bowdoin
have the edge in the 440, with
,1
Marvin carrying Bowdoin's
nd }Inward those of Bates.
.ole contender will be Hurwitz.
rful sophomore must take the
of a dark horse in this event.
ick of experience.
880. Maine must again take a
rlii their strongest event last
Bears are without the services
's and Marsh, leaving them minus
-thility of a point. Bates, with
and Bowdoin, with Porter and
have this event to themselves.
Veysey runs the mile. Colby
'
1- her first score. Porter. of
and Saunders. of Bates, should
;mid Veysey in that order. Should
lby flyer enter only the two mile,
and Saunders will go up, with
Bowdoin, moving into third
I funnewell sends Maine into the
L: column again with a second in
, mile behind Veysey. Porter. of
brings third. A real duel is
hoolss in this event. Porter and
ill met in the New Englands
'The. where the dark haired Maine
avenged an earlier defeat taken
••tate Meet.
Good's dominance in the hurdle
•:1 en unchallenged this year. His
iimpetitor will be his ex-team
:ohimy Gowell, of Maine. The
point in both races will probably
through the work of Deane
Ii en.
is no denying Bates' supremacy
of the four weight events. The
Iron Man. Anton "Tony" Kishon,
handed a first in the discus and
;,lit without an argument. Before
•- aiiirday. the hammer would have
1 to the list, but Frame, Maine's
in ace, won the event at M.I.T.
mark better than the toss which
ishon a firat in the Penn. Relays.
in view, the outcome can be
or Garnet. Frame is favored
In tip seconds in the hammer and
Colby may gather another point
(kens, with Lefleur taking third.
reabody, of Bates, takes the extra
'11 the hammer.
No one will touch
irtonal heaves of Bell in the
Kishon is slated for a second
iv third place anybody's, let's say
• of Maine,
men of equal caliber will ft& it
r second and third in the shot. Ire'I Frame, of Maine, Lelleur, of

Trackmen Win
BASEBALL BUNTS Bruin
From Mass. Tech
By Bill Saltzman

Records Endangered
As Maine College
Stars Compete
Bringing with them the record breaking characteristics that go hand-in-hand
with every Olympic year, the track men
of the four Maine colleges get together
Saturday at Alumni Field for a contest
in which many of the now existing marks
are certain to fall.
With such stars as Anton Kishon, of
Bates, Phil Good, of Bowdoin. Cliff Veysey, of Colby, and Al Bell and George
Frame, of Maine, to lead the assault, at
least four of the present records should
go by the boards.
The hammer throw mark is in danger,
The hammer throw mark is in apparent
danger, with Kishon and Frame the two
contenders for Tootell's thirteen year old
record. The Garnet ace has been throwing the hall and chain 165 feet consistently. while Frame has passed the 166 foot
mark on one occasion.

•
Dost Hun'. Acting Co-Capatin of the
Maine Team

Piot Goon. Bowdon'.s Ace Hurdler

Bear Facts
By Harold L. Webb

"A very good trip with the squad improving in every game." was the way that
Bill Kenyon, baseball coach, expressed
himself over the recent New England tour
in which the University of Maine team
broke even in four games. Defeats were
registered at the hands of powerful
Brown, considered second to only Holy
Cross in Eastern baseball collegiate circles. and Rhode Island, a fast, aggressive
nine. The Maine crew found its stride
in the last two contests, collecting wins
over Northeastern University and Bates,
• • • • • •
Ernie Reidman. Auburn sophomore, was
probably the outstanding man of the
Maine squad. Besides pitching a six hit
shut-out against the Huskies, the blond
righthander broke up the Bates game with
a rousing triple in the seventh inning.
Frank Tapley, Mars Hill short-stop and
a second year man, also featured for the
Bears.
The climax of the trip was reached on
Saturday afternoon at Lewiston when the
Maine team came from behind in the
seventh inning to whip the Rates aggregation. 5-4. In the seventh in • g, Bates
had a 4-0 lead. Woodbury, up for Maine,
reached first on Bergeron's error; Keegan doubled; Pruett and Lord walked;
and Heldman, pinch-hitting. tripled to tie
up the score. The winning run was brought
in by the two singles of Tapley and Collette.

A few high lights on the stars performALTON BELL calls Dennysville
Maine's Al Bell is a sure bet to lower ing in the Meet tomorrow.
his home was known as a baseball pitchANTON KISHON : Former Worces- er before coming to Maine
the javelin mark, set in 1927, by Lyden,
is an excelof Maine. Bell has already surpassed the ter Academy luminary. Won 4 first places
lent dishwasher
Better known as Dingin the weight events at the Harvard New
existing record by over five feet.
Dong he had never hurled a javelin beKeller. Bates broad juniper, has served England Interscholastic, in 1932. Most
fore
entering the University Opened
versatile
man
in
the
Meet.
He
broadnotice that he will be after a new mark
in his specialty by jumping 22 feet 11 jumps and gurdles and is a top notcher all eyes by setting a new indoor record in
his first competition as a freshman Inwith the weights.
inches last week.
Nicknamed Tony for obvious reasons. creased this mark by better than ten feet
To set a record, 7.883 lizavard graduThe only other record that appears .in
he has a superb physique and introduced this year and in the Springfield meet ates
contributed las year to the Harvard
peril is the 220 yard dash. Murray, Maine
the no shirt fad to Maine track circles. here he tossed it for the longest throw Fund.
speedster, has an excellent chance of lowHe holds the intercollegiate hanuner title ever recorded in the State Plays reguering this one, established in 1925, and
and won both the hammer and discus at lar outfield position on the baseball team
equalled in 1926 and 1933.
the Penn. Relays last year, repeating in
has a decided weakness for blonds
The following is a list of the present
the hammer this year. Majors in physics is very popular, being a Skull pledge and
records, dates set, and their holders:
former president of the Sophomore Owls
and is strong Olympic hope.
Pole vault-Webb, Maine, 12 feet 3Y4
plus many other achievements
PHILIP GOOD: Started his hurdling
inches. made in 1933.
SCHOOL OF LAW
High jump-Palmer, Maine, 6 feet 1 A
1 career at age of nine, hurdle being made Member of Phi Mu Delta fraternity.
New York
inches, made in 1914.
of lathes
GEORGE FRAME Hammer throwWent on up to hold every
Javelin-Lyden. Maine, 191 feet 5 incher from Searsport ranks as one of the
Maine
schoolboy
record
and
to
become
Case
System
es, made in 1927.
Broad jump-O'Connor, Maine. 23 feet, National high hurdles champion in 1934. hest in the country came to Maine
Three-Year Day Course
inch, made in 1930.
While in high school he played football. from Gorham Normal
where he played
Hammer throw-Tootell, Bowdoin, 168 and competed in broadjump, polevault, basketball
Four-Year Evening Course
Placed fourth in the I.C.4A.
feet 8 inches. made in 1923.
along meet last year at Boston and third at the
Shot put-Niblock. Bowdoin, 48 feet high-jump and the 300 yard run
Co-educational
with the hurdles
Has
and was a place win- N.C.A.A.A. meet in California
974 inches. made in 1935.
Discus throw--Gowell, Maine, 157 feet ner in each
Bears the middle monicker been paged as the Maine Adonis and
College Degree or Two Years
2 inches, made in 1930.
of Given
is a crack student. He turned likes Ina Ray Hutton's music
Known
of College Work with Good
One Mile run-Colbath. Bowdoin. and
Grades Required for Entrance
Wills, Bates. 4 min. 21 sec., tied in 1927. down a $1000 scholarship which he won as Aesop because of his fables Broke
on a Don Favor's indoor record in the 35 lb.
440 yard dash-Adams, Bates. 49 1-5 at Williams, to go to Bowdoin
Transcript of Record Must Be
seconds.
$500 one
he's a senior and a
also won through scholastic weight last winter
120 yard high hurdles-Good. Bowdoin. excellency Caused a slight fervor when member of Kappa Sigma fraternity.
Furnished
15 seconds, made in 1935.
lie
accepted
the
latter
his
father
is
an
BM yard dash-Cloudman, Bowdoin,
Morning, Early Afternoon,
The so-called baseball experts have alex-Colby man
Phil went to Japan with
91,,i seconds, made in 1899.
and Evening Classes
state
ready
doped
out
Colby
to
win
the
Two mile run-Richardson. Maine, 9 American team two summers ago. Set
mills. 35,i secs.. made in 1930.
For further information address
records in both hurdles at the State Meet title. Maine to be second, and Bates and
880 yard run-Chapman, Bates. 1 min.
Charles P. Davis, Registrar
in 1935. He is a senior and a member of Bowdon to fight it out for the cellar posi56 secs., made in 1929.
tion. Last year, the Mules won the pen233 Broadway, New York
230 yard low hurdles-Good. Bowdoin, Zeta Psi fraternity.
24 1-5 seconds, made in 1935.
EDWIN VEYSEY: National 3000 nant with Nfaine a dose second.
220 yard dash-Mittlesdorf. Colby. Stymiest, Maine, and McLaughlin. Bowdoin. meter title holder hails from New ShaFirst gained recogni21;i secs., made in 1925, tied in 1929 and ron, up country
1933.
tion in 1931 when he won both the mile
and half mile at the Bates interscholastic
meet setting records in each . is a
Colby, and Cooke and Peabody, of Bates,
crack cross country man having finall have the same chance here.
ished in the money for two years in the
In the jumps, the honors will be well
Nationals at New York
Better known
divided. Keller, of Bates, and Soule, of
as "Cliff," he works very hard in order
Bowdoin, are in line for first in the broad
to go to college .up at 4:30 every mornjump, with the latter favored because of
ing to deliver papers refuses to talk
his consistency. Maine's Gowell lands a
about himself Almost came to Maine
third.
some slip up he's a junior and a member of Zeta Psi fraternity.
Patronize Our Advertisers

Fordham University

At Cambridge

Led In George Frame. the University
of Maine track team won a 71'S to 637ii
victory over M.I.T.'s cinder squad, Saturday, at Cambridge.
Stanley Johnson, captain of the Engineers, was high point man, gathering a
first in both hurdles and the broad jump.
Maine's apparent defeat was turned into unexpected victory by the sweeping
victory iii the discus, in which Frame,
Harvey. and Kelley took all three places.
120 yard high hurdles-Won by Stanley
Johnson (T); second, Alfred Fantz (T);
third, John Gowell ( M 1. Time-I6 1-5s.
100 yard dash-Won by Donald Huff
(Ml; second. John Murray ( M); third,
Walter Nygaard (T). Time-10)4s.
One mile run-Won by Eugene Cooper
(T); second, Henry Guerke (T); third,
Jerome Kittel (T). Time-4 min. 39 1-5s.
440 yard run-Won by David McLellan
(T); second. Sidney Hurwitz (M);
third, Harold Code (T). Time-50 1-5s.
Two mile run-W'ott by Bill Hunnewell
second. Henry Guerke (T I ; third.
(M) second,
Ralph Clifford (Ml. Time--9m. 56s.
8*) yard run-Won by Nestor Sabi
IT); second, Eugene Cooper IT); third.
hiuglas Dingwall(M); Time-2m. 2s.
220 yard dash- -Won by Don Huff
:
second. David McLellan
M
third, Walter Nygaard IT). Time-22
2-5s.

SEND
CARD
CTO MOTHER..
Of all the special occasions that are set aside
during the course of the
year, none means as iiroc.h
as Mother's Day--for no
one means as much to us
as Mother.
You will find just the
card to tell your Mother
so among our complete selection of hea ut if ul
Mother's Day Cards.

PARK'S
Hardware and Variety
31-37 Mill St., Orono

The only machine
of its kind

1,410.1

9

here s a cztap 1 than

CLIFTON
for
Men s
Watches
BEVERLY
for
Wornen'a
Watches

- and there's a distinctive "snap" to a
Wrist Watch ensemble that includes a
Hadley Bracelet, Strap. Cord or Thong.
Besides, there is the utmost in Style,
Comfort and Perfect Fit.
Send for 'Smart Wrists," a folder that
shows many of the Hadley 1936 Designs
in Wrist Watch Bracelets for Men and

Women.
THEN CONSULT YOUR JEWELER

HADLEY.PROVIDENCE
1

C OMPANY • INC
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Loam • foe."

WRISTWATCH BRACELETS EXCLUSIVELY -SINCE 1112

SOO camshafts can be inspected
every hour by an automatic
machine which has been designed
and built by the Ford Motor
Company. It is the only one of
its kind. It has a gaging accuracy
of one ten-thousandth of an inch.
It gages Ford camshafts at 25
points. Any dimension not within
the specified limits causes electrical and mechanical devices to
reject the camshaft as it leave!
the machine.
There are ten inspection stations. The camshafts are placed
in registered position in carriers
mounted on an endless linked
conveyor and carried into the
machine. At each station the
conveyor stops momentarily. Automatic centers engage the ends
of the camshafts and hold them
rigidly. Then 25 floating gage

FORD

heads lower automatically, measure the shafts, then rise. As the
conveyor moves the shafts to the
next station, other mechanism
rotates and indexes them for the
next set of gage heads.
The gage heads contain hard'lloy-tipped measuring plungers
which are linked to amplifying
levers. Variations in shaft sizes,
beyond set limits, close a set of
contact points which operate two
solenoids. One sets the rejection
mechanism; the other raises a
marking plunger which puts a
daub of copper sulphate solution
on the shaft where the dimension
is over or under size.
When shafts come out of
machine they are automatically
passed or rejected. All told,
there are 54 inspections on every
Ford V- 8 camshaft.

MOTOR

COMPANY

"The Story of Wool and Mohair," a Ford educational sound slide film
presenting the entire history of the textile industry, is now available
for showing before college groups, clubs, and organizations. The local
Ford dealer will he glad to furnish film, projector, and operator if desired.

THE MAINE CAMPUS
New England College Teachers
Elect Doan Lutes President
By Walton Grundy

Dean Olin S. Lutes, of tl.e School of
Education.. was elected president of the
New England Asisooiation of College
Teachers of Education at the meeting of
this organization at the University Club
in Boston last Friday which he and Professor Ernest Jackman attended. It is expected that the meeting next year will
he held at the University of Maine.
The following educational institutions
were represented at Boston: Brown,
Tufts. Boston University, Connecticut
State, Rhode Island State. Massachusetts
State, Vermont, New Hampshire. Bates
and Colby. The feature of the meeting
was the discussion of educational guidance by Richard Allen. one of the country's foremost authorities on the subject
NOTICE
Several opportunities for summer employment have been received by the
Placement Bureau requiring special qualifications. Any students interested in the
following vacancies are advised to see the
Placement Director at once.
I. A licensed male guide to conduct
groups of boys in the woods and lakes
of the State, including selection and preparation of food.
2. A man with good personality and
thorough knowledge of motor boats, pump
engines, and mechanics. Experienced if
possible.
3. A man to lead in craftsmanship,
leather-working, etc. A piano player preferred.
4. A junior or senior girl to act as sailing instructor for girls, ages 13 to 17.
5. A junior or senior girl to act as
soMuning instructor for 35 children, ages
9 to 12.
Further details and addresses will be
supplied by the Placement Bureau upon
request.
A College Music Set has been allocated
to the Music Department of the University of Maine by the Carnegie Corporation. The set, which has been presented
to a number of colleges in the United
States, comprises a reproducer and an extensive music library ,if recorded music,
musical scores, and books.
The reproducer, a Capehart unit, is one
of the finest machines built, and together
with the high-fidelity recordings, is a remarkably close approximation to the actual programs.
According to an announcement by
President Hauck, the set will be sent to
the University in September. It will be
used by the music department in courses
on music appreciation aml orchestration,
and will adso be used at Vespers and as a
sources if MUSIC at Assemblies. Private
use of the instrument bs' campus organizations will alsii be allowed, and plans are
being considered to inaugurate a series of
tnusio appreciatilin pr 'grains to be broadcast from the University over WEISZ.

SOCIETY

House Party Schedule

May 8-9

Phi Kappa Sigma
Phi Mu Delta
Phi Eta Kappa
Sigma Nu
Delta Tau Delta
Alpha Tau Omega
May 15-16
l'iti Ganuna Delta
Theta Chi
1.ambda Clii
Beta Theta Pi
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Sigma Chi

obtain a college education. These two students, Henry Covell ahd Willis Han.
craduated ire the Unisersity and their cabin was filled with other students.
cabins were built and occupied as the years passel. A daughter of Mr. Cow'
graduated from Manic : another is attending at the present time. In the )ear,
the founding. more than St.i0 students have made the cabins their homes during •
ternis at college, and have enjoyed with gratitude the kindness and sympathy
eatured by Chi 0. and Mrs. Littlefield—'Pop' and 'Gram' to the boys. Students front all
United States, all over the world, in fact—from Hawaii, India, Canada—has,
Chi Omega sorority held its annual !
it convenient, even pleasant, to live, self-supporting, in the red camps jii,t
spring formal May 2nd at the Penobscot the campus. Agriculture, Arts and Science. and Technology student,:
•
Valley Country Club. One of the fea- a common group.
tures of the evening was the carnation
As the colony grew and attracted attention, it became known under a varie:
dance. The chaperons were: Dr. and nicknames, the most common of which were 'Lower Campus,' 'Hungry Hullos%
N1 rs. Drummond. Dr. and Mrs. R E. 'Shanty Town.' Although friendships formed were many and the attachment,
Hitchner, and Dr. and Mrs. Ii. L. Flew - 'Pop' and 'Gram' sincere, no formal organization was formed. No records I
riling. The committee in charge consist- been kept of those who have lived in the cabin colony, and thought many return as
ed of Georgia Fuller, Dorothy Nutt. and visitors, few of the graduates are aware of the activities of others, or of the ou.
Georgia Taylor.
dents who now occupy their old Nimes at 25 Grove Street.
At a suggestion of Edwin Rand. now one of the residents of the cabin col. •
Phi Mu Banquet Is Carried Out
residents have brought the colony into being. Activities are not to
present
the
Flight
Airplane
In Form of an
limited to those undergraduates now making up the membership of the Univer,:•:,
Phi Mu's spring initiation took place Cabin Colony. As soon as convenient, graduate members are to be contacted.
Wednesday, April twenty-ninth, at the other students living under similar conditions about the campus will be invites!
Bangor House. Those who were initi- join. Insofar as possible an effort will be made to develop the organization in suci
ated were: Hester Billings, Barbara a way that it will be of real benefit to its members, and a means to the lightening
Brown. Irma Brown, Mary Ford, Yvonne a few of the burdens of future students of the University who live in cabins.
Gonyao Barbara Harlow, Diana Hight,
The organizers of the society are indebted to President Hauck and member, , •
Miriam Hilton, Frances Jewell. and Edith
the faculty for their sympathetic and helpful interest. It is hoped that they may )„
Thomas.
repaid for their kindness by substantial benefits which may be brought to the UniverAfter the initiation, a banquet was sity through the existence of the organization.
served, carried out in the form of an airplane flight. Alice McMullen, the new
president. was pilot and introduzed Mrs.
George E. Lord, alunma adviser, whii
spoke for "the directors of the compan;.
Barbara Brown represented those "taking
off," Margaret Williston, those in flight.
All about the brand ticw permanent—
and Jean Stanley, those who are about t.
"land in alumnae field." Polly Bulk
'35 spoke for those in alumnae field.
Prizes for the highest ranking memb,
I hie Minute Wireless Wave
and pledge were presented to Edith Hill
'36 and Miriam Hilton '38..
Buffum's Beauty Shop has just purchased this latest
At last it is here
Think of it!—No more fear of being hitched to a cumwaving machine
bersome machine! No more suffering tortures of uncontrolled chemical heat!
No more dry, overbaked hair ! No scalp burns!
LIVE in FRENCH
It is absolutely the softest, most natural and comfortable permanent you've
ever had!
Residential Summer School (co.

Phi Mu Holds Dance Carnation Dance Is
F
May Night at PVCC

---4k

Spring Formal Given
May Day by Pi Phis
Maine Alpha Chapter of Pi Beta Phi
held its annual spring formal Friday
night, May 1st. at the Knights of Pythias
Hall in Old Town. The chaperons Were
Prof. and Mrs. Paul Bray and Prof. and
Mrs. Harry D. Watson. Dr. and Mrs.
Harold Boardman. Dean and Mrs. James
Muilenhurg, and Dr. and Mrs. Edward N.

Pi chapter of Phi Mu held a May-Night
dinner dance at the Penobscot Valley
l'ountry Club Friday evening. During
the dance before intermission, which was
in honor of the ten new members, the
Queen of the dance, Irma Brown, was
chosen and crowned by the patrons and
patronesses. Her office consisted of distributing gay. candy-filled May-baskets to
the couples as they marched past her.
Patrons and patronesses for the affair
were Dean and Mrs. J. N. Hart, Dr. and
Mrs. J. H. Iluddilston, Prof. and Mrs.
M. F. Jordan, and Mr. and Mrs. Cecil
Fielder. Mr. and Mrs. Matthew Highlands and Miss Marion Buzzell attended
as special guests. The committee in
charge was composed of Ruth Currie,
Charhitte Davis, Marguerite Benjamin,
and Mary Orr. Music was by the Maine
Bears.

Annual Founder's Day Banquet
Brush were guests. Music was by Perky
Held by Pi Phis in Bangor
Reynold's Conunanders. The committee
The Maine Alpha Chapter of Pi Beta
in charge consisted cit. Marion Hilton,
Phi sorority held its annual Founders'
Blanchard.
Estelle
Margaret Snow, and
Day banquet on Thursday evening, April
thirtieth, at the Bangor House. Mildred
Freshman-Sophomore Banquet
Datiphinee '38 was the toastmistress and
To Be Held Wednesday, Alav 13 introduced the following speakers:
animal Freshman-Sophomore banDorothy Frye '35, Eleanor Delaney '36,
held at Balentine on Wednes- Louise Calderwood '37, and Janet St.
quet will
day, May 13. The new Sophimuire Eagles Pierre '39. A wine and blue color scheme
and the Neai Mathetai pledges will be was carried out in the flowers and menu
announced. NIrs. Turner will be the cards.
speaker. The present Eagles are Mary
Helen Raye, Mary Wright, Mary Deer- Florence Shannon Is Elected
Pres. of Off-Campus Women
ing, Mary-Hale Sutton, Mary Leighton,
Margaret I linkley, Norma Lueders, Lucy
Florence Shannon '37, of Bangor, was
Cobb. and Marguerite Benjamin.
elected president of the M.C.A. off-camKatherine Bunker was elected president pus girls week. Ruth Kimball '37, of
of Chi Omega sorority Monday evening, Old '1'0%11, and Louise Rice '39, of BanApril 21. due to the resignation of Carol gor, were elected to serve on the House
Stevens, who has been elected president of Committee. Miss Shannon will be a
Women's Student Government Associa- member ex officio of the YAV.C.A. Cabinet.
tion.

The

"Hungry Hollow" Formally Organizes
(Continued fro* Page Two)

HAVE YOU HEARD
frederies

educational). Jude 26-julY 31.
Only French spoken. Pee $150.
Hoard and Tuition. Elementary,
Intermediate. Advanced. Write
for announcement to Reside,.
tial French Summer School.

McGill University, Montreal, Canada

BUFFUM'S BEAUTY SHOP
33 Main Street

Tel.95
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Lawrence Chatto '34 has resigned from
the PoS111.11 as At es Supervisor of the
WPA pi,iject oincerned with farm
mortgages and land transfers in order to
accept a position with the Extension Service oi the Unnersity.

441P*1411DIN
"MAGNIFICENT
OBSESSION"

and "THE
\l II OE TIME"
S111°4114: grov4th of "Veterans of
Future Wars"
Fii. and Sat . NI.1% s

"CAPTAIN JANUARY"
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it

—the curing and ageing of leaf tobacco,
that's what's going on.
Thousands of hogsheads of mild ripe
tobacco are under these roofs...just lying
here ageing and sweetening and mellowing for Chesterfield cigarettes.
Like Rip Van 1Vinkle, they sleep—the
tobaccos getting mellower and milder
for the cigarette that Satisfies.
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Eleanor V,

DENTISTRY

A Plume et Procreative Medicos.
College Men find in it unusual
opportunities for a career
HARVARD UNIVERSITY
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Valiation Announed
"Black Shirts" Make I
War on "Red Shirts" I

SCENE AT W.S.G.A. CONVENTION

Sinl-lur plots of bold Maine Commun']ascists were hared this morning
• r competition between the two
groups for the soul of Presi]!em .\ithur A. Hauck culminated in a
lis(iv riot. The Fascists claimed that
'is. tiering President was to visit Italy
]]rst of all in his tour of Europe, on
Ii he is to feature his original t.ilowniii
Dance, and the Commun,:].. ruling the Fascists nefarious propa.:aipki.•. asserted that Russia was his im,lestination.
.]purse of the riot, the two lead•ue battling factions met face to
then the subversive plots of
were brought to light. Tear]-10thes from one another, each
in strewing over the campus
,intained in his oponent's baggy
The Administration immediate]
them, then arrested the leaders
med the Anaemia of their das-AiW •• lames.
The Reds, it appears, had arranged to
..ayc the entire campus painted in dazzling

1‹

:41

Celebrate
Hauck Snatches Students
As News Means
Dancer Wallace,
No Exams
Russia Is Goal GREAT STUFF, EH?

Delegates from six New England co-educational colleges who met here for their annual
why do you want to do that?"
get-together and gab-lest recently.
cer when probing Grugobski,
agent of the Third Interna-The buildings are red now."
ki rose in anger. "Do you call
he demanded, "that faded out,
olor in those bricks? I'll have
that we sand for pure, undilut,,,pthing less."
J.,. streets, walks, machinery,
• , ry conceivable object on the
1%;.• to be painted in the most
I known to man. And even all
on the campus was to be
in red. No hugs or flies were
astonishment, saying
The University has been much horrified its mother had left it to die. It squirmed tors expressed their
] ••]l admission, according to the
babies should be abandoned, in
all
carthat
he
arms
as
Lann's
Mr.
in
gratefully
to learn of a terrible atrocity committed
mtpitard on Page Two)
order to develop a perfect race of men.
ried it back to civilization.
here which has just been made public.
However, the principle of the thing rethe
to
baby
the
Mr. Latin delivered
Mrs. Shipporam Ramus, blond beauty
authorities, who placed it in an incuba- mains. A nation-wide search has been
well-known to students and faculty, aban- tor and gave it the hest of care. To the instituted for Mrs. Ramos, but so far no
doned her newly-horn baby a month ago amazement of everyone it thrived better trace has been found. Her husband, the
long-bearded Black Ramis. has been in
and skipped the country. The baby was than babies raised under a mother's care.
ever since the crime.
seclusion
jumpbottle,
a
feeding
from
discovered two days later by Brenard It was soon
Since the announcement of this tragic
Its
bearer.
the
to
meet
runiung
and
ing
University,
at
the
student
freshman
Lann.
occurrence, many thousands of visitors
while he was communing with nature in hair, curly like its mother's, is already
have been to gaze upon the wonder child.
the woods back of the campus. The poor six inches long, and it was cut only yescase you are interested, it is to be
In
shave
need
a
to
expected
It
is
terday.
shiveruncovered
and
infant was entirely
in the University sheep yard.
found
Doemonth.
next
the
during
ing with the cold in the lonely spot where sometime

Baby Abandoned by Mother To
Die in Woods,Found by Students

"Crime of Century"
Solved as Frosh
Stage Revolt

(Photo by liasbeeti)
Coal at Bottom of
Well at Midnight

Classes To Be Suspended
For Period of One Month;
Faculty Dismissal Looms

Rumor was rife on the campus tonight
as the news of the identity of the perpetrators of yesterday's dastardly crime
leaked out. It seems that the offenders
were none other than the out-going Senior Scowls, in person.
It seems that there was a hit of altercation occasioned when the Scowls announced a new freshman rule to take ef-

feet on both this year's and last year's
freshmen. The advisability of making
the new ruling retroactive remains very
much in doubt, hut it was made anyway,
so what can you do about ii?
The rule read as follows, quote. resolved
that henceforth and forevermore the institution on the campus of the University
of Pain known as the Sophomore Howls
be discontinued, disbanded, and dispersed
to the ends of the earth, whereof, to-wit,
eir.. etc.. unquote.
Students of the two lower classes were
so enraged by the dictum that they Mime-

diately gave chase. Dana Drew. freshman president, was seen brandishing a
pepper shaker in hot pursuit of Scowl
Woodbury. Woodbury escaped the irate
frosh. however, by shinning up the flag
pole. According to a statement issued by
him this morning. he intends to break the
state flagpole-sitting record while waiting
for the excitement to quiet down.
The remaining Scowls were merrily
pursued over hill. dale, valley, and whathave-you, he the frosh Finally they ended up at Farnsworth's where a compromise agreement was made. The frosts

President Arthur .t. Hauck has deserted the University and kidnapped Professor Stanley Wallace. it was learned early
this morning.
Angry because the Maine legislature
wiitild vu',t heed his tear fill pleas for a
special appropriation to make possible the
institutiim of a course oil Russian dancing, he went into a tantrum and suddenly
accepted a proffered position with the
fidow-worm (dimmer Dancing School,
WIdd-famous Russian terpischorean institution.
Despite the efforts of the entire ;fademit; staff, frantically seeking further information, ex-President Hauck could not
be reached for an interview before the
pink-sheet went to press. He is now enroute to Russia, according to Mrs. Ilauck,
who is remaining behind.
Professor NVallace mas not taken without a struggle, but President Hanck was
in such a frenzy] that witnesses of the kidnapping did not dare to intervene in the
diminutive gymnast's behalf.
President Ilauck could easily have
found another to assist him in giving
ballet instruction at his new post, but it
is said that he considered Professor Wallace indispensable for his Glow -v.404-m
Glimmer act, with which he expects to
tour Enrope before taking up his pedagogical duties.
Little hope is entertained of inducing
the ex-President to return. -He won't
let anything stand in the way of his dancing." said Mrs. Hauck.
Ex-President Hauck, who came to the
University of Maine after serving at Lafayette College as Dean I not one of the
Deans of baseball t. Wato educated at Reed
College. As soon as finances permit he
expects to continue his education at
Wright College.
A group of alunmi from the New Haven ah-Normal School of (ymnastii s has
sent a telegram of condolence to the
homeless Stanley Wallace, their frater nity brother.
agreed to permit the Ibpsyls to be discontinued. providing: 11) that everything be
strictly "on the house." (2) that the
Scowls return to the catnpus with them
and help chop down Woodbury's flag pole,
As this paper went to press, the pole was
nearly cut throngh and wobbling dangerously, first one way, then another. Further
details of the incident will he given in
the next issue of the Anaemia.

Yeah, But Just a Sec!
Won't You Please
Read This?
(lasses at the Univerlimit' scull be
sity from commencement. June S. lib Registration for the Summer Session starting July n, acciirding to an :MIN
in the University catalog.

Tech and Arts
To Merge Soon
Realizing the futility awl inefficiency
of the present arrangement, English majors and engineers have petitioned to
unite in the College of Illiberal Arts.
The whir id whirling wheels, they hope.
will ciounteract the sleepiness oi South
Stevens afternipons, while sweetness and
light improve dark and ()riotous corners
of Aubert Hall.
While the mechanical engineers prop.
erly adjust the dramatic tension of the
Speech department. chemists N. In undertake the solution of philosophic problems
concentrated acid). Although the
(1n .
Biblical Literature department may Ixsotnewhat shocked by the invasion of
Electrical engineers, there is tap doubt
that. the TleW department of Civilization
Engmeeting %Ill score a majibr success.
Administrations of the respective colleges have promised favorable action upon the pennon as soon as certain details
have been arranged. It has not yet been
decided v.lio %sill head fill' tleW college.
An attempt will be made to enlist the
services of the Dean of the College of
Agriculture as head of the new organization, with a possible view to incorporating that college in the arrangement at a
later date. It also remains to be decided
what degree shall be granted in Illiberal
Arts. In view of the occtipation for which
most graduates are preparing, the degree
B.J.H. is suggested I Bachelor of job
limiting). It has been objected that the
term Bachelor in the degree is not appropriate for women. This will probably
lie remedied by offering co-eels thy degree
of 11.11. Bachelor Hunter).
Dean Muilentnirg is enthusiastic over
the arrangement. Dean Cloke refuses to
give an opinion pro or con, remarking
enigmatically, ''The I cagily of Nations
didn't work. but them neither do college
students."
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STRATE STUFF
New Course in Chinese
Culture To Be Presented
An announcement of a new course in
Chinese Culture to he offered by the department of art history next semester has
been made by Prof. J. Homer Iluddilston
of the department. The course will be for
two hours a week and will be open to all
upperclassmen.
According to Prof. Huddilstom Western thought, commonly termed Western
Civilization, had its origin in the Eastern
Mediterranean world, and has occupied in
one way or another so much of the total
stage of world affairs, that the average
white man has little conception of the
importance of other races, and small comprehension of other cultures than those of
Europe and its projections. The West,
indeed, has conic along so far in its evolution that some thinkers are already forecasting the decline of the West, if not, in
truth, its fall.
We already have one course at Maine
on Chinese and Japenese history and 'Far
East Conditions, and it is with the idea
td unfolding, some of the ancient ideals of
China's higher life that the new course in
Chinese Culture is being offered for the
coming semester. China is the Greece of
the Far East. and she developed a pattern
14 life in the middle of the first millenium
11.C. that has functioned without break
from that time until now, and which is
without any close parallel in all human
history. The ordered existence of the
Cultured Chinese-and the race totals
roughly one fifth of the earth's man power-presented down until the sixteenth
century of our era a marvelously balanced
program wherein man sought and found
beauty and happiness in the creative activities of poetry. painting and calligraphy,
and especially in the cimsummate craftsmanship in porcelain.
Provision is being made for additions
to the library equipment so as to give
reasonably good working facilities both
for reading and for illustrathins.
Theatre Designs Exhibited
An exhibit ot theatre designs, stage sets,
and technical designs will he held in the
faculty room in South Stevens. beginning
May 18.
Lee Sins Mt.in, III 4(41 New York scenic
designer, Prof. Bricker of the Speech DePartMent. Members of the University theatre chassis, and members of the Maine
Masque hase collaborated to bring to the
e shili a in SS section of the art and craft
that builds the theatre of today.
Prof. Bricker will contribute his design, fir the play Alwahant Lincoln which
were used by the Masque in its presentation of the play this year. Masque techN-1:1 submit construction details
lrnnng p1.4s. and members of the
And
theatre classes nIl c•mtribute color studies. mini:owe stages and scenic designs.
Class Parts and M.A.A.
Elections Are Announced

LOVE IN GLOOM

ANAEMIA

The building will shortly be repaired
so well that it will no longer be recognizable Very few recognize it, anyway
• • • •••
(Tb• <err eeeeedeice C•10.11118 et The Camps&
are open to nail public ea pertiaest sti=
there was the time that Phil
then
And
Ali letters
lie letters Sr. welcomed
be signed with the anther's real same, We •
entering
the Dean's office inBrown
on
die
pea ann. will be used In plablicat:e•
letter if dastred The idars stated is these quired. "Is the Bean dizzy?"
Camoblutues are sot •Iscessarily those of Th•
pos and should sot be a* considered Tho ell.
ter reserves th• right te withleid any letter
err • part if asp letter_l
The department of arboculture at the
University has recently announced the
Editor of the Campus,
creation of a new course on the propagaDear Sir:
tion, cultivation, segregation, and civilizaOnce again, I understand, the Univer- tion of whiffietrees. The new course will
sity is in the throes of the spring house be found listed in the catalogue under the
party season. Theoretically, it should be abbreviation Ws 189. The course will be
an enjoyable occasion for everyone. It a four hour affair consisting of one hour
should be a season of exuberance and of lecture (no credit) and six hours of
generally overflowing spirits, but for watching the growth and development of
some strange reason, I understand, it fails the eight hundred experimental whiffleto be this.
trees that have been set out on the botanIt is the character of the house party ical plantation. At the conclusion of the
that has changed the complexion of the semester's work, each student will be exentire matter. Instead of the gay frivol- pected to take a comprehensive examinaity that dominated our house parties back tion on his findings and to prepare a
in the days of '21. an institution of a sub- thesis on the potential use of whiffietrees
versive nature has arisen. Our present In the Chilean nitrate industries. Adhouse parties are generally shunned by vance registration for the course is urged
co-eds, I hear, and it has become neces- so that the bookstore will know how
sarp to import talent from outside the many volumes of what to order for next
year.
University. The practice is despicable.
The department also announces that
I sincerely hope that you will do your
utmost to rid the campus of these wild Prof. Warren has been granted a year's
and unrestrained revels. Might I sug- sabbatical leave to be spent in investigagest substituting for them the old sleigh tion of fallen arches on shoe trees. Inrides and barn dances that we of an earli- tercropping with corns and bunions will
er day found most pleasing and inspiring? be considered also.
Sincerely,
New Union College eligibility rules
An Old Grad
allow any student, no matter what his
grades, to participate in one extra-curricular activity.

CORRESPONDENCE

Society for the Victims
Of Futute Exams Formed
•

In line with similar organizations Why shouldn't sse make a little mmey
springing up throughout the country, the,before we leave?
first chapter of the -Victims of Future "We propose that the ftlitlittlUni tor a
professor or instructor being late to exExaminations" has been organized at the
aminations by one second. Otherwise,
University of Maine.
all students should be given a cat.
Max Fitch has been elected president "And last but certainly not least
we
of the new society. In an exclusive in- propose that all profs and instructors
tak,
of
the
terview with a representative
exams themselves."
Anaemia, Mr. Fitch outlined the purposes
The Anaemia learned today from an
and program of the organization. "Only authoritative source, although Mr.
Fitch
those who are certain to receive E's or did not commit himself, that Ray
Gailey,
F's are eligible to become members. We habitual member of the Dean's List,
had
demand our flunks immediately so that been refused membership in the
club.
we won't be troubled with exams.
Honorary adviser to the society is Dean
"Any member who procures above two Muilenburg. On being requested for his
point will be asked to leave the chapter. opinion, Muilenburg stated, "It is the
Also, we demand that we be expelled im- greatest thing that has ever occurred on
mediately from the University.
this campus. My congratulations go out
"We contemplate pubrshing a book con- to Mr. Fitch and I hope that he will encerning the latest methods of cribbing joy the outer life after he has left the
which we will sell to Dean's List students. campus."

LOVE-"what endless torments dwell
about thee; yet, who would live and live
without thee!" Well, there's us for one.
We haven't always felt this way, but there
comes a day when even we in whom
l'amour passion(' once pulsated at unmentionably breakneck r.p.m., must draw
the line. With lovers to right of us and
likewise to left of us, it is getting so we
are going to need regulation blinders if
we will pursue our purposeful way unscathed in this land of the midnight son.
We were pounding down a corridor seriously bent on a ten o'clock and ran spang
into a dovey couple rooted practically in
the middle of the ball, blissfully unaware
of the score or even the time of day, billing and cooing-with Father doing most
of the billing! Things like that get us
down.
We drifted over to the campus one evening last week. Picking our way along a
lion-picking at the site of their future flat
Social Calendar
winding road shaded with towering pines
house.
lush and (lank with imagination, we tried
5 p.m.-Sigma Alfalfa Epsilon vieFriday 8 p.m.-4 a.m.-Dancing at the
to count the number of smitten lovers
goo-gooing along but our brain simply
Colvin Roof Garden. Floor shows at 11 party.
Monday 6 am.-Baseball game in Balconked out after the first hundred or so.
p.m. and 2 a.m. No cover charge, but kindentine sun-parlor. Jimmy Mullen and his
It happened to be during what is laughly cover yourself conventionally. These
Icebergs vs. Sohn Jealey and his Junior
ingly referred to as study hots which
Maine mosquitoes!
Skeletons. All conic-this game should
probably explains why the gallant swainsSaturday 3 p.m.-Lawn party at South make a hit.
in-pullovers (not to be confused with
Hall on their extensive, verdant front
Tuesday 5:15 A.L. (After Lab ---Y
pushovers unless you think it would be a
lawn.
picnic
at the Ledges (that's what we sa:.
little
on
the
gorn1 idea) were so intent
Saturday 8-12 p.m.-Open house at the -why pic-nic at the Ledges when you can
problem beside them. Cupid. the origpick pansies most anywhere?)
More than 50 Yale students are presi- Chateau.
inal "Little Caesar." is :he dictator in
May 13, 1936--Spefial to the Anaemia
Sunday 4 p.m.-Alpha Grabba Hoe
universithis academic clime, the Dean of the Col- -Winslow Hall at the University of dents of American colleges and
Patronize Our Advertisers
cordially invites you to attend a dandelege of Hearts and Sighins, as it were. Pain NaS partially destroyed by an ex- ties.
students
special
one
of
the
Not being
plosion that rocked the campus early this
around here, it leaves us feeling like a afternoon when two professors spoke becountry gentleman without a country.
fore a class in pansy culture at the same
We're probably something of a phenom- time. A spontaneous mixture of gas and
enon in this day and age but we rather hot air was produced which immediately
think we'd get awfully weary of this busi- exploded with devastating results. ForSpring Semester 1936, May 25, June 3-SCHEDULE OF EXAMINATIONS
ness of courtship as a steady undergradu- tunately no one was seriously hurt, but
•
1
ate diet. We've always shied away from the home of the Aggies and Foresters
MoN
MON.
MON,
MON.
MON.
Isfox.
Time of
Mora.
MON.
anything smacking of the routine; we was severely shaken from foundation to
s
7
4
6
3
2
Exercise
1
know we'd soon get tired of squab-on- roof tree.
Much valuable equipment was damtoast if they set it down before us three
Mosr.
Tues.
FRI.
WED.
TUES,
MON.
Times,
times a day with a midnight go of squab- aged in the catastrophe. notably the fol26
June
1
3
May
29
June
May
26
May
of
June
1
Time
May
28
Balentine
lowing
the
with
on-toast. But not so
1.30
1.30
8.00
8.00
8.00
Examination
8.00
8.00
Item 1 One cracked thistle tube
Valentines. It amazes us what an aniItem 2 A sheaf of lecture notes
mated hour-glass with a sizeable touch of
TUES,
TUES,
Tess.
Tues.
Tues,
Tess.
Tuts.
Time of
Teas.
two and one half inches
lipstick can do to a man's career. When
8
7
5
6
4
3
2
Exercise
1
thick
love lies bleeding, the pursuit of knowlItem 3 The point of a Venus No. 2B
edge becomes about as enticing around
WED,
WEI).
Wzri.
Tues.
WED.
TUES.
FRI.
pencil, new.
these parts as spaghetti in Ethiopia.
_Tune 3
June 3
June 2
June 2
May 27
May 27
May 29
Time
of
There
was
practically
no
insurance
on
Cupid
We're not going to try to order
1.30
1.30
1.30
1.30
8.00
Examination
1.30
8.00
around, however. When love OHMS, it the property, according to a statement
gives itself like Dian's kiss. unmasked. made by Prof. M. B. Bones, of the colWi.[•
ono.
WED.
Waft
Woo.
Walk
Woo.
Wan.
Time of
unsought, and there isn't a whole lot you lege, which was later corroborated by
7
6
5
4
3
1
2
Exercise
can do about it, as Solomon wisely re- Dean Dearborn of that institution. The
marked, who had more experience in the situation was aggravated by the fact that
Fin.
WED.
MON.
Tues.
THURS.
matter than we. Not a whole lot, but tlie class, consisting of approximately
June
3
•
May
26
May
29
of
May
28
June
I
Time
si ,mething. and we're a bit provoked that 7.85 male students, was completely
8.00
8.00
8.00
_ 130
8.00
Examination
waked
from
somnolent
bliss
in
the
arms
didn't
the Nlatne Day Project Committee
see it. But then, we're simply effervesc- of Morpheus. According to the above
TlItiRS.
THURS.
THURS.
THURS.
THURS.
THURS.
THURS.
THURS.
Time of
ing with world-heating ideas which are reliable sources, this is the highest num8
7
s
6
3
4
2
1
Exercise
ber
of
students
in
this college ever to be
so much foreign matter to the ordinary
awake at a class all at one time.
run it meditators.
WED.
WED.
FRI,
Needless to say, there was considerJune 3
May 27
Time of
May 29
Our little plan would be to build a
8.00
1.30
8.00
Examination
Flirtation Walk out back somewhere For able consternation among the members
/..rt;yez Only, and appropriately fitted out of the class when the explosion occurred.
Rohn Jackson termed the incident as
FRI.
FRI.
FRI.
Far.
Fat.
Far.
FRI.
Time of
Fat.
with romantic fir trees, official Central
"shocking
in the extreme."
8
7
6
5
4
1
3
2
Exercise
l'ark benches, gently swinging lanterns

Aggie Notes

No Fooling, This Is Serious!

and gently swinging music and (the piece
de resistance oi the layout I. a beautifully
silvered moon permanently anchored in
the dreamy stratosphere. This would enable the Administration to segregate the
members of the Lost Generation, would
keep the dread disease from spreading
among the students. and might just possibly permit something really worthwhile
to be accomplished of an evening, such as
a full nine inning game of soft-hall.
"Oh. IA we I yliung love tmund in thy
rosy haunt, let sage or cynic prattle as he
"
will
S.A.R. Gives Cadet Medals
The Maine Society of the Sons of the
American Revolution has given four
medals to the University Cadet Corps to
Ix' presented to cadets who have shown
outstanding qualities of leadership. soldierly hearing and excellence.
The following men have been selected
for the awards:
Senior: Cadet t aptain James A. Wakefield, Jr.
Junior : Cadet Lieutenant George S.
Williams, Jr.
Sophomore. Cadet 1st Sergeant George
C. (.alderwood.
Freshman : Cadet Private Malbon H.
Jennings.
The medals will be presented, with appropriate ceremonies, on Saturday. May
16. at 10 .00 o'clock.
Faculty and students are invited to attend these ceremonies

1..ho Sealey. president of the Student
Senate. has announced the winners in the
election of Athletic Association officers
and nominees If or Senior Class Parts held
Tuesday. May 5, in Alumni Hall. The
winning candidates are the 'billowing:
Class gifts (men Donald Huff: Class
gifts ( women). Kay Hoehn- Prophecy
11011,e deCtions were held by Beta
(men). Reginald Naugler; Prophecy Theta Pi in May II, with the following
(women), Helen linker; Ode. Phylis officers elected:
Hamilton; 11isti,ry, Beth Schiro; ValePresident, Burleigh Roderick; 1st vice
dictory, Actor Abbott: Poem. Bettina president,
Morris l). Proctor ; 2nd vice
Sullivan: Oration. David Brown: Sophpresident, Joseph H. Hamlin: secretary.
omore Marshal, Philip Rogers.
Ihinald W. Butler; treasurer, Lester J.
Athletic Association President. Alton
Tarbe:' • house manager, G. Seth WilBell: Senior Member, I.eslie Hutchings,
hams, Jr
Junior Member. John Gowell: Sophonwte Member, Dana Drew. The pre.,
Stanley Wallace, Director of
dent. senior, and junior members of ti ••
Physical Education, requests that
Athletic Association will be stockludder. all men
holding lockers in the Mein the University Shire Company as rni
morial Gym, clean and remove
resentatives of the student body.
locks from them by June 1St.

"Red Shirts," "Black Shirts"
Battle
I( ,iiioniied from Page Orw)
plans, until they had submitted to the
"reddening treatment." No prospective
students were to be accepted until they
had been coated with crimson. Every
professor who refused to visit Russia and,
kneeling before Lenin's tomb in Moscow,
take an oath of loyalty to undefiled redIwo:, was to be fired forthwith.
The Fascist plans provided for precisely the opposite. Instead of for red, they
called for shrouding Maine in utter black.
And they proposed regulations whereby
any professor who did not pledge allegiance to Mussolini would promptly be
ousted from his position.
• Grugobski and Hotz blared forth in
sharp difference when the two were
brought together for questioning--and violence was averted only with difficulty
when the subject of Maine co-eds was
mentioned.
"Any co-ed who does not polish her
nails red should be expelled," shouted
Gritgobski.
"Any co-ed who does not use charcoal
nail polish should be thrown to the reds."
roared Hots in return.
"The red-heads are the chosen of the
earth.- Grugobski continued. "We Oundd
refuse to marry all non-red heads."
"The black-haired co-eds are the gals
for us at Maine," returned Hot: in a resounding blare.
Grugobski tried to drown him out.
"Well, here's where you get a black eye."
Then the officers had to separate them.
Study of the plans revealed that the red
plot was by far the most elaborate. The
records even showed that Conductor
Charlie Jaques had been bribed to have
the band play the "Internationale" at drill
next Saturday.
And the red influence even insinuated
itself into the Anaemia offices. precipitating a fierce fight between those members
of the editorial staff who wanted a paper
printed in red and those opposed. A compromise resulted-the elnarrosio is pink!

SAT.
1

Time of
Exercise

WED,
June 3
8.00

WED.
May 27
8.00

Time of
Examination

SAT.
2

SAT.
3

Mote,
June 1
1.3(1

SAT.
4

Time of
Examination
IL-

Please report conflicts to the Registrar at once.
NOTE: By the Time of Exercise is meant the time of the first lecture or recitation exercise of the week in any
given course. For example: If a course is given Monday. Wednesday, and Friday at the third period, it is said to be
given Monday the third period. By referring to Monday. third period, in the schedule, it will be seen that the examination falls upon Tuesday. May 26, at 8.00.
Ag 52
An 60
0c4
Ce 2
Cc 20
Ch 2
Ch 44)
F430
Ee 2
Eh 2
Es 2a
Es 2b
Es 92
Fr 6
Fr 6
Fr 22
Fr 102
Gk 4
Gm 2
Gm 12
Gm 14
Gm 18
He 68
He 82
Hy 100
it 8
Mc 6
Mc 12
Mc 51
Me 28
Me 66
Me 80
Me 82
Mn 54
Pb 6
Ps 2
Ps 22
Ps 24
Py 2
PY g2
Sp 4

Note the following changes from the above
June 2 at 1;30
Tues.
Soil Class.. Survey.. and Map.
June 1 at 8 TX)
Mon.
Adv. Animal Breeding
May 26 at 1;30
Tues.
Organic Chemistry
Wed.
May 27 at 1:30
Surveying
Tues, June 2 at 8;00
St. & Highway Mat.
Thurs. May 28 at 1:30
General Chemistry
Tues.
May 26 at 1;30
Quantitative Analysis
Mon.
June 1 at 1;30
Supervised Student Teaching
Tues.
June 2 at 1:30
Elem. of Elec. Eng.
Wed.
June 3 at 8:00
Freshman English. Div. IX
June 1 at 8:00
Mon.
Prin. of Economics. Div. II, III
Thurs. May 28 at 1:30
Prin. of Economics
May 25 at 8;00
Mon.
Hey. of Economic Thought
June 2 at 8;00
Tues.
Advanced French, Div. I, III
May 26 at 800
Tues.
Advanced French, Div. II, IV
May 25 at 8:00
Mon.
19th Century Novel
Wed.
May 27 at 8:00
The Sixteenth Century
Mon.
May 25 at 8:00
Greek Religious Thought
June 2 at 1;30
Tues.
Elem. German, Div. I. V
Mon.
May 25 at 8;00
Rapid Reading Course
Mon.
May 25 at 8 ;00
El. Conversation and Comp.
Mon.
May 25 at 8:00
Adv. Conversation and Comp.
June 3 at 8;00
Wed.
Nutrition in Abnormal Cond.
JUtlf 2 at 1:30
Tues.
Institutional Management
Mon.
May 25 at 8;00
Political Theory
Thurs. May 28 at 8:00
Latin Composition
Wed•
May 27 at 8;00
Introductory Harmony
Fri.
May 29 at 1.30
Music in the 19th Century
Tues,
May 26 at 1;30
Inter. and Conducting
Tues.
May 26 at 8,00
Kinematics
Tues.
June 2 at 1:30
Machine Design
June 3 at 8:00
Wed.
Heat Engineering
Fri.
May '29 at 8:00
Heat Power
Wed.
June 3 at 8:00
Mechanics
Thurs. May 28 at 1.30
Persuasive Speech, Div. VIII
Wed.
May 27 at 1:30
General Physics
Mon.
June 1 at 1:30
Mechanics and Heat
Wed.
June 3 at 8:00
Elec. Measurements
Fri.
May 29 at 1:30
Gen. Psychology, Div. (E.E.)
Mon.
May 25 at 800
Mental Measurements
Mon.
May 25 at 8:00
Modern Spanish Prose
No changes man be made le this schedule

28 Winslow
22 Rogers
28 Winslow
14 Wingate
14 'Wingate
305 Auhert
305 Auhert
6 Stevens South
14 Wingate
6 Stevens South
6 Stevens South
15 Coburn
26 Stevens South
17 Stevens North
17 Stevens North
7 Stevens North
13 Stevens North
22 Library
13 Stevens North
310 Stevens
310 Stevens
375 Stevens
14 Merrill
14 Merrill
175 Stevens
170 Stevens
17 Stevens North
17 Stevens North
17 Stevens North
22 Lord
22 Lord
22 Lord
22 Lord
3 Fernald
305 Stevens
204 Aubert
204 Aubert
204 Aubert
41 Stevens North
39 Stevens North
21 Stevens North
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ANAEMIA

Coach Jenkins Blames Sid Hurwitz For State Meet Win

Accusation Comes After
Heated Argument at Gym

Bare Facts
By Harold L. Webb

,!•

While a small crowd of Maine fans
hissed them on, a weak, spiritless. slow
Cniveristy of Maine track team somehow
ged to win the annual State Track
Meet last Saturday. The victory was so
surprisitig that Coach Chester A. Jenkins
sent ;r6, solitary confinement for a few
weeks.
In !att. It IS reported that the pSytflidogy fiepartment is to examine the memot the team in order to ascertain the
cause of the win.

Commencement

To Be Revamped
Baccalaureate Addressed
To Dead Letter Office

BASEBALL BUNK

Word has just been received from the
immencement conunittee that something
of a decidedly unique character will Con-

Flash! Flash! In a closely contested
race held yesterday in the indoor field
house. Hal Grodinsky, dapper second

River in order to make it possible for
ocean going vessels to approach this University. The project was presented before the governor at a recent meeting.
and both he and the legislature api.-ared
quite enthused over the idea. President
Hauck. %ho was interviewed on the subject. said that he, personally, thought that
the deepening of the river would make a
drastic change in the enrollment it the
University next fall.
Not only out of state students will
benefit by the ocean going vessels, which
will dock beneath the Orono bridge, but
a whole onslaught of foreign representatives are expected to come from the other
side. The French undergraduates will be
really from France and not just Saco or
Biddeford, the Irish brogues will be gen'line, and so will the English accent of
many of the prideNsor,.

stitute the commencement program this
year.
baseman and outfielder, was declared the
For one thing it has been decided that
slowest base runner in the University.
will he no orchestra at the annual
'there
The black haired Grodinskv, curly lock,
super gala Commencement Ball. The inhanging down over his sweating face. won
novation has been made in order that
the tit!: from Don Rollins, last year foot
In the first place it rained. In the sec- ball manager who received his training
graduates may dance in peace without beond place the Black Bears were terrible. by doing errands for Ted
or Next Y
ing bothered by the noise. The money
Curtis. GroFrom improper authorities of this uni.And in the third place it was about time dinsky circled the bases in the remarksaved by this drastic action will be used
versity
conies
the
highly
unexciting
news
In keeping with the sweeping reforms to build a new sidewalk to
that Maine lost the meet.
t Orono. It is
able time of two hours. It is reported that the building project of this century
started by the janitorial department, 101- expected that the occasion of this Ball
But it was not to be. While Maine spec- that Johnny Murray is jealous of the is to be begun—sometime
during the next lowed by the reorganization of meals at
over speedy Queen City youngster.
tators growled disappointedly
will mark a new era in university social
Patronize Our Advertisers
century. Its location will be in the Salentine. the University
announces the functions. Generally, some disharmonijoyously
and
howled
Maine's victories
• • • • • •
square oval near that mansion of mascu- following new and interesting
courses ous note is sounded anyway because no
(wer Bowdoin's wins, the Maine team,
The powerful Frosh baseball team ad- linity. Salentine Hall, where live those
for the academic year 19361'.;-37!,;.
seeping bitter tears because of their in- ministered a terrific lacing to Bill Kenorchestra can possibly please everyone, so A
delightful creatures we call co-eds.
Anti-military 1-2-3-4. May be taken orchestra-less dances should insure all and
creasing score, kept on adding points.
yon's varsity diamond crew, today, the
No longer will it he necessary for the
sundry of a good time in the future.
Not that it was their fault. The poor final score being 45-4a. The 4/
4 of a point bashful swains of Maine to boldly meet as a substitute for R.O.T.C.
Aviation 99. Especially for the girls, The All Maine Women have announced
lads tried their best to lose the meet. Take came through a bunt by Hal Woodbury, the girl friend in the maid-inspected
liv- who have to
hurry just a bit to make the that they will not present their iiageant
Wally Hardison. the polevaulter, for ex- the famous ping-pong star, who laid aside ing room. or
ORONO
even on the doorsteps, or
10.00 a.m. Public Speaking class after . this June at the exercises as last year the
ample. Hardison actually knocked off the his paddles to battle for his Alma Mater even on the library
Thurs.. May 14, today onl,
steps ( which are still
9.59 gym.
sun was too hot, and they have decided to
bar in one of his third jumps, but the bar on the diamond. The varsity claim, how- cold
It, hert Donat iii
since Luvles was defeated--is he
present it next fall instead. Wasul that
flounced back again to remain steadfast.
ever, that the contest was lost because loveless!),
Bologna
Ill
ring
3
Recommended
for in Bunfenderg Park—as
GHOST GOES
"THE
a happy thought!
NIA there was Sid Hurwitz in the 440. Muscles Gleason, the crack yearling bull- it is to be named for its designer who for those planning to teach.
WEST"
There will he no baccalaureate address
Cosmetics 0. All the examinations will
Sid tried to let Marvin, of Bowdoin, beat thrower, talked them out of it.
%.ith tan Parker and Eugene
wanted Salentine all to himself—a ren* • • • •
given this year. as general student sentihim. But Sid is a heavy boy, and when
Pallet te
dezvous will be supplied for everyone, he make-ups.
The University of Maine baseball team with free telephone service to each room
ment has declared itself in favor sof gethe hit that muddy back stretch he just
English 300. Old Town slang, startFri. and Sat., May 15-16
ting graduated as soon as possible without
defeated Bowdoin last Wednesday, 19-6 and extensions to fraternity houses, so
couldn't help sliding to a win.
ing with the declension of "Ukh." workCharlie Chaplin in
And Johnny Murray's leg pained him (or thereabouts), in a very close game if he's late she can give him a ring. Not ing toward the philology of "Howtagii,•' any unnecessary and superfluous 'tape.
The last change in the program made
"MODERN TIMES"
.a much that he had to run fast in order played on the old diamond. Both White a wedding ring, which would pay him
Grading I. Section 1 will grade eco- by the cimunittee. while a minor one, also
Indy worth seeing
to forget the pain. In the highjump, some and Greene were extremely stingy in of- back for his frat pin, or a piston ring. mimics papers; Section 2
will grade the deserves mention. The University has
Boadoin villain put springs in the shoes fering hits, and the tight fielding of both to tune up the old bus, but just a sweet, University dump.
M.oi and Tues.. hl' 18- I')
stated that the usual sheep-skin will not be
of Harold Webb and Ken Ireland. Imag- teams featured the afternoon's play, gentle, reminding ring that if he doesn't
"THESE THREE"
Lip-reading.
Permission
of
the
instrucrepeal
of
the
as
the
this
spring
given
out
Woodbury
managed
to sock a homerun for show up P.D.Q. she'll give hack the f rat
ine their surprise when they leaped over
starring
tor required; the purpose of the course AAA decisions has meant that the UniMaine. after shutting his eyes and taking pin and ride in somebody else's bus.
six feet.
Miriam Hopkins, Merle Oberon,
is two-fold—to fold or not to fold—er, versity will iii. longer get paid for slaughta
terrific
cut
at
the
apple.
"I couldn't help it," cried Webb after
In this park there will be no obscuring well!
and Joel McCrea
ering baby sheep. Live sheep will be givdie meet, bitter tears flowing down over
of natural beauties—in fact, several will
By
all
means don't miss it
Mathemusics 1.32. Music of the spheres, en instead, along with a complimentary
his track suit, "it was a put-up job."
he added. in the form of beautiful willow
Them,
Raise
and
copy
lion'
of
Shects
Si'
with
special
emphasis
on
the
Great
CirWed and Thurs., May 20-21
The traitor to the Maine cause was
trees blooming magnificently with sweet
stensi, Sir viii' Bulletin No. 8947
cles.
wally George Frame. Knowing that
"A MESSAGE TO
peas and gardenias all made into corPlumbing XX. A guaranteed pipe
Maine wanted to lose the meet, Frame got
GARCIA"
sages;
but
also
the
unnatural
beauties
will
Library Steps Cave In;
At last the Golden Rule has hit Maine.
with
course!
im from a sick bed to score second in the
Couples
Male students gave up their girls to the be preserved because no rain, snow, or
7,538
Are
Upset
Wallace Beery, Barbara Stanwydhammer. At last reports. Frame was in
Xylography L450,986. Interested in
wind
can
possibly
penetrate
to
smear
the
visiting students from Bowdoin. Bates,
and John Boles
the South Sea Islands trying to escape
According to the shipping autliiirities of ,
paint or to blow off the latest roofing job Classics? This will be Greek to you!
Excellent entertainment
,riint several of his enraged fraternity and Colby for the house parties Saturday. executed by Fubbum's shop.
Tutorial Honors in Proposal. A Leap Bangor and the vicinity, plans are underThe girls voted these furren escorts much
,
' rothers.
way for the dredging of the Stillwater •
Each section will be lighted by 110 volt Year special.
better
than the home products who took
On being interviewed by the Anaemia
them to the formals on the previous eve- Japanese lanterns with three switches—
,rrnts. representative, Mr. Curtis, in sobone for him to turn off, one for her to
ing tones. blubbered, "It's awful, simply ning. Bowdoin, they said, took the cake.
The boys did a further noble act. For turn on (or vice vicea, we might say)
•
Mut."
the formals Fiiday night they had music and a third which will act as a coming-in
time
signal from headquarters. If they're
furnished only by victrolas. so that they
might save their money for the entertain- having fun and she doesn't want to go
ment of the visitors. The biggest and in, they extinguish the lights, a process
best hands in the country were engaged giving the signaller a sock on the jaw
Word has just been received from Wil- for Saturday evening. Pill Witnone and putting her definitely off their track,
,ett Scrowlands. Editor-in-chief of the broke an engagement at the Cocoanut for she has a single track mind whit;
!Q3; Prism, that he will not be able to Grove to be present at Sigma Nu. Fit theirs is double
make. the grade. In other words, the Swaller honied 'em up at Phi Kappa Sig
rosin will not see the light of day this (and how). Dancing at Phi Mu Delt
The next morning seven couples were
.pring. at any rate. It seems that he got was carried on in the ram, to make room
seen hanging from the roof not by the
.0 notch attention at the hospital that the for Rye No Bill and his orchestra, who
neck. unfortunately). Luny Sallee left
,ear hook completely slipped his mind completely overflowed the first floor, with
his latest heart throb in Antarctica to
the drums placed in the Cabin. Delta
he always was a slippery one).
conic back to the dear old Armor Meter
His legitimate excuse is that the high Tau was in a worse purdickament. To and
furnish the music at Phi Eta.
guests
(of
the
make
which
house
room
for
.lcssIs of the season caused the pulp wood
sr the publication to float right by our there were nearly 500) Dike Heliington
Boys were placed in the chimney
'11le Orono—that's one thing that
Naug- and the
(which nearly toppled over with the vier didn't think of.
When interviewed by the Anaemia bration of their rhythm) and the guests
Islo u s PAT OM
.,
Scrowlands was leisurely sip- danced on the roof. No casualties en'Mg a cool mint julep in the shade of the sued. however. Flypaper placed atom;
'iappa Zig house. "I know what you the edges prevented anyone slipping (,ff.
uant to know," he stated as I approached
"You want to know when the Prism
, coming out. You see my hand trembTig
LIVE in FRENCH
did that when the last reporter
iski'd that question. He was str-r-r-anResidential Summer School
zlcil I6in't ask me. I'll tell you. It's
(co-educational) in the heart
°Timm out when it is printed," He
of French Canada. Old CounOnly
try French staff.
"
,n 6, say that if all goes well, exFrench spoken. Elementary,
hiding the possibility of further floods
Intermediate, Advanced. Cermd •uch. the Prism should appear
within
tificate or College Credit.
icii years. Then he yawned and went
French entertainments, sight. 4.t. to sleep.
seeing, sports, etc.

All Loons May Spoon
In New Park To Be
Constructed Soon
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Greek House Parties
Howling Successes

HALF I HALF MAKES
ONE SWELL SMOKE!

\() Prism for 1937,
Scrowlands Bitter

Mrk-0ran

week in any
s said to be
the exami-

is some doubt whether there will
•A pictures in the Priam this year, as
liive all been censored (at any rate
'• Scrowlancl's story).

Fee $150, Board and Tuition.
tune 36- lul y 31. Write for
announcement to Residential
French Summer School.
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MONTREAL CANADA
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KORK-O-TAN RUG
HOLDER

Visit Freese's

New College Shop

You'll like the way Half & Half burns. Cool as a
mother-in-law's wire: "Arrive Friday." Sweet as
the news that she's changed her plans. Fragrant,
full-bodied tobacco that won't bite the tongue—in
a tin that won't bite the fingers. Made by our exclusive modern process including patent No.1,770,920.
Smells good. Makes your pipe welcome anywhere. Tastes good. Your password to pleasure!

--mild% laid innler the toe
not fastened
would have
. .

prevented this

Holds rugs where they look best.
No shifting by feet of romping
children or dogs.

lere at Freese's you'll find tk newest clothes for campus wear...

the type that you will find worn on the campuses of all smart col.i's.Our prices are unusually moderate in smart jackets. the
newest suits, sportswear, and topcoats. Drop in today and let us
,how you t% hat a really large and complete assortMent there is at
Freese's Men's Shops.

Prevents wrinkling.

The greatest cause of wear.
Aids in vacuum cleaning.
Mogi door't rrimple back of the
cleaner.
A clean. light, flexible composition
of new ground cork and fibre: both
sides alike; easily cut to exact size
and shape; not sticky; cannot mar
either floor or rug.
For sale at

FREESE'S MEN'S SHOPS

PARK'S
Hardware and Variety
31-37 Mill St.. Orono
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110IN FAIR SUP
MY.HXthough no action has been taken toward the Const. and when so many cases supyou can be left with no
abolition. The first important case, in :port the proof,
doubt as to the truth of the proposition.
1857, we will call the single A, as distin• And yet if allowed more time I could conguished from the more recent triple A tinue citing case after case. reason after
case. In this case, it was decided that reason to show how the law of gravity
there should be no compromise with the has no claim to enforcement under our
. originators of such an absurd law:. This great and glorious Const.; how, in fact,
decision had to be retracted, as we all it is constantly working to undermine this
, know, but it paved the way, for in 1870 supreme body of law. Four of my colall of these demonstrations, I say,
decision leagues agree with me in this; so what if
Lowering & Un-American,' Nowwithin the Const. itself. But there another famous case produced a the
pav- four disagree? It is proven.
exist
continuing
later,
be
retracted
to
I
States John Hart
is support from the outside—plenty of it. ing. This was the case of Ham v. Eggs;
Q. E. D.
In Criticism
All the important precedents, without vis- the case of Eggs was thrown out of court
ible exception, point to gravitational un- at the instigation of radical interests
WHAT GOES UP—
ODE EAR!
unconstitutional which were fighting against repeal. The
constitutionality and
By John Hart
important case of 1908 shows what unde- Alas! sighed Burns.
gravitation.
Indeed the
sirable social conditions are produced by Only this and not a whit more.
The situation is gra‘e.
This view has always been held by local
hardly be
this statute. Finally, the cases of 1918 Trow me a brick er two.
can
situation
the
decisions
of
their
as
authorities,
gravity
and state
mass
to
proportional
and 1923 illustrate the discriminatory Hauck can you treat me like this!
is
it
overemphasized;
show. There is the South Carolina resoof the law ; it declares that the For a bigger college, give us More land.
of the distance.
which proclaims that the circum- character
lution
and to the inverse square
their fall is
they
are, the harder they fall ; this A chain (gang) is as strong as its weakbigger
peril;
in
are
institutions
Our
ference of a circle shall be exactly three
repealed. For
it is even to be susest Lynch.
assured if this law is not
the diameter and that the speed of a is obviously unfair ;
times
unconstitutional.
the right of freedom of con- This gets verses you go on.
that
pected
is
gravitation
of
its
to
be
shall
law
proportional
body
falling
the
convince yourself
weight; this latter is one of the first pieces tract is violated. Thus the nation tries
It is easy enough to
take the trouble of legislation which dares to oppose the the law of gravity, and it should not be
of this if you will only
and interpret
tyranny of the gravitational postulate. long before definite action is taken against
to read the Const. critically
conditions.
modern
of
light
Now you may ask, what has this to do it.
its dicta in the
question is
Surely, now, when you can read the unWe see first that the law in
with the high price of bananas? Ah, even
Const. It
contrary to the spirit of the
this matter does not escape the lowering constitutionality of a law directly out of
Inc. 1925
of a
influence of gravitation, for it was used
does not contribute to the formation
prolaw
L. C. Hathaway, Manager
in the famous banana decisions to show
more perfect Union, since the
by ti.e that what goes up must come down, and
vides that bodies shall be attracted
United
Wien you think of
the poor banana producers suffered acearth in general, and not by the
Cut flowers—Plants
to
tend
not
does
It
particular.
FLOWERS
in
cordingly, although the decisions pointed
States
Floral Designs
Think of
establish Justice or Liberty or promote out the injustice of the law.
contribthe general welfare. Nor does it
But most important of all, national triUpper State St.
note
ute to domestic tranquility, as we
als have resulted in condemnation of the
is
dish
Member F.T.D.
7729
Dial
crashing
whenever the sound of a
Wirtz,
IS Central St
law. This has been going on 'for many,
heard, or a collar button falls and rolls many years, directly and indirectly, alunder the bureau, or little Georgie bounces
by,
down the stairs. This is not a law
people
only
•
the
people;
the
of
for, and
who get any fun out of it are the physics
have
profs. Finally. European nations
.
un-American
it
proves
which
this law,
This law which is contrary to the spirit
of the Const., then, does it even comply
with the letter of that document? Oh,
ete
which
no. There is the Fifth Amdmt.
provides that no person shall he deprived
yet
of liberty without due process of law;
there is not a single instance on record
where a person accused of anti-gravitation
has been given trial by jury. And the
Thirteenth amendment states unequivocally than involuntary servitude shall be
prohibited; yet we remain slaves to this
law which has not even been passed on by
a representative legislative body.

Campus Research Worker
Discovers Law of Gravity
To Be Unconstitutional

Cleveland College. Ohio. students reSo he wouldn't have to listen to -Sweet
Adeline" at 3 a.m.. President Frederick ceive complete semester grades in photoArnold Nliddlebush of the University of stat form.
Missouri built a week-end cabin 100 miles
Barnard alumnae earned an average of
from the campus.
$1,962 each last year.
A course in etiquette offered by Nlultlenberg College, Allentown. Pa., has attracted 298 students.

kovely. .. but not
expensive
The lingerie that's famous for its
body fitting features. Patented
construction

KICKERN ICKS

BANGOR FLORAL CO.

an ideal gift

Smith's Specialty
Shop

'Brocku.ay's

No shirt will achieve
that casual look of style
so well as the Arrow
Duke of Kent with the
new wide-spaced collar. Presented in colorful stripes and checks
—Sanforized-shrunk.

41 Harmnond Street
BANGOR, MAINE
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YOU'LL LIKE
these new Check and Plaid
Socks for this Spring. .knit
with the smooth-fitting..
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have made Interwoven famous the world over.
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why Chesterfields Satisfy.
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SCENE AT W.S.G.A. CONVENTION
.!cr tilots of bold Maine Commun! Fa scist. were bared this morning
ccanpetition between the two
go ups for the soul of PresiA. Hauck culminated in a
:!•,t. The Fascists claimed that
.:rg President was to visit Italy
al! in his tour of Europe. on
,• to feature his original Glow,17inmer Dance, and the Communig the Fascists nefarious propa•. asset led that Russia was his imst i not 'n.
• e..eit se of the ricd, the two lead!F,,. battling factions met face to
•,1 then the subversive plots of
•'1' ore brought to light. Teareach
• ,Iothes from me an,
d Ti strewing over the campus
, .•iltained it) his illsinent•N baggy
The Administration immediate•-1 ihem, then arrested the leaders
of their (laslined the .
. ,rne•.
it appears, had arranged to
c nit! C I ampus painted in dazzling

Faculty Dismissal Looms
Hauck Snatches
Dancer Wallace,
Russia Is Goal
\t 111111

ed

the

k has eleseil-

E.; sits- and kidnapped
‘Vallat e, it us .is

ides -

learned early

Students Celebrate
As News Means
No Exams
GREAT STUFF, EH?
Yeah, But Just a Sec!
Won't You Please
Read This?

this morning.
Angry lice Anse the \tone le'gislature'
would not heed leis tearful pleas tor a
NM lie nip i lasses at the t
The!
thr
special :tiptop'iation I,. iii•ike
/4, 10 keg•
sity 110111
0:111 (lanc,
iiuslitiitioii 114 a C. 1111 se lin 1,411
r Session startistiation tor the S
ing. lie went into a tannin!' and suddenly ing itils ee. ;111.1,1111g to an annouricement
accepted a predicted p(esition ssith the in the Univetsits I Mali og
I
(Attentive I time iceg Se licuil.
world-lam( itts klis•lall 111 piselio 11 rati itistitt111011.

Tech and Arts
To Merge Soon

the rffoits of the entire
mi.s staff, frantic. ally seeking further inceruld not
formation, ex -President
for their annual
Realizing the futility and (nettIt Miley
Delegates from six New England co-educational colleges who met here
be reached tor an inlet view hele etc the
'AllY do you want to do that
get-together and gate-lest recently.
pink-sheet went t.1 press. He is cc..w en- of the present arrangement. F.mtliSII tlitaothccr when preibing Grugobski,
route to Russia, according to Mrs. flauck, pirs and engineers have prtitained tcc
aCCIlt ot the Third Internatin' College (if Illiberal Arts.
unite
vele. is remaining behind.
-The buddings are red now."
whir of w•hirling wheels, they hope,
Professor \Valleec e was 114,1 taken ,Aith- The
rose in anger. "Do you ca
us ill counter:it t the sleepiness of South
ont a struggle% lent President I I aite k was
lae d m
, that faded out.
ells aiternmens, while sweetness and
Sirs
ill sit. It a lucius that Witnesses .1i the' kidthose bricks? I'll have
light limit-ens. (tails and odurcrus PI MIs
A that we sand f er pure. undilutto
in
intervene
dare
the
napping did not
ccl .\nliert I hall,
,litturnitive gyM114,1's behalf.
it.Hting
‘1'hile the nal'mental engineers poppmachinery,
streets, walks,
President Ilan( Is could easily have
aditist the dramatic tension eet the
ly
et
conceivable object ein the
mid ancither to assist him in giving
Speech department, chemists will underto be painted in the most
it
but
nev.•
his
al
post,
instruction
take the solution of philosophic problems
"I known to man. And even all
said that be consideit'd Prcaessor Wal(in concentrated acid). Although the
• mo‘ed on the campus was to be
ileew-we erfli
lace. Indispensable for
);
1a
y,n ,
eiletypatritilenetilltivansiap:
Ti red.
mg 1,1m m," ae I. wile wheel, he, e,xpe.e.ts tee
No hugs or Hies were
iIs iii ether had leo it to die It squirmed ti.i. expressed their asto11101fIlelli,
horrified
nnich
been
has
University
The
c,•cd admission, according to the
in tour Euterpe before taking up his pedainn's arms as he car- that all babies should be abandeened.
gratefully in Mr
Electrical engineers, there is net doubt
to learn of a terrible atrix-ity committed
• tifmacd on Page Two)
gogical duties.
order to devil. up a perfect race of mew
civilization.
to
back
it
ried
the new department of Civilization
that
public..
made
Little hope is entertained of 'mint Mg
here which has just been
However. the principle of the thing reus ill sc"re a n'aI"r success,
Mr. Lattil delivered the baby to the
1'111°1W"
IA
beauty
"Illy
tee
return.
been
the
blond
has
ex-Pit...Mem
Ranms,
search
nation-wide
Mrs. Ships cram
authorities. who placed it in an incuba- 'mains. A
of the respective colAdministratiiins
_
c
elan
his
of
the
in
stand
us as
no let anythnig
Vt C11 -k1)..W11 t e students and faculty. aban- tor and gave it the best of care. To the instituted Icir Mrs. Ranms, but so far
ac-I con
the
Is
said
NI
Haul
ing."
t•
husband,
Her
been
found.
has
:trace
doned her newly-born baby a month ago amazement cit everyone it thrived better
t fs!tat ce'
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to
who
came
been
in
Hauck.
has
-President
Ex
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raised under a mother's care. long-bearded Black
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crime.
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i °w
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4.474(1111-nw fat:t rawl
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ti tile
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made
be
will
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Lam freshman student at the University. ing and running
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its mother's, is already msurrence, many
while he was communing with nature in hair. curly like
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1
"
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soon
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he
ta.rmit
child.
as
Miami's
wonder
College.
the
upon
gaze
to
been
yeshave
only
and it was cut
taatai
(ii,girtavilirz
the woods back of the campus. The poor six inches long,
, h e, eelue-ation at Agriculture. as head of the newei mne
to routine)
to need a shave In case you are interested, it is to he expetts
infant was entirely uncovered and shiver- terday It is expected
sheep yard.
Wright College.
during the next month. Iloc- found in the University
atitleiccallePt
g:
thevia
iriible
er%ratnog
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"
ing with the cold in the lonely spot where snottine
grecup of alumni it'int the. Net us- Iha _ it'
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It
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elate.
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coted,,h.tee.e. te, the. ViIiat degree shall be granted in Illiberal
chase. Dana Drew, fresh-"
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sear'
last
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AI
feet on lee
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.hillif a homeless Stanley 'Wallace, their fratcrwas seen brandi.
freshmen. The advisability of making man president,
the degree
nity brother.
Scowl
of
pursuit
hot
in
shaker
pepper
11..1.111. is suggested (Bachelor of Joh
the new ruling retroactive remains very
Woodbury escaped the irate
t. It has been objected that the
much in doubt, hut it was made anyway. Woodbury.
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frosh, however, by shinning effi the flag agreed to permit the !fowls to be disc ccii' i,
so %% hat can you do about it?
ale' fecr
This will
statement issued bY firmed. providing • I that everything he
a
to
to ciii glit
mpus
According
resolved
ca
pole.
the
follows,
as
quote,
on
re-ad
rife
rule
The
RtIttl0r was
renn•died by offering co-eds the degree
the in- him this morning, he intend, tee tweak the strictly -on the he use,'' (2) that the
as the news of the identity of the perpe- ihat henceforth and forevermore
Univer•ity state flagpole-sitting record while waiting Scowls return to the campus with them of BA. i Bachelor Hunter/.
the
of
campus
the
on
stitution
crime
trators of yesterday's dastardly
down.
Dean Muilenhurg is enthusiastic over
and help chop down 1Voodbury's flag pole.
Pain known as the Sophomore Howls for the excitement to quiet
leaked out. It seems that the offenders of
dispersed
merrily 1, this paper went to press. the pole was the arrangement. Dean joke refuse, to
were
and
disbanded,
Scowls
discontinued,
remaining
he
The
Sen-going
were none other than the out
nearly cut thronate and wobbling danger- give an opinion pro or con, remarking
In the ends of the earth, whereof, to-wit, • pursued over hill, dale, valley, and what_
ior Scowls, in person.
endthey
only,.
her 51 one way. then another. Further enigmatically. "The League of Nations
Finally
frosh.
etc . etc.. unquot^.
have-vou. by the
It seems that there was a bit of altercacompro. details of the in. 'dent will he given eti didn't work, lent them neither do college
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WHILE 4.
BURNS ROAMS

ANAEMIA

CORRESPONDENCE

The building will shortly be repaired
well that it will no longer be recoguzable Verv few recognize it, anyway.
• • • •••
And then there was the time that Phil
Brown on entering the Dean's office inquired. "1, the Bean dizzy?"

Society for the Victims
Of Futute Exams Formed

correspeadeace optima, a The Campalll
Me epee te the pablic ea perttaest subjects,
are welcomed. All letters sheald
letters
mid
Burn.
Robert
av
be 'lased with the author's real same, but •
1936
Member
pea same will be used I. yeblicatles et tit*
1935
letter tt desired The ideas stated is them
In line with similar urgarwrations Why shouldn't we niake a little money
coliseum are set settees:14 these et The L•m.
LOVE IN GLOOM
Rssocialed Coliebiate Press
"herald sot be so cosaldwewd Tarr will
pas
mad
up throughout the country, the before we leave?
springing
Distributor of
ter reserves the right te withheld say lettet
LOVE-"what endless torments dwell •• • part ot ••y letter
The department of arboculture at the first chapter of the "Victims of Future "We propose that the minimum for a
about thee; yet, who would live and live
University has recently announced the Examinations" has been organized at the professor or instructor being late to exwithout thee!" Well, there's us for one. Editor of thc r IM r 14 c.
aminations by one second. Otherwise,
creation of a new course on the propaga- University of Maine.
We haven't always felt this way, but there Dear Sir :
all students should be given a cut.
civilizaand
segregation,
cultivation,
tion,
It fC as :"..r,ond (lass !I •Tter at the
Max Fitch has been elected president "And last but certainly not
comes a day when even we in whom
post office. Orono, Maine
understand, the Univer- tion of whiffirtrees. The new course will
I
again,
Once
least see
Subscription. RIM per annum
fortitude pazottue/ once pulsated at un- sity is in the throes of the spring house be found listed in the catalogue under the of the new society. In an exclusive in- propose that all profs and instructors
take
Printed on Mr trossland's mimeograph
terview
with
a
representative
of
the
draw
Hall
mentionably breakneck r.p.m., must
niacInne in Room S. 9.57 A, Fernald
exams themselves."
party season. Theoretically, it should be abbreviation Ws 189. The course will be
Office in the 67th fluor, Empire State Bldg
the line. With lovers to right of us and an enjoyable occasion for everyone. It a four hour affair consisting of one hour .-inaemia, Mr. Fitch outlined the purposes
The Anaemia learned today from an
Tel Extension-UNIsersity 31 lout of order)
likewise to left of us, it is getting so we should be a seav.in of exuberance and of lecture I no credit ) and six hours of and program of the organization. "Only authoritative source, although Mr.
Fitch
are going to nerd regulation blinders if generally overflowing spirits, but for watching the growth and development of those who are certain to receive E's or did not commit himself, that Ray
Gailey.
011asah Sudden
members.
We
to
become
F's
are
eligible
way
tatpurposeful
pursue
tour
we
will
Dick Barehead
habitual member of the Dean's List, hail
some strange reason, I understand, it fails the eight hundred experimental whiffleour flunks immediately so that been refused membership
scathed in this land of the midnight son. to be this.
trees that have been set out on the botan- demand
in the club.
t we won't be troubled with exams.
We were pounding down a corridor serithe
conclusion
of
plantation.
At
Honorary
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adviser
to
ical
the
society is Dean
It
is
the
character
of
the
house
party
BOARD
LLITORIAL
ously bent on a ten o'clock and ran spang
semester's work, each student will be ex- "Any member who procures above two Muilenburg. On being requested for his
that
complexion
has
changed
of
the
the
Edttor
StAr.e!
,
•1111,
!
TIM,• ,
into a stoney couple rooted practically in
Rating Repottress
entire matter. Instead of the gay frivol- pected to take a comprehensive examina- point will be asked to leave the chapter. opinion. Muilenburg stated, "It is the
lave st I 1111,111]II
Men Snonse the middle of the hall, blissfully unaware
\,itza.skorsks
ity that dominated our house parties back tion on his findings and to prepare a Also, we demand that we be expelled im- greatest thing that has ever occurred on
Sportz
at,1 ,oingharn
Women Snoose of the score tar even the time of day, bill- in the days of '21. an institution
this campus. My congratulations go out
Kelo It-Watt
of a sub- thesis on the potential use of whiffietrees mediately from the University.
Society ing agd cooing -with Father doing most
Among Th..se Present
Anaemic Photographer
versive nature has arisen. Our present 111 the Chilean nitrate industries. Ad- "We contemplate publishing a book con- to Mr. Fitch and I hope that he will enFlash
Sone of the billing! Things like that get us
house parties arc generally shunned by vance registration for the course is urged cerning the latest methods of cribbing joy the outer life after he has left the
•
Dead (they were shooting
stars,
co-eels,
I hear, and it has become neces- so that the bookstore will know how which we will sell to Dean's List students. campus."
. and
Also s.ort..us Reporters. rub Rep.
We drifted over to the campus one eve- sarp to import talent from outside the many volumes of what to order for next
Rusine•s Assistants
year.
ning last week. Picking our way along a University. The practice is despicable.
lion-picking at the site of their future flat
Social Calendar
winding road shaded with huwering pines
The department also announces that
I sincerely hope that you will do your
house.
lush and dank with imagination. we tried utmost to rid
been
Prof.
granted
Warren
a
year's
has
the campus of these wild
5 p.m.-Sigma Alfalfa Epsilon viethe number of smitten havers and unrestrained
Friday 8 p.m.-4 a.m.-Dancing at the
- to it
revels. Nfight I sug- sabbatical leave to be spent in investigaparty.
simply
brain
along
but our
gott-gooing
Colvin
Roof
Garden.
Floor
tion
of
shows
fallen
at
11
arches
on
shoe
trees.
Ingest stibstituting for them the old sleigh
Monday 6 am.-Baseball game in Balconked out after the first hundred air
rides and barn dances that we of an earli- tercropping with corns and bunions will pm. and 2 a.m. No cover charge, but kindentine sun-parlor. Jimmy Muilen and his
It happened to be during what is laugh- er day found most
ly cover yourself conventionally. These
pleasing and inspiring? be considered also.
Icebergs vs. Sohn Jealey and his Junior
ingly referred to as study hours which
New Course in Chinese
Maine mosquitoes!
Sincerely.
Skeletons. All conic-this game should
swainsgallant
explains
why
the
probably
New
Union
College
eligibility
rules
Culture To Be Presented
Saturday 3 p.m.-Lawn party at South make a hit.
An Old Grad
allow any student. no matter what his
in-pullovers Ilan to be confused with
Tuesday 5:15 A.L. (After Lab )-- -Y
grades. to participate in one extra-curric- Hall on their extensive, verdant front
pushtivers Unless aiim think it would be a
it amituuncement of a new course in
lawn.
picnic at the Ledges (that's what we say
little
ular
activity.
on
the
so
intent
were
sat
idea)
g,
Chinese Culture to he offered by the de- problem beside them. Cupid, the origSaturday 8-12 p.m.-Open house at the --why pic-nic at the Ledges when you can
Mitre than 50 Yale students are presi- Chateau.
partment of art history next semester has inal "Little Caesar." is the dictator in
Pick pansies most anywhere?)
May 13, 1936-- .Vetitif I.. the A111101110
Sunday 4 pm.-Alpha Grabba Hoe
i 1st,in this academic clime, the Dean of the Col- --AVinshow Hall at the University of dents of American colleges and universibeen made by Prof. J. Homer I
ties.
cordially invites you to attend a dandePatronize Our Advertisers
as it were. Pain was partially destroyed by
an exof the department. The course will be for lege of Hearts anal Sighins,
Not tieing one of the special students plosion that rocked the campus early this
two hours a week and will be open to all
aroutind here, it leaves its feeling like a afternoon when tat, professors spoke beupperclassmen.
country gentleman without a ctruntry.
fore a class in pansy culture at the same
_According to Prof. Iluddilston, WestWe're prtubaluly something of a phenom- time. A spontam•ous mixture of gas and
ern thought. commonly termed Western enon in this Ilay' and age but we rather It, air was poultices! which immediately
Civilization, had its origin in the Eastern think we'd get awfully weary of this busi- exploded with devastating results. ForSpring Semester 1936, May 25, June 3-SCHEDULE OF EXAMINATIONS
Mediterranean world, and has occupied in ness of courtship as a steady undergradu- tunately no one was seriously hurt, but
one way or another so much of the total
ate diet. We've always shied away from the home of the Aggies and Foresters
stage tof world affairs, that the average anything smacking of the routine; we was severely' shaken from foundation to
Time of
Mow.
MON.
MON.
Mow.
MON.
Most.
Most.
MON
white man has little conceptitin of the know we'd stain get tired of squab-on- rtiof tree.
Exercise
4
1
5
2
6
8
3
7
importance of other races, and small ct,f111- toast if they set it down before us three
Much valuable equipment was damt
prehension of other cultures than those Of times a day with a midnight go of squab- aged in the catastrophe,
Mos,
TUES,
THURS.
WED.
MON.
FRI.
Tugs.
notably the folEurope and its projections. The West, on-toast. rout not so with the Balentine lowing:
Time of
June 1
May 26
May 28
June 3
June 1
May 29
May 26
indeed. has come along so far in its evolu- Valentines. It amazes us what an aniExamination
8.00
8.00
1.30
8.00
1.30
8.00
8.00
Item 1 One cracked thistle tube
tion that mime thinkers are already fore- mated humr-glass with a sizeable touch of
Item 2 A sheaf of lecture notes
casting the decline out the West, tf not, in lipstick can do to a man's career. When
Time of
Tugs.
Tues,
Tots.
Tues.
Tues.
Tues.
Tues.
Tues.
two and one half inches
truth, its fall.
Exercise
2
4
1
3
5
6
8
7
hive lies bleeding, the pursuit of knowlthick
We already have one course at Maine edge becomes about as enticing around
Item 3 The 1..int of a Venus No. 2B
wry.
on Chinese and Japenese history and Ear these parts as spaghetti in Ethiopia.
Wen.
Fat.
WED.
Tues.
Wen.
Tres.
pencil. new.
Time of
Julie 3
May 29
East Ciunditions, and it is with the idea
June 2
June 3
May 27
June 2
May 27
There was practically 1111 illSUratIce 011
We're 1114 gi iutig to try tn order Cupid
Examination
8.00
of unfolding Slnile of the ancient ideals of around, !However. When love cu,mes. it the pra,perty. accourdiniz to a statement
1.30
1.30
8.00
1.30
1.30
1.30
i
(Mina's higher life that the new course in gives itself like Dian's kiss, unmasked. made by Prof. M. B. Bones, of the colTime of
Wax
Chinese Culture is being offered for the tinstaught, and there isn't a wit,ale It you lege. which was later corroborated by
WED.
WED,
Wu.
Wes.
Wes.
WED,
Writ.
Exercise
coming semester. China is the Greece of can do about it, as Solomon wisely re- Dean Dearborn of that institution'. The
1
7
2
4
6
8
3
5
the Far East, and she developed a pattern marked. who had more experience in the situation was aggravated by the fact that
Mini.
THURS.
Tues,
out life in the middle of the first millenium matter than we. Nutt a whole hut, but the class, consisting of approximately
Fat.
Wen.
Time of
June 3
June 1
May 28
B.C. that has functioned without break something, and we're a ha KO% i 11•Zed that 7.895 male students, was completely
May 26
May 29
Examination
8.00
8.00
from that time until nom% and which is the Maim. Day Prtuject Committee didn't waked from somnolent bliss in the arms
8.00
1.30
&00
without any close parallel in all human see it. But then, we're simply effervesc- of Morpheus. According to the above
Time of
history. The ordered existence of the ing with world-beating ideas which are reliable sources, this is the highest numTHURS.
Times.
THURS,
THURS.
Taints.
THURS.
Taints.
THURS.
Exercise
1
Cultures! Chinese-and the race totals so much human matter to the ordinary ber of students in this college ever to be
2
4
3
5
6
8
7
roughly one fifth of the earth's man pots.- run of meditators.
awake at a class all at one time.
FRE.
WED.
WED.
er-presented down until the sixteenth
Needless to say, there was considerOur little plan %s,auk! he to build a
I ime of
May 29
May V
June 3
century of our era a marvelously balanced
able
consternation
among
the
members
i sanotaarit .11
1.30
8.00
8.00
pr 'grant wherein man Slmght and found Flirtation Walk out hack somewhere roe tut the C la.. alien the explosion
occurred.
lsir, and appropriately fitted unit
beauty and happiness itt the c r ea t ve acRohn
Jackson
termed
the
incident
as
Tune of
FRI.
FRI,
FRI.
FRI.
Fat.
Fat.
Fat,
Fat,
tivities of po Wit y painting and calligraphy. with rtumantic tar trees, official Central "shocking in the extreme."
Park benches. gently swinging lanterns
Exercise
1
7
2
6
8
3
5
4
and especially in the con...Intimate craftsand gently sainging music anal I the piece
_
manship in porcelain.
Mon.
WEI).
WED,
de Tension"' of the layout), a beautifulls.
"Red Shirts," "Black Shirts"
Provision it being made for additions alvered mutton permanently anclitured in
Time of
May 27
June 1
June 3
to the library equipment stu as to give
Battle
Exanunation
8.00
1.30
8.00
the dreamy stratosphere. This would en,,,itipoued from Page Ow)
reasonably good working facilities both
able the Adnl llistration to segregate the
I'
for reading and bar illustrations
members of the I .,•.t ;ctieration, would plans, until they had submitted to the
Time of
SAT.
SAT,
SAT,
SAT.
keep the dread di'case' from spreading "reddening treatment." No prospective
Exercise
I
2
4
3
Theatre Designs Exhibited
among the student•. and might just pos- students were to be accepted Until they
.tti exhibit tit theatre designs, stage sets, sibly permit something really worthwhile had been coated with crimson. Every
Time of
and technical designs will be held in the to be accomplished of aft evening. such as professor W114, refused to visit Russia and.
Examination
faculty room in South Stevens, beginning a full nine inning game of soft-hall.
kneeling before I.
tomb in Moscow,
"Oh. Love! young have! bit 1 in thy take an oath lif loyalty- to undefiled redMay 18.
roisy
ll hand. let sage or cynic prattle A• he ness, was to be tired forthwith.
1.re Siny.ns.in. noted New York scenic %
Please report conflicts to the Registrar at once.
The Fascist plans provided for precisedesigner. Prof. Bricker of the Speech DeNOTE: By the Time of Exercise is meant the time of the first lecture or recitation exercise of the week in any
ly the opposite Instead of for red. they
given course. For example: If a course is given Monday, Wednesday. and Friday at the third period, it is said to be
partment, niembers of the University theaS.A.R. Gives Cadet Medabi
given Monday the third period. By referring to Monday, third period, in the schedule, it will be seen that the examitre classes, and members of the Maine
called for shrouding Maine in utter black.
nation falls upon Tuesday. May 26, at 8.00.
Masque hate collaborated to bring to the
The \lame S's lets- of the Soils of the And they proposed regulations whereby
Note the following changes from the above
exhibit a cross section of the art and craft American Revolution has given four any professor what did taut pledge Alegithat builds the theatre of today.
Tues, June 2 at 1;30
28 Winslow
Aft 52 Soil Class., Survey., and Map.
medals to the University Cadet Corps to aIWT to Nliisst dim would prt.intitly be
An 00 Adv, Animal Breeding
Mon.
June 1 at 8:00
22 Rogers
Prof Bricker will contribute his de- lie presented to c;filets who; base shown ousted from his position.
4
Organic
Chemistry
Be
Tues.
1;30
May
26
at
28 Winslow
sign s
Grugobski and llotz blared forth in
111t. ulay .-1 1.etditint /Auto's: which outstanding qualities tut kadership, solCe 2 Surveying
Wed,
May 27 at 1:30
14 Wingate
sharp difference when the two were
acre used by the Ma,111/e in its presenta- dierly bearing and excellence.
Ce
St. & Highway Mat,
Tues, June 2 at 8;00
14 Wingate
tton of the play this year. Masque techCh 2 General Chemistry
Thurs, May 28 at 1:30 303 Auhert
The following men have been selected turought together for questioning-and viCh 40 Quantitative :analysis
Tues,
May 26 at 1;30 305 Auhert
olence was averted onlv with difficulty
nicians *ill submit constructitin details for the awards:
Ed 30 Supervised Student Teaching
Mon.
June 1 at 1:30
6 Stevens South
and lighting plots, and members of the
Senior : Cadet Captain James A. AVake- alien the subject of Maine co-eds was
Fe 2 Elem. of Elec. Eng.
Tues.
14 Wingate
June 2 at 1:30
•' catre classes mill contribute color stu- field. Jr.
mentioned.
Eh
Freshman English, Div. IX
June 3 at 8:00
Wed.
6 Stevens South
••A ny co..ed vi It u (1,tes nett polish her
•. miniature •tage• and scenic designs. Junior : Catlet I icutenant I eotge S
Es ja Prin. of Economics, Div. II. III
June I at 8:00
6 Stevens South
Mon.
Es 2h Prin. of Economics
Thurs, May 28 at 1:30
15 Coburn
nails red should be expelled," shouted
Williams. Jr.
0' Dev. of Economic Thought
Mon.
26 Stevens South
May 25 at 8;00
Class Parts and M.A.A.
Sophomore. Cadet 1st Sergeant George t;rugobski.
Fr I' Advanced French. Div. I, Ill
17 Stevens North
June 2 at 8;00
Tues.
"Any co-ed who does not use charcoal
Elections Are Announced
Calderwoocl.
Fr Ii Advanced French. Div. 11, IV
TUrg.
May 26 at 8:00
17 Stevens North
nail
polish
should
thrown
to
Fr
Mon.
22
be
19th
May
Century
the
at
Novel
8
:00
25
reds,"
7 Stevens North
Freshman: Cadet Private NIalbon H
John Sealey.
-Aent of the Student Jennings.
Fr 102 The Sixteenth Century
May 27 at 8:00
Wed.
13 Stevens North
roared Hotz in return.
GI(
4
Senate. has announced the winners in the
Religious
Mon.
Thought
Greek
May
8:00
22
25
at
Library
"Thu red-heads are the chosen of the
The medals will he p:-esented, with apGm 2 Elem. German. Div. I. V
Tues, June 2 at 1;30
13 Stevens North
election of Athletic Association officers
earth."
Grugobski continued. "We should
Gm 12 Rapid Reading Course
Mon.
May 25 at 8:00 310 Stevens
and nominees for Senior Class Parts held propriate ceremonies, tun Saturday. May
refuse to marry all tiiin-red heads."
Gm 14 El. Conversation and Comp.
Mon.
May 25 at 8,00 310 Stevens
at 10.00 o'clock.
Tuesday. May 5. in Alumni Hall. The
Gm 18 Adv. Conversation and Comp.
Mon.
May 25 at it :00 375 Stevens
"The black-haired co-eels are the gals
Facults
and
students
at
are
invited
to
winning candidates are the following :
He 68 Nutrition in .Ahnormal ('ond.
Wed.
June 3 at 8;00
14 Merrill
for us at Maine." returned Hot: in a rethese ceremonies.
He 82 Institutional M anagement
Tues.
June 2 at 1:30
14 Merrill
Class gifts men). Donald Huff ; Class
...allotting blare.
Hy 100 Political Theory
Mon.
May 25 at 800 175 Stevens
gifts W1,111eT1'. Kay lloctor; Prophecy
iii mist. elections were held by Beta
Grugobski tried to drown him out.
I .t
Latin Composition
thurs. May 28 at 8:00 170 Stevens
(men), Reginald Naugler: Prophecy'
Is
Mc
Introductory Harmony
17 Stevens North
Wed.
May 27 at 8;00
Theta Pi tun !slay 11 , aith the ftullowing "Well, here's where you get a black eye."
(women), Helen linker ; Ode. Phylis
Mc 12 Music in the 19th Century
17 Stevens North
Fri.
May 29 at 1:30
officers elected:
Then the officers had to separate them.
Mc
51
Inter.
17
and
Tues.
1;30
May 26 at
Stevens North
Conducting
Hamilton; History, Beth Schiro ; Vale.
President. Iturleigh Roderick : 1st vice
Study of the plans revealed that the red
Me 2$ Kinematics
22 Lord
Tues,
May 26 at ;00
dictory. Actor Abbott; Pneni, Bettina
president, Morris I). Proctor : 2nd vice plot Was by far the most elaborate. The
Me he) Machine Design
22 Lord
Tues, June 2 at 1:30
Sullivan; Oration, David Brown; SophMe 80 Heat Engineering
22 Lord
June 3 at 8:00
Wed.
president. Joseph H. Hamlin; secretary, records even showed that Conductor
omore Marshal, Philip Rogers.
Me 82 Heat Power
22 Lord
May 29 at 8:00
Fri.
Donald W. Butler. treasurer, Lester J. Charlie Jaques had been bribed to have
Mn 54 Mechanics
June 3 at 5:00
3 Fernald
Wed,
Athletic Association President, Alton
Tarbell, house manager. G. Seth
the hand play the "Internationale" at drill
Pb 6 Persuasive Speech. Div. VIII
Thurs. May 28 at 1;30 305 Stevens
Bell; Senior Member, Leslie Hutchings;
• hams. Jr
next Saturday.
May 27 at 1:30 204 Aubert
Ps 2 General Physics
Wed.
Junior Member, John Gowell; SophoJune 1 at 1:30 204 .Aubert
Ps 22 Mechanics and Heat
Mon.
And the reel influence even insinuated
more Member, Dana Drew. The presiJune 3 at 8:00 204 Auhert
Ps 24 Elec. Measurements
Wed.
Stanley Wallace, Director of itself into the Anaronsa offices, precipitatdent, sent ,r. and 'unit,'" members of the
41 Stevens North
Py 2 Gen. Psychology, Div. V (EE.)
Fri.
May 29 at 1:30
Physical Education, requests that ing a tierce tight between those members
39 Stevens North
Py 82 Mental Measurements
May 25 at 800
Mon.
Athletic Association will be shx-kholders all
men holding lockers in the Me- tat the editorial staff who wanted a paper
21 Stevens North
Sp 4 Modern Spanish Prose
Mon.
May 25 at 8:00
in the University Store Company 25 repmorial Gym, clean and remove printed in red and those opposed. A comresentatives of the student body.
schedule
be
'wade
No chosocts ton
fa this
locks from them by June 1st.
promise resulted-the .4“aerma is pink!
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kccusation Comes After
Heated Argument at Gym
BAsEBALL BUNK

Bare Facts
If

se, -

Commencement
To Be Revamped

River in order to make it possibk for
ocean going vessels to approach this Unitvrsity. The project was presented before the governor at a recent meeting.
Baccalaureate Addressed and both he and the legislature appeared
enthused over the idea. President
To Dead Letter Office quite
Hauck. who was interviewed on the subW.srd has just been received from the ject, said that he, personally, thought that
t .onntiericement c.smmittee that something the deepe • g of the river would make a
;of a decidedly unique character will con- drastic change in the enrollment of the
stitute the commencement program this University next fall.

I t I

A small crowd of Maine fans
them on, a weak, spiritless. slow
oi Maine track team somehow
to win the annual State Track
Flash! Flash! In a closely contested
.!eft la't Saturday. The victory was so
that Coach Chester A. Jenkins race held yesterday in the indoor field
solitary confinement for a few house, Hal Grodinsky, dapper second

tact. it is reported that the psyrholdepartment is to examine the memof the team in order to ascertain the
of the win.
first place it rained. In the seethe
ti
place the Black Bears were terrible.
.A in the third place it was about time
Maine lost the meet.
gut it was not to be. While Maine specover
growled disappointedly
!,!,,,n• ets victories and howled joyously
Itowdoin's wins, the Maine team,
eling hitter tears because of their in-asing score, kept on adding points.
that it was their fault. The poor
• tried their best to lose the meet. Take
'Ar'!t Hardison. the polevaulter. for ex7.;,1e Hardison actually knocked off the
m one .4 his third jumps, but the bar
hack again to remain steadfast.
\ail there was Sid Hurwitz in the 440.
to let Marvin. of Bowdoin, beat
it Sid is a heavy boy, and when
• that muddy back stretch he just
help sliding to a win.
\T..' Johnny Murray's leg pained him
much that he had to run fast in order
rget the pain. In the highjump. some
whin' villain put springs in the shoes
Harold Webb and Ken Ireland. Imagtheir surprise when they leaped over
Wet.
I couldn't help it," cried Webb after
• meet, hitter tears flowing down over
. track suit. "it was a put-up job."
The traitor to the Maine cause was
my George Frame. Knowing that
aatited to lose the meet. Frame got
from a sick bed to score second in the
,-timer At last reports, Frame was in
• South Sea Islands trying to escape
ni several of his enraged fraternity
thers.
in heing interviewed by the Anaemia
rts representative. Mr. Curtis, in sobit tones. blubbered. "It's awful. simply

No Prism for 1937,
Scrowlands Bitter
.rd has just keen received from Wit.. Scrowlands. Editor-in-chief of the
'T Prism. that he will not be able to
;ke the grade. In other words, the
tun will not see the light of day this
-tar. at any rate. It seems that he got
nutich attention at the hospital that the
,r hook completely slipped
his mind
alnays was a slippery one).
legitimate excuse is that the high
oh of the season caused the pulp wood
t the publication to float right by our
,ttl. ;trots —that's one
thing that Naug• ,fidn't think of.
When interviewed by the Anaemia
• Orr. Scrowlands was
leisurely sip:a iool mint julep in the shade of the
Zsg house. "I know what you
' know." he stated as I approached
isu want to know when the Prism
tt‘rtig out. You see my hand trembIt did that when the last reporter
•aol that question. He was
str-r-r.anto1 Isan't ask me. I'll
tell you. It's
rrtlig out when it is
printed." He
"1 on to say that if all goes well. exSling the possibility of further floods
Y. such, the Prism should
appear within
years. Then he yawned and went
sk to sleep.
There is some iloubt whether there will
any pictures, in the Prism
this year, as
• have all been
censored ( at arty rate
!..at
Scr.swland's story).

baseman and outfielder, was declared the
slowest base runner in the University.
The black haired Gri.xlinsky, curly locks
hanging down over his sweating face, won
the title from Don Rollins, last year football manager who received his training
by doing errands for Ted Curtis. Grodinsky circled the bases in the remarkable time of two hours. It is reported
that Johnny Murray is jealous of the
speedy Queen City youngster.
• • * • • •
The powerful Frosh baseball team administered a terrific lacing to Bill Kenyon's varsity diamond crew, today, the
final score being 45-44. The .t4 of a point
came through a bunt by Hal Woodbury,
the famous ping-pong star, who laid ,o-ide
his paddles to battle for his Alma Mater
on the diamond. The varsity claim, however. that the contest was lost because
Muscles Gleason. the crack yearling bullthrower, talked them out of it.
• • •
• •
The University of Maine baseball team
defeated Bowdoin last Wednesday, 19-6
(or thereabouts), in a very close game
played on the old diamond. Both White
and Greene were extremely stingy in offering hits, and the tight fielding of both
teams featured the afternoon's play.
Woodbury managed to sock a homerun for
Maine, after shutting his eyes and taking
a terrific cut at the apple.

Greek House Parties
Howling Successes
At last the I a ddcit Rule has hit Maine.
Male students gave up their girls to the
visiting students from Bowdoin. Bates.
and Colby for the house parties Saturday.
The girls voted these furren escorts much
better than the home products who took
them to the formals on the previous evening. Bowdoin. they said, took the cake.
The boys did a further noble act. For
the formals Friday night they had music
furnished only by victrolas, so that they
might save their money for the entertainment of the visitors. The biggest and
hest hands in the country were engaged
for Saturday evening. Pill Witnone
broke an engagement at the Cocoanut
Grove to he present at Sigma Nu. Fit
Swaller boined 'em up at Phi Kappa Sig
(and how). Dancing at Phi Mu Delt
was carried on in the ram, to make room
for Rye No Bill and his orchestra, who
completely overflowed the first floor, with
the drums placed in the Cabin. Delta
Tau was in a worse purdickament. To
make room for the house guests tot which
there were nearly 500) Dike Hellington
and the Boys were placed in the chimney
I which nearly toppled over with the vibration of their rhythm) and the guests
danced on the roof. No casualties ensued, however. Flypaper placed along
the edges prevented anyone slipping off.
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Japanese lanterns with three switches—
one for him to turn off, one for her to
turn on (or vice vicea. we might say)
and a third which will act as a coming-in
time signal from headquarters. If they're ;
having fun and she doesn't want to go
in. they extinguish the lights, a process!
giving the signaller a sock on the jaw
and putting her definitely off their track,
for she has a single track mind while
theirs is double.
The next morning seven couples were
seen hanging from the roof (not by the
neck. unfortunately). Luny Sallee left
his latest heart throb in Antarctica to
come back to the dear old Armor Meter
and furnish the music at Phi Eta.

Not only out of state students will
benefit by the ocean going vessels, which
will dock beneath the Orono bridge. but
a whole onslaught of foreign representatives are expected to come from the other
side. The French undergraduates will be
France and not just Saco or
fr
llithlelortl, the Irish brogues will be genuine. and so will the English accent of
many of the ptotessiurs
Patronize Our
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"THESE THREE"

starring
Miriam Hopkins, Merle Oberon,
and Joel McCrea
By all means don't miss it
' and Thurs.. May 20-21
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LIVE in FRENCH
Residential Summer School
(co-educational) in the heart
of French Canada. Old CounOnly
try French staff.
French spoken. Elementary,
Intermediate, Advanced. Certificate or College Credit.
French entertainments, sightseeing, sports, etc.
F., us°, Board and Tuition.
Write for
lune 26- luly 31.
announcement to Residential
Frcnch Summer School

McGILL UNIVERSITY
MONTREAL. CANADA

Visit Freese's

New Collegc Shop
lere at Freese's you'll find the newest clothes for campus wear...
the type that you will fitul worn on the campuses of all smart colleZes•

%Tar.
For one thing it has been decided that
there will be no orchestra at the annual
super gala Commencement Ball. The in•
novation has been made in order that
graduates may dance in peace without beThe money
ing bothered by the noise
From improper authorities of this uniwill be used
by this drastic act'
saved
versity comes the highly unexciting news
In keeping with the sweeping reforms
new sidewalk to Orono. It is
that the building project of this century started by the janitorial department. fol- to build a
expected that the occasion of this Ball
is to be begun—sometime during the next lowed by the reorganization of meals
at
mark a new era in university social
century. Its location will be in the Balentine. the University announces the will
functions. Generally, some disharmoni
square oval near that mansion of mascu- following new and interesting courses
oils Low is sounded anyway because no
linity. Balentine Hall. where live those for the academic year 1930':-37,:.
orchestra can possibly please everyone, sts
delightful creatures we call co-eds.
Anti-military 1-2-3-4. May be taken orchestra-less dances should insure all and
No longer will it be necessary for the as a substitute for R.O.T.C.
sundry of a good time in the future.
bashful swains of Maine to boldly meet
Aviation 99. Especially for the girls
The All Maine 'omen have announced
the girl friend in the maid-inspected livwho have to hurry just a bit to make the ; that they will not present their pageant
ing room, or even on the doorsteps, or
10.00 a.m. Public Speaking class after ;this June at the exercises as last year the
even on the library steps (which are still
9.59 gym.
still was too hot. and they have decided to
cold since Luvles was defeated—is he
Ree„mtnmded present it next fall instead. Wasn't that
Bologna
111
t
ring
loveless!), for in Bunfenderg Park--as
thought!
it is to be named for its designer who for those planning to teach.
will
be no baccalaureate address
There
Cosmetics
0.
All
the eviminatio will a haPPY
wanted Balentine all to himself—a rengiven this year, as general student senttdezvous will be supplied for everyone, be make-ups.
has declared itself in favor of getwith free telephone service to each room
English 300. Old Town slang, start- I mem
as s0011 as possible without
graduated
ting
and extensions to fraternity houses, so ing with the declension of "Ugh." work'essary and superfluous red-tape.
if he's late she can give him a ring. Not ing toward the philology of oflowfago.- ally
The last change in the program made
a wedding ring, which would pay him
. Isy the rasnllllittee. while a minor one, also
aLe:Z
.i.lilliggrard
:
's;Ss
e
:
:
.
„,it`i 1 12%%
hack for his frat pin, or a piston ring. no(1n;irka.sdiiniagpeir
deserves mention. The University has
to tune up the old bus, but just a sweet. University dump.
stated that the usual sheep-skin will not be
gentle, reminding ring that if he doesn't
lip-reading. Permission is( the instruc- given out this spring as the repeal
"
show up P.D.Q. shell give back the frat
tor required; the purpose of the course .sAA decisions has meant that tht;
pin and ride in somebody else's bus.
is two-fold—to fold or not to fold—er. versity will no longer get paid for slatigh ,
In this park there will be no obscuring well!
ering baby sheep. live sheep will be gis
of natural beauties—in fact, several will
Mathemusics 1.32. Music of the spheres, en instead. along with a complimentai
be added, in the form of beautiful willow
special emphasis on the Great Cif--copy of Sheeps and Hole to h'aise Then
trees blooming magnificently with sweet
Fxtensitin Service Bulletin Na,. 8947.
des.
peas and gardenias all made into corPlum)
ing XX. .A g uarameed P1
sages; but also the unnatural beauties will
Library Steps Cave In;
be preserved because no rain, snow, or course!
7,538 Couples Are Upset
Xylography 1.450,98u. liiterestet1
wind can possibly penetrate to smear the
‘t-tording to the shipping authorities of
paint or to blow off the latest roofing job Classics? This will be Greek to you!
Tutorial Honors in Proposal. A Leap Irangor awl the au-linty. plans are underexecuted by Fubbum's shop.
1 vs
42 for the .1i edging .4 the 5,il t %k
Each section will be lighted by 110 volt Year special.
;

Our prices are unusually moderate in smart jackets the

newest suits, sportswear. and topcoats. Drop in today and let us
what a really large and complete assortment there is at
Freese's Men's Shopti.

,-----..
but nee ,444,r2eu, gueem,/
KORK-O-TAN RUG
HOLDER
54iIt oaf die R...(11.. •

Simply laiel under the rug —
wit fastened
. . . would have
prevented this
Holds rugs where they look hest.
No shifting by feet of romping
children or dogs.
Prevents wrinkling.
The greatest cause of wear.
Aids in vacuum cleaning.
Rugs don't rumple back of the
cleaner.
A clean, light, flexible composition
of new ground cork and We; both
sides alike: easily cut to exact size
and shape, not sticky; cannot mar
either floor or rug.
For sale at

FREESE'S MEN'S SHOPS

PARK'S
Hardware and Variety
31-37 Mill St. Orono
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You'll like the way Half & Half burns. Cool as a
mother-in-law's wire: "Arrive Friday." Sweet as
the news that she's changed her plans. Fragrant,
full-bodied tobacco that won't bite the tongue—in
a tin that won't bite the fingers. Made by our exclusive modern process including patent No.1,770,920.
Smells good. Makes your pipe welcome anywhere. Tastes good. Your password to pleasure!
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I
no
with.
left
be
Adeline" at 3 a-nl.. President Frederick Iceive complete semester grades in photoabolition. The first important case, in port the proof. you can
doubt as to the truth of the proposition. ArnoldA
Middlebush of the University of stat form.
1$57. we will call the single A. as distill•
:Mid yet if allowed more time I could con•
built a week-end cabin 100 miles
Missouri
,
guished from the more recent triple .A tinue citing case after case, reason atter i.
Barnard alumnae earned an average of
campus.
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case. In this case, it was decided that reason to show how the law of gravity
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demonstrations, I Say. '
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another famous case produced a decision leagues agree with me in this; so what if 1
Lowering & Un-American, , Now all of these
within the Const. itself. But there to lie retracted later, continuing the pav- four disagree It is proven.
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States John Hart
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By John Hart
important case of 1908 shows what mule- lAlas! sighed Burns.
mous the world over.
gravitation,
the
by . Only this and not a whit more.
The situation is grave. Indeed
has always been held by local sirable social conditions are produced
view
This
gravity of the situation can hardly be and state authorities, as their decisions this statute. Finally. the cases of 1918' Trow me a brick er two.
overemphasized; it is proportional to mass show. There is the South Carolina reso- and 1923 illustrate the discriminatory : Ilauck can you treat me like this!
The lingerie that's famous for its
distance.
of the law ; it declares that the For a bigger college, give us More land.
and to the inverse square of the
.
lution which proclaims that the circum- character
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fall
their
they are, the harder they fall:
Our institutions are in peril ;
---- ,, .-I, chain (gang) is as strong as its weak.
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ference of a circle shall be exactly three bigger
laxly fitting features. Patented
es, Lynch.
assured if this law is not repealed. For times the diameter and that the speed of a is obviously unfair; it is even to be susunconstitutional.
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gravitation
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the law of
gets verses you go
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falling laxly shall be proportional to its pected that the right Of freedom of con- ,ions
It is easy enough to convince yourself weight ; this latter is Inc of the first pieces tract is violated. Thus the nation tries
trouble
of this if you will only take the
of legislation which dares to oppose the the law of gravity, and it should not be i
to read the Const. critically and interpret tyranny (of the gravitational postulate bong before definite action is taken against
i!s*
kr
its dicta in the light of modern conditions. Now you may ask, what has this to do it.
We see first that the law in question is withthe high price of bananas? Ah. even
Surely, now, when you can read the IIII
contrary to the spirit of the Const. It this matter does not escape the fotrervi./ cmistituti“nality of a law directly out or
Inc. 1925
does not contribute to the formation of a influence of gravitation, for it was used
prolaw
the
since
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Union,
more perfect
in the famous banana decisions to show
1. C I latha way. M onager
stays up without binding,
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United
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earth
When you think of
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States in particular. It does not tend to cordingly. although the decisions pointed
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law. This has been gioing on for maiy.
heard, or a collar button falls and rolls I
indirectly. aland
under the bureau, or little Georgie bouncedown the stairs. This is not a law by,
for, and of the people; the only people
who get any tun out of it are the physics
profs. Finally, European nations have
this law, which proves it un-American.
This law which is contrary to the spirit
of the Const., then, does it even comply
with the letter of that document? Oh,
no. There is the Fifth Amdmt. which
provides that no person shall be deprived
of liberty without due process of law; yet
there is not a single instance on record
where a person accused of anti-gravitation
has been given trial by jury. And the
Thirteenth amendment states unequivocally than involuntary sets itude shall be
prohibited; yet we remain slaves to this
law which has not even been passed on by
a representative legislative body.
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President Hauck Stars
With Faculty in
Minstrel

MAINE DAY

ayoralty Campaign Opens
With Six Entered In Battle
•

•-•

Bitter Contest Promised
With Candidates Named
For Tuesday's Election

A Message From President Hauck
The University's first Maine Day was successful because of
the enthusiastic support it received from students and faculty.
\X"e look forward to another eventful and happy day on May 6.
The program planned by the various committees again includes work projects of benefit to the University, and opportunities for fun and recreation. I am confident that -Maine Day,
1936- will become a day of happy memories for us all.
ARTHUR A. HAUCK,
President of the University.

"Graft, Corruption"
Charges Made
By Loveless

••••

Wally Announces
Afternoon Games
For Mai▪ne Day
Professor Stanley Moore Wallace alias
. Wally" and "P. T.," eminent commiscur of pains and aches of University of
.%tame athletics, dictator extraordinary of
:ymnasiurn classes, and champion retorter
oi the University., wishes it be known to
cvery: student (male and female) with a
:rop of red blood (trite) that the most
)c,- tacular, sensational stupendous, colos-.o. and gigantic (moving pictures and
rvus shows take notice) athletic events
take place on the latter half of
aiiie Day at Alumni Field, commencat 1:30 o'clock.
Women class relays, Men class relays,
Faculty-Student Rope Pull, a Frosh•pli. Mass Game, and a FreshmanC. I. baseball game comprise the af.i.oun menu. The diminutive Mr. Walc is to take charge of the proceedings.
The relay races are to commence the
program. Student Relay Captains (the
,trunger sex), as announced by Wally,
are; seniors: Arbie Doherty, Clyde Higgins, Joe Hots, Reggie Naugler, and Ed.
Webster; juniors: Bob Allen, Tommy
Crozier, Nolan Jackson, Bob Loveless,
and Dave Page; sophomores: Dunc Cotsing, Linky Fish, Ted Harding, Bob
SchoPpe, and Bill Veague; freshmen:
.l'orn Barker, Steve Groves, Art Brackett
.ad Algird Yosukevitch.

ings has been designated as starter, having gained valuable experience refereeing
practice baseball games.
Different faculty and student teams
will fight it out in the rope pull. Eliminations and Finals are to be held. Any
members of the Faculty caught cheating
will be obliged tu cut all Prelims for the
rest of the semester. Prof. Whitney is
specifically asked to keep his colored
stockings at home in order not to dazzle
his opponents with their brilliance.
Next in line is the Sophomore-Frosh
Mass Game. (Sophs put first because
they will win). The lofty Senior Skulls
are to be in charge of these festivities.
The exact nature of the game is not yet
determined, but Wallace promises plenty
of action for both sides. Over a hun
dred men are expected on both sides.
Strip acts, while all right for Sally
Rand, are positively forbidden in this
mass contest. A severe penalty will be
inflicted by the Senior Skulls on any offender of this rule.
Last year a mass football game was
held by members of these two classes,
with the Freshmen victorious. "Wildman" Harp° Swenson was the day's individual star.

NAUGLER IS SILENT
But His Cohorts Talk Of
"Boondogglers" Sets
Tongues Wagging

To President Hauck the University
owes a debt of gratitude for the success
of last year's Maine Day. Much time and
careful thought went into its direction.
Maine Day is a fine tradition that must
by its very character meet with success
both this and coming year,—The Editor.

1

Last Minute Flashes
The campaign is to start at once.

Election will take place after the rally
to be held at 6:30 o'clock Tuesday.

As a finishing touch to the athletic
Candidates are expected to be modest
events, the Frosh baseball team will play in their expenditures, although no rule
A. C. I. of Mars Hill on the new dia- has been made by the committee.
mond. The yearlings have a smart group
which has been practicing daily under
On Maine Da) evening there will be
the tutelage of Bill Wells.
skits given by the classes, starting at 7:30.
Officials not already mentioned are: The skits will be followed by a faculty
Bill Huntsmen, scorer; Harry Watson minstrel show and a dance given by the
and Dean Lamert Corbett, faculty cap- faculty for the students.
All captains are requested to run last
tains of rope pull, and Clyde Higgins and
and to wear a white cloth about an arm
John Scales., student captains of rope
convenient form, the afternoon events
Jr identification by the judges. There
pull.
follow:
will be no cheating or bribing of the
Women's Relay Races, 1:30-2:00;
All captains, states Mr. Wallace, should
.udges who are honest and trustworthy
zentlemen. 'Fed Curtis, faculty manager have their men at the proper place at the Men's Relay Races, 2:00-2:45: FacultyStudent Rope Pull, 2:45-305; Frosh.4 athletics, Chester Jenkins, track men - right time.
or, and Bill Kenyon, baseball coach, are
In order to satisfy those methodical Soph Mass Game. 3:05 ; Freshman-A. C.
•gned up as the arbiters. Leslie Hutch - persons who like to have programs in I. Baseball Game, 4:00.

French, Latin, Physics, ChemisAmerican History.
oight highest ranking students in
sts %sill receive tuition scholar, the University with the exception
lily one scholarship may be awarded .
single school. The highest ranking
-t will receive a four year scholar, second. a three year scholarship; •
d. a two year scholarship, and the
h‘e. one year scholarships.

to again take possession of lotmge rooms
and checker boards, for the work of the
-1-* and M.C.A. offices to be resumed, and
for renewed activity on the third floor by
a Campus staff that at the present writing
feels completely homeless.
•
More than 100 rare specimens from
South and Central America have been :idded to Cornell University's famed orchid
collection.

The campus poltical pot was hursting
into a rolling boil tonight with the announcement by the publicity committee
for Maine Day of the candidates for the
right honorable office of Mayor of
Maine. The prospects are for a knockdown, drag-out contest that promises to
be even more colorful than that held last
year. There will be no holds barred in
the battle that at present looms dark and
grins on the municipal horizon. The campaign will be a stormy one, shot through
and through by the dark lightnings of vituperative oratory, and resounding to the
ominous rumblings of grim intrigue.
Six candidates are to grapple for the
office of Mayor Those who have cat
their fedoras, derbies, straws, and top
hats into the political ring are the following redoubtable aspirants:
Reginald Whitfield Naugler, present
incumbent, who in spite of his modest
declaration, "I do not chocse to run", has
been drafted by the cemmittee to defend
the conduct of his administration against
all corners. "Reggie" as he is affectionately known to his closest acquaintance*
received a decisive vote at the polls lag
May. In a magnificent stump speech delivered at the Memorial Gymnasium he
completely electrified the vast audience
that had gathered to hear (and see) the
fireworks. "Reggie.
' as yet bar had
"nothing to say" on the current political
situation, but he is expected to set the
wheels under his band-wagon in the near
future.
James Clifford Lynch is expected to
swing a large vote. He will run on the
platform of "Make Candy Your Candydate". Candy would be sure to emerge
(Continued on Mace Twa)

Second Annual Day
Of Work and Fun
Successful
EVERYONE SATISFIED
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Friday evening,
Us?rest, introduced
I Martha MeCorState College, Jane
Woodbury of the University of New
Ifampshire, Christine Conley of Middlebury, Professor Eva Winxlerlich of Ben
ninguin College. and Dean Edith ‘Viluin
This was followed by a formal dance at
the Phi Gamma Delta house. The delegates returned home Saturday noon after
the tinal conference.

Maine's second experiment in organized work and recreation came to a successful close Wednesday evening, as a
new tradition, Maine Day, won for itself
a permanent place in University activities.
Campus improvement in the morning,
followesi by gymnastics and a freshman
1i:4.s-eh:ill game in the afternoon, and student-faculty entertainment in the evening, was the circler of events.
.1 long with Mayor "Candy" Lynch, replacing campaign puns with "official"
wisecracks, volunteers under designated
leaders turned their efforts into constructive channels in a score of projects. New
‘valks were built, lawns were raked, trees
and shrubs were planted, and fraternity
grounds were beautified, as workers
turned to their tasks.
Mayor Lynch kept all his promises.
The "Knightshirt" official helped in the
tree planting, threw the first ball in a
baseball game, and lent his advice whether
necessary or MA.
Under the leadership of Prof. Stanley
Wallace, the afternoon games assumed a
place of major importance. First the
co-eds, then men students, and finally the
faculty, had their opportunity to see how
fast they could run the relays, how strong
they were in the rope pull, and, generally,
how well they could endure an afternoon
of exercise more strenuous than physics
or English.
•
Freshman-sophomore energy, reaching
its breaking point, expfixled the length of
Alumni Field in the mass games. Characteristic of their traditional rivalry, both
sides claimed victory.
The evening events, however, took the
day's prizes. University faculty members, worn after a siege of examinations,
hid their scowls beneath an exterior of
black in the feature, a minstrel show.
President Arthur A. Hauck took a leading part.
Student gynmasts, actors, and dancers
contributed to the program. Bob "It
Burns me up" Burns, after an unsuccessful attempt to win the mayorship for his
candidate, O'Conno,, made a dr-autistic
oimeback----get the point ?—with an original play in which Atwood Levensaler
tisk the leading part.
A dance ciincluiled the day's activity.

Original Etchings on
Display in S. Stevens
By Ruth Kimball

.‘ii C300/1641 of original etchings is
bring offered at the University for the
first time in its history in the faculty
room in South Stevens Hall. The display is being presented by the department
of art history through the artists' cooperation in an educational effort directed to
bring about "a greater public interest in,
and understanding of, the work of contemporary American artists."
The group of etchings is by the foremost Americans masters of this beautiful
arid fascinating art. Professor J. Homer
Huddilston of the department of art history has expressed great enthusiasm at
the opportunity offered of seeing these
originals. "One can get the charm and
personality of the artist—a finesse which
cannot be obtained through reproductions," he stated.
I was interested in hearing the process
by which an etching is made. The plate
May he of wood, Steel, of copper --usually
the latter. This is covered with wax
through which the artist marks with his
engraving tools. Then acid is poured
over the work, the wax is removed, and
the plate is ready for printing. Unfortunately, an etching cannot be printed but
a few times before it is worn down and
loses its fine delicate lints. Therefore, the
originals are very valuable. Some of the
most famous masters of etching are Pencell. Van Dyke. and Rembrandt. A
"first," meaning one of the first prints
made from a plate of Rembrandt is worth
about $50,000 today in New York,

said. had purloined the milk of the baby
ior Class, and Joseph Mullen '36, of Bangor, chairman of the Senior Class Com- at North Hall.
Ex -mapir Naugler based his plea on
mencement Committee,
the fulfillment of past pledges, He loomAll University of Maine students ised still another new dormitory if rewill be admitted to the State Track elected and stressed the fact that he had
Meet on Saturday at Alumni Field sascd Orono by stopping the flood.
Bob Loveless, the man who was horn
upon presentation of the blanket
at
the age of three, astounded the au(4ence
tax card.
CL NY has joined other Eastern
by a brief resume of his career up to his
The University of Wisconsin has more
T. S. Curtis,
position as premdaan of a River . schools in
raising standards of admission. than $20,000 in unclaimed library deposits.
present
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Dr.Bradshaw Speaks
At Junior Assembly
Bangor
Dr. Marion Bradshow. of the
stuthe
addressed
Seminary,
Theological
Assembly
dent body at the Junior Week
Meheld last Friday at 9:30 p.m. in the
morial Gymnasium.
The Assembly opened with an invocation
Stagg.
by the class chaplain. Howard
Burleigh Roderick, president of the Junior
class, then spoke on the subject : "The
University of Tomorrow in Comparison
with the University of Today." Following this address. Roderick introduced Dr.
Bradshaw, who spoke on the subject.
"Wise Men of the East." Dr. Bradshaw
has just returned from a year's study and
travel in the East, and spoke of some of
his talks with the pint(/SI phers of the Orient.
The University of Maine Band played
at the Assembly under the direction of
Charles Jacque,.

UIIrigaint (Campus

Sex. rid, a word of seemly advice to the
candidates most of whom never before
Entered as ,econd-class matter at tiv have stuck a thumb in a political pie:—
post-office. Orono, Maine
Remember the responsibility that is
Subscription price $1.00 a year
your.! Face the grim fact that exactly
8.3.3333 per cent of you must necessarily

Lambda Chi
Al V:
I.ambda Chi
Saturday nigh:
and Mr. and
eroned.
Those prest
Dorothy Craig
ell, Harold 1.o
tinsmore ;
waoiington ;
Getchell; Juni
man: Marion
Barbara Harl.
trice Louise II
Margaret Silo
Miller, Charle
ham Karl Lao
Betty Drum'

EXTRA I!
lose. Do not spare the mud, but reAs the first copies of the CAMPUS member that under the skin you are all
EXTRA go out on the street, and the brothers.
Last year's political battle between
mighty presses grind out the last of this
edition, we feel called upon to hand the candidates for mayor was a royal
down from the seclusion of the editorial one. Needless to, say the position with
chair a brief desideratum on the pros- its high responsibilities is an important
(ine.
pects of the current political campaign.
Political palaver passionately presented
First, a word of friendly advice seemly to: The freshmen who never before possibly provides potenecalities or a
have experienced a campus election:— poverty of perspicacity. Adieu,
The Ed.
Vote intelligentls ! Each candidate has

Charlotte UK
phine Profit:

been chosen because of some innate
quality that makes him per-Wide& fitted
for the high office to which he aspires.

Ist Maggot : What happened to the ilel
egation from the Medical College?
2.in1 Maggot : They all got sore and
went home in a body.
—Agausin

POSTHUMORoUS
Ii the person who stole the jar of alcohol ,put of my room will keep same and
return grandma's appendix. no questions
Massachusetts Colleaian
will lie asked.
King Arthur: How much'll you take
for this suit oi armor. Lance?
Lancelot: Threv cents an ounce. Art.
It's first class mail.
n-tin• attending patirtit Who had
swallowed a half dollar : "Hose is the
boy today :"
Anxi‘ius Mother : "No change yet."
• • • • • •
"Bread. bread." Ciit'•1 the actoi but the
curtain came down with a roll. No injuries, however—it was a soft roll.
—Exchange
• • S. • • •
And while we're feeling so cheerful, we
hand you the two latest song hits:
THE G-MAN SONG
Von tuittn., all ony yeggs in one casket.
CENTIPEDE-ON-A-PICNIC SONG
all iny kw in one biscuit.
--Massachusetts Collegian
• • ••••
PROFESSORS ARE A II \PPY 1.01
Reporter Ancl in what state were you
born, Pr,ifessor?
Professor: Unless my memory fails me,
in the state of ignorance.
Reporter : To be sure And boss long
have you been living there
• • •• • •

Richard Higgins is the third candidate
in the order of their mention here, but
-ELECT
not of their intelligence. The slogan to
be emblazoned upon his banner will be.
"It isn't the size that make: the man".
He has already declared himself for the
of all night-locks, five day weekends, the repeal of hitch-hiking laws in
all neighboring towns, women's suffrage,
, and better student faculty relations. He
I is thus catering to the vote of faculty,
••••
.
students, and tramp,
qb„,,,,:is
J. Fessenden Miller, of Camden-by-theSea, is the fourth nominee. Of unim•
peachable reputation and sterling character, candidate Miller will run on his past.
He has declared himself as running on
the adjustable platform of the Four F's.
The Cam/toss regrets that it has been unable to secure a formal picture of the
Hon. Miller for this issue.
James Francis O'Connor. scion of the
fair city of Augusta, has also entered the
race. His slogan is. "Elect me the 'J
of the university, and P. T. (Perfect
Term) will be my course." O'Connor has
stated that he will build a wailing wall
for those who tried and failed in exams
and those who loved and lost. The streain
from this wall is to rim into a small pond
in order that they mat. drown in their
own grief. He also plans to build a roof
-For another term I offer you for the cement grandstand.
more and better of what you've
Last, but by no means least among the
candidates is the name of Robert Morrill
been getting.
Loveless, of Melrose, Mass. Energetic
-I stand for economy, depend- and ambitious, Loveless already looms as
a dark horse. Many of his cohorts are
ability, and service.
putting up odds of 4 to 1 that he comes off
UniMpeachably Urs,
the victor in the encounter. At last rechafing at the bit, impa"lionest- Naugle?. ports he was
•
tient to start the race.

NAUGLER,

"Pm fed up on that," said the baby
pointing to the highchair.
—Tennessee Mugwump

THAT BURNED 1111,1 UP
History Prof: And when Lord Chesterfield saw that death was near, he gathered
all his friends about him. But before he
breathed his last, he uttered those last immortal words. Can anyone tell me what
the dying words of Lord Chesterfield
were?
("lass iii: chorus): They satisfy.

;
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ANOTHER COUNTRY GOES
OFF GOLD STANDARD

THE

Poland is the latest country to join the
company of nations that are "off," not
a little off but completely off, Holland,
Switzerland and France remaining as exceptions, with France wavering. The
gravity of the situation is relieved some-

MAYOR!
•P,Ves

-

what when it is added that "off" refers
to the gold standard only. Throughout
the centuries, gold has had a high standing ascribed to no other metal. Aside
from commercial value, it has given
dignity to every object of which it
formed part.
According to the present trend, a seller
has to be content with paper money or
silver in return for a side of bacon, and
if imagination needs the stimulation of a
glittering object, a chromium plated
auto lamp has to answer the purpose. In
the days of Queen Elizabeth, Sir Thomas More described an ideal civilization.
In it, gold was used only to make cuspidors and the like, lest the people value
it too highly.
Gold advocates today
can point out that, considered relatively
to Solomon's time, we are nothing but
Candy Lynch, that's who. Campus
miserable backsliders.
Mayor, that's the story. Our next Mayor
must, as Candy himself would say, "have
the stuff". (His apologies to Doctor Ellis ). And, inasmuch as it is self-evident
that the intellect of any other possible
contender is negligible, by a conservative
estimate, it naturally follows that Father
Divine Lynch is the man. Hoover,
oh yes, Naugler
Roosevelt, and
•.
failed. but Candy-, the man with the bottle, will crash through. Candy has recently been elected honorary member of
the V. F. W. (Veteran Fireman's Wus•
sociation) and it seems only fittipg and
proper that the climax of his college career should be "to strut and fret his hi u:
upon the stage," as Campus Mayor.
His words are bonds; his oaths oracles: and his heart is as far from fraud
as a 1936 dividend is from the common
(he
stockholder,
Purdy gut Guggenheims;
so did
at 93c per fifth! The
diversified accomplishments of this Bangorcrat, that Heaven - taught quaffer,
known by all of us are too numerous Ti,
mention. (For trite's sake let's be different !) His celerity in dissertation, elucidation, expatiation, and otherwise keeping
the conversational ball rolling make.; us
feel by contrast that our meddling intellect disects the beauteous form of things.
heh).ddition, his impromptu demonstraIna
on of his ability as a crooner and mastions
ter of that noble instrument of Russ Morgan are certainly worthy of note. (Heh.
At this time let us say that, although
we admire the poesic jingle of Ogden
Nash, we are of the opinion that:
Likker may be quicker, but - - - -

COOL
ONNIn
OlgOES
While others mop and
mope enjoy every hour.
under the sun in smartly designed summer
constructed

Boliolditil
$7 to $10

VIRGIE'S
ORONO, MAINE

Canchs is dandy.

TANKS
Once upon a time a Greshound fl1ispproacheil a railroad crossing. Th. driser
stopped. II,oked. and opened ''Ti' door to
listen. All he heard was the in behind
hint crashing into his gas tank.

Patronise Our Advertisers

Continued front Page One)

RE
"Honest"

Sign in a Scotch Cafe: Use less sugar
and stir like h---; we (I(nft mind the mike.
—Kammer-Jammer

little "M iglu I have this dance?"
Big : "Yes, you mite." —Pitt Panther

MAYORALTY CAMPAIGN

Find his quality before you ca-t your
victorious in any ordinary campaign, but
ballot! The fate (pf Maine rests upon
with such formidable opposition with
your choice. You have the balance of which ht. must lock horns, the outcome is
power.
much in doubt. Advance publicity notices
label him as an impassioned orator.

COILI_ECIANA

Cannibal Cook: "Shall I boil the missionary, chief ?"
Cannibal Chief: "No, you fool, he's a
—The Drexerd
friar."

MAINE CANIPU-

"Yes," said the professor to his class
(me balmy spring afternoon, "it isn't the
heat, it's the stupidity."—Rcserty Red Cat
Whenever I see this ill-assorted conglomeration of hopeful youth (a class of
incoming College freshmen). they call to
ms mind the young lady who said to her
physician, "How soon will I know am thing, after I come out of the anesthetic?"
"Well," replied the doctor, "that': expecting a good deal from an anesthetic."
—.-1/beet Edusted Wiggant in Mark' of
an Educated Alan.

..S4/064 MISS/

tAmuihout the ova&
srnokc,i are saying
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(Signed) The Members of "Make
Candy sour Cands date" Club.
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Many different claims are made for

tobacco, but most everybody agrees
on this . . .
.'smoking is a pleasure and the
cigarette is the mildest and purest
frrm in which that pleasure can
be enjoyed.
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MAINE CAMPUS

Many Work Projects Are Planned
For The Morning Of Maine Day

Arnold Spavin, Richard Hayes, Rod
Averill, Donald W. Butler, Godley- Tarbell, J. A. Boardman, Lowell N. Weston,
Bartlett Kimball, Joe Hamlin, Lester J.
Tarbel!, John H. Ross, Robert Nivison.
Owen Wentworth, George Calderw000,
Harry Shute, Eugene T. Wakely, Kenneth H. Leathers, William Billings, Harland Turner.
Dena 7'int Delta—Fred A. Spence,
William F. Clark Gordon Smith, E. W
Tibbetts, Gilbert M. Brown, Allen L.
Dyer, Richard W. Briggs. James Haggett, Russell Carnage, Waldo Hardison.
Edward Littlefield, C. L. Erskine. John
D. Haggett, Roger Bouchard, Paul Garvin, Henry T. Anderson, C. R. Unmoor'.
Arnold Tripp.

PAGE THREE
Dow, Elwesal P. Addible', John L. Porter, Preston 0. Howard, Douglass J.
Vi isharo Stanley Dunlap, Norman Carlisle, Roger W. Burke, E. Frederick
Andrews, Henry Little, L. P. Litchfield,
Carleton Doak, Stanley Fuger, Jr., David
D. Page. ,
Phi Kappa Sign:a—Robert L. Fuller,
Donald Kelly, D. E. Lord, Kenneth 11.
Johnstone, James Morrison, Arnold Veague, Roderick Elliott, Howard W. Forrestal]. Charles H. Lowe, Harold N.
Weaydbury.
Mk Delta—Robert G. Parker, Ernest H. Donagan, Richard W. Gerry, N.
Jackson, Donald 0. Greenlasv. Earl E.
Leavitt. Albert L. Owens, James DeCoster, Leonard Thomsen, Harland
Young, Thomas Hall, Clifton Carroll,
Francis C. Jones, Norman Ness.
Sigina Alpha Epsilon—Gerald G. Beverage, George D. Hill, Philip L. Gregory,
Arthur L. Thayer, Ernest Saunders, Harold J. Dyer, Edmund L. Abbott, Elroy
K. Day, Roland I.. Albert, E. K. Stromberg, Reginald Murphy, Alvin Hersey,
Everett B. Mach, Francis bivering, 11.
Gilbert, Malvern F. Hodgdon.
Sigma Chi—S. Hale Lull. Raynor K.
Brown, Albert 0. Dyson, John Fogarty,
Wm. P. Hinckley. Allen Trask, G. 0.
Harrison, Jerold N. Hinckley., Harold
Estabroolo Donald G. Poole, Raiph W.
Hawke., Jr.. Leon W. Konecki, Carroll
A. Homan, David T. Lull, 11. M. Brown.
(Continued an rage Four)

•
The following is a list of the projects I Hamden. Sheldon Howard, Carl Tooth:,signed to everyone—students and fac- aker, Ph-lip Terry, Arthur McDonald,
11::y-1or the work period at 8:30 o'clock Ralph W. Farris, Valentine Carolin.
DeWitt Skinner, George Temple, L. Reid
un the morning of Maine Day.
Report promptly so that the projects Russell, Richard N. Stone, Charles E
Dunne, Wayne H. Merrill, Ralph San!nay get under way as soon as possible.
born, Richard Thomas, E. W. C. 0%
Work on Athletic Field
Connell, Samuel Crowell, John W. DanProject No. 2. (Meet in indoor field): forth. Arthur W. Patters< 1, Jr.. Clark
Justin J. Naviski, Donald Leake. Thomas Kuney, Erwin Heald, Harry. E. Morrell,
Pinkham, Barbara Bailey, George Saw- Robert V. Cullman, Andrew M. Longlry,
yer, Joan Fales, William J. Sirois. A. Charles E. Kimball, Arthur Chick.
1,,ho I.ippke, Rose L. Costrell, George
A. Clarke, Richard Y. Smith, Louis Har- Grading and Screening University
Dump
Katpa Signaa—Hervey C. Allen, James
ris. Alton L. Bell, Charles S. Hill, Raoul
Project No. 6.: Arthur A. Hauck, F. O'Connor, Charles Cain. R. E. MaBourgoin, Kenneth L. Ireland„ Lloyd D.
Hatfield, Woodford B. Brown, Raymond Arthur Robbins, Artemus E. Weather- loney, Jr., William Whiting. Francis TurNorton, Edwin S. Costrell, Edward bee, William Hilton, Franklin W. Rich, ner, C. F. Dexter, R. W. Raymond, F. E.
Davis, Louis C. Costrell, Lawrence Phil- Robert W. Harvey. Almon Heald, C. E. Turner, Robert L. Allen, C. F. Golding,
peat, Webster Hodges, Richard Ireland, Bennett, A. E. Jensen, Fred A. Anderson. Edwin C. Woodland, Edward SpauldR. Sadler, Robert Cook, Kenneth Clark, Merrill Bradford. Richard M. Stevens, ing, Edward Silsby, Joseph T. Mullen,
Richard Bucklin. Arlo Spencer, E. Hart, John W. Burns, Donald McGraves, Ed- Gardner W. Fay, Allan E. Horne, V. L.
John C. Alley, Richard D. Braley. George win F. Tewksbury. William Moran, Mil- Hathorn, Norman Fay.
E. McReynolds, William Clifford, David ton S. Jellison, George Greeley, Ralph
Lambda Chi Alpha—Lewis Edwards,
Yeaton, John L. Foster, Austin H. Chamberlain, James Albert Merrill, Jr., Donald G. 31,htv.on.
M. Horblit, George
Robert Cameron, Abraham Plesset, Char- McNulty, Raymond Mooing. Edwin H. Thomas R. Sharman, F. L. Cramer.
les F. Treat, Edwin Byer, Seth Williams, Goudy, John Gardner, Jr., Harold H. Emery N. Wescott, Robert L. Older, R.
Ernest Reidman, Arthur Smith, Charles McKeen, Edward C. Sherry, Robert Rich, B. Staples, William Crowell. Richard
Nt. Holbrook, Leonard Bran]. Lawrence Harold \Vinson, Jr., Edward Cohen, Ed- Healy, Leonard F. Shaw, John P. WilA. Calvert, Robert B. Bramball, Ruel J. ward Stanley, H. M. Thomas, Edward liams, Karl V. Larson, Harland L.
Blackwell, Lawrence Cromir, James Perkins, Morris A. Ernst, Alden P. Dodge, James Flynn.
Cunningham, Dana E. Drew, Carleton Cleaves, Maurice E. Cushman. Madison
l'hi Eta Kappa—Leland V. Page, KenS. Forde, John F. Miller, Ray•mond WilDuncan, Paul Taylor, David Trafford.
neth Young, Wendell W. Smith, William
lett A. L. Fitch, W. R. Whitney.
Haskell, Henry. F. Lowe, Douglas DingWork in Memorial Gymnasium
Project No. 3.. Beverly Nasi ii, Donald Planting Shrubs on Roadside Back wall, Beverly P. Rand, Kermit Cotes.
David Cameron, Ernest Foster, Jack
of Crosby Laboratory
Piper, Frank Tapley. James H. Hart111/jt3.1 N. 7.: Willett Rotalands, Higgins, G. A. McLaughlin, Alton Wilwell, Elbert Pratt, M. S. Smith, R. H.
Joules, Philip T. Casasa, Carleton E. Chester Smith, R. W. Willard, Albert cox, R. E. Hemingway, S. Edwards,
Individual and Group
Merrifield, Clarence Keegan, Robert Morton Turner, Karl D. Larsen, Mary Mervale Sylvester, Ruger W. Smith,
Photographs
%Ayers, John R. Gowell, L. N. Hutch- Dunton, Cora A. Bailey, C. A. Dickinson, Philip Nightingale. Arthur L. Crouse.
ings. Robert E. DeWick, John C. Greene, Benjamin A. Robinson, Priscilla Has- William Bishop, Dana Thompson. Philip
Amateur Finishing and
H. F. West, Thomas Crozier, Charles H. kell, Wesley Oliver, Lawrence Denning. Norris Rogers, Thomas W. Owens,
Framing
James
Nfarr,
Basil
Fox,
James
Stanley,
Embert
C.
Buck, Robert T. Graf fain,
Delano, Stanley W. Staples, L. S. Corbett, Donald Huff, J. E. Frost, D. J. Cur- David Carswell, Donald C. Kilgour, George Weatherbee, Winford C. Adams.
Tel. 360
phi Gamma Dena_winiam P. Whit.
Nelson B. Carter, Ernest E. Adams,
ran, Irving J. Perkins.
OLD Tows;
MAINZ
Glendon Fitz. Manning N. Arata. \Vil- man, Alfred Bottcher. Bud Dean, George
Hedge and Windbreak Planting ham B. Page, Gustav Swanson, Francis P. Hitching... Howard Stagg, James
at New Tennis Court
Fortier, Harold Stockholm, Donald
Project No. 4. Frederick Patterson, Strout, R. Mayo, J. N.
Hart. Cecil G.
Richard C. Hopkins, Brian Pundletoa. Fielder, kVilliana E. Schrumpl,
E. H.
Nfarthon G. Tolman. Hamilton H. Dyer, Rand.
Veague. Carleton Merrill. Et
Cutting Condemned Trees
ward Hayes. Charles P. NVeston, J. Craig
about Campus
Cameron, Charles Stinchfield, Donald J
Project No. 8. (Meet at Lambda Chi
Moore, Elvin J. Gilman, H. Edison.
Arland Meade, Leighton Miller, Richard tennis courts): Edward Stuart, Ralph A.
Nleenroe, Wilson Place, Jr.. Leslie Brook, Helsel, William NV. Wight, C. M. Aldous,
Samuel Shiro, Richard Lord, John Doug- Frederick L. Street, Jr., Charles C.
IA'''. Robert A. Burns, Estelle Blanchard, Tropp. Harold N. laird, Jr., Ronald
Langille, Stuart P. Lane, Robert Laverty..
Charles B. Buck, M. F. Jordan.
Almon B. Cooper, Jr.. James B. Cahill.
MIRE'S THE
Work on Fresh Dormitory
Ralph P. Verson!, William Chapman,
Project No. 5. (Meet in front of Robert M. True, Alfred S. Worcester.
H. H.): Erwin E. Cooper. Philip R. Adelph A.
Koran. Edward P. WuL
Temple, Dearnley Croteau, Newton J.
Here is an easy way to learn about the advantages of electric cookWork at Fraternity Houses
Rodgers, Edward R. Ladd. Stanley TitAg—its cleanliness, convenience, coolness, healthfulness, and decomb, Paul Browne. Leonard H. Emery,
Projvct No. 9. : .
(,amow r
.cious natural flavor it retains in foods. We will install the electric
Owen Lynch, George F. Oldreive. How. Chester I). Bacheller, Malcolm L. Tilt.
range of your selection for a very small payment to help pay for
"1 T. Feeley, Philip Craig, Herbert George Findlen, Lester A. Felt, J,'
mstallation costs in your kitchen. so that you may give it a thorough
.otar!, Claflin Dexter, W. Norton, Barnard, William N. Form Robe- •
trial. For SIX MONTHS you simply pay for service as regis\laison Goodrich, Russell Smith, Fred- Kusick, .Alfred Tracy, Norton P. Kyr, L •
tered by your electric meter. Then if you have decided to keep the
- aLk R. Waterhouse, Albert Toner, El- Earle E. Gray, Raymond Powell. I.
electric range the small installation payment will be credited
'1 D. Millen, Robert L. Sheraton. Torrey, C. A. Fillebrovm, Carl
towards purchase price. If you decide you do not wish to keep the
Harriman, Andrew Chase. Paul \Vorthley.
range we will remove it at once at our expense. You certainly
rowne, Richard H. Howard, Roger C.
Alpha Tau Oatega—Rohert S. Bo\
should take advantage of this TRIAL PLAN at once. Why not
lement, Frank H. Collins, David E. ton, F. N. Beck, Leonard M. Pratt, Wil, .01 today for an electric range TRI.Al. PLAN of SIX MONTHS?
;alliSCIn. Clement H. Smith, Donald 11 liam H. Ward, Ted Harding, Merritt
Ellis M. Ramsdell. Earle I
Trott, Richard Higgins, Albert Crowder.
Leed, C. F. Davis, Ralph H. Guppy, %'i1. .Alan D. Duff. Jr.. George C. Philbrooic.
amHall, Jr., Steve Groves, Ralph George E. Finison, F. W. Parsons, H. L.
•inoh. Robert C. Farris, Jr., Allan F. Smith, jr.. D. Rowell Orr, Lawrence
e•Lud. Roger M. Stinchfield. William Thilweleau, A. C. Yozukevich.
"AT ANY to
arthy. Harry Halliday, W. H. Craig.
R.-la Theta Pi—Rnbert Littlehale. Dun-t I.. Speirs, N. G. Collette, Fred can Coning, Charles K. McKenzie, H

Myers Studio
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You May Try ELECTRIC COOKING
Right in Your Own Kitchen With
No Obligation to Buy!

TRIAL PLAN

The Bangor Hydro Electric Co.

• '.T11 French, I,atin, Physics, Chemis- . to-again take possession of Range rooms ior Claeo and Joseph Mullen '36, of Ban- I said, had purloined
at North Hall.
oal American History.
and diet leer boarde, for the work of the gor. chairman of the Senior Ciao, C• 411-

• e• eight highest ranking students in
!este will receive tuition scholarthe University with the exception
• , irk one scholarship may be awarded
•7iatle school. The highest ranking
'it will receive a fepur year scholarlie second, a three year scholarship;
third, a two year scholarship, and the
• - five, one year scholarships.

the hulk ol the

nany ,
1

Second Annual Day
Of Work and Fun
Successful
EVERYONE SATISFIED
President Hauck Stars
With Faculty in
Minstrel

vas elected Mayor
mnasium Tuesday

of the mysterious
hen was given by
red to inflict upon
rporal punishment
elected.
'Connor was the
upon the students
teful regime and
of "S41U1g1 Maine
the attention of
fact that he kept
e.seen by the fact
ies at North Hall.
S speech, brief reelection then took
of the gymnasium.

rernment
4eet Here
of
I conventit
:eminent of New
al Colleges was
the past weekend.
sere present from
; colleges: Rhode
Connecticut State
:ts State College.
it, University of
y. Bates, and Midhursday afternoon
lecture by Prolesof Bennington Coliderlich, who was
.! convention, spoke
eriment in Student
AL'onderlich comat in its broadest in
in the have bonds
Testst the fact that
should direct, in-

Maine's second experiment in organized work and recreation came to a successful dose Wednesday evening, as a
new tradition, Maine Day. weal for itself
a permanent place in University activities.
Campus improvement in the morning.
followed by gymnastics and a freshman
baseball game in the afternoon, and student-faculty entertainment in the evening, was the order of events.
Along with Mayor "Candy" lynch, replacing campaign puns with "official"
wisecracks, volunteers under designated
leaders turned their efforts into constructive channels in a score of projects. New
walks were built, lawns were raked, trees
and shrubs were planted, and fraternity
grounds were beautified, as workers
turned to their tasks.
Mayor Lynch kept all his promises.
The "Knightshirt" official helped in the
ue planting, threw the fit St hall in a
baseball game, and lent his advice %%holier
necessary or not.
Under the leadership of Prof. Stanley
Wallace, the afternoon games assumed a
place of major importance. First the
co-eds, then men students, and finally the
faculty, had their optiortimity to see how
fast they could run the relays, how strong
they were in the rope pull, and, generally-,
how well they could endure an afternoon
oi exercise more strenuous than physics
or English.
•
Freshman-sophomore energy, reaching
its breaking point, exploded the length of
Alumni Field in the mass games. Characteristic of their traditional rivalry, both
sides claimed victory.
The ev
g events, however, took the
day's prizes
University faculty members, worn after a siege of examinations,
hid their scowls beneath an exterior of
black in the feature, a minstrel show.
President Arthur .1. Hauck took a leading part.
Student gy
sts, actors, and dancers
contributed to the program. Bob "It
Burns me up" Burns, after an unsuccessful attempt to win the mayorship for his
candidate, O'Connor, made a dramatic
ceumeback --get the point? --with an original play in which Atwood Levensaler
took the leading part.
A dance concluded the day's activity.

Original Etchings on
Display in S. Stevens
By Ruth Kimball

.An exhibitiern of original etchings is
'Id Friday morning being offered at the University for the
I Friday afternoon first time in its history in the faculty
use. The general oxen in South Stevens Hall. The disLone was "Experi- play is being presented by the department
ment." Professor of art history through the artists' cooperhe topic "The l'art ation in an educational effort directed to
son Politics."
luring alanit "a greater public interest in,
ling there was an and understanding of, the work of Conthe delegates iii,- temporary American artists."
ferment prearedure
The group of etchings is by the foreveral recommenda- most American masters of this beautiful
Sch college, and the and fascinating art. Professor J. Homer
for Maine:
I luddilston of the department of art hismat Maine allow a t“ry has expressed great enthusiasm at
thos on each floor the opportunity offered of seeing these
be subject to quiet , originals. "One can get tho. charm and
I personality of the artist-- a finesse which
at Maine and Con-1 cannot be obtained through reproducmu(tire forum of none." he stated.
for the women stu1 was interested in hearing the process
. by which an etching is made. The plate
tertained at a lunch- may lye of wood, steel, or copper-- usually
/alley Country Club the latter. This is covered with wax
al banquet was held through which the artist marks with his
Sc Friday evening engraving tools. Then acid is poured
mistress, introdaced over the work, the wax is removed, and
Te Martha Mc( or- the plate is ready for printing. UnfortuState College, Jane nately, an etching cannot be printed but
Si eyealiniry or Inc cniversity of New a few times before it is worn down and
Hampshire. Christine Conley of Middle- loses its fine delicate lines.
aerefore, the
bury. Professor Eva 1Vunderlich of Ben- originals are very valuable. Some of the
ningteuti(-olleste, and Ikan Edith WilNOn most famous masters of etching are Pen'This Was followed by a formal dance at nell, \L'an Dyke. and Rembrandt. A
the Phi Gamma Delta house. The dele- "first," meaning one of the first prints
gates returned home Saturday main after made from a plate of Rembrandt is
worth
the final conference.
alsait $50,000 today in New York.

Fa-mayor Naugler based his plea on
"Y" and M °C.A. offices to be resumed. and mencement Committee.
the fulfillment of lost pledges. He promfor renewed activity on the third floor by
All University of Maine students ised still another new dormitory if rea Campus staff that at the present writing
will be admitted to the State Track elected and stressed the fact that he had
feels completely homeless.
Orono by stopping the flood.
Meet on Saturday at Alumni Field IL saved
Bob Loveless, the man who was born
More than 100 rare specimens from upon presentation of the blanket
at the age of three, astounded the audience
South and Central America have been ial- tax card.
C.( NA' has joined other Eastern
The University of Wisconsin has more
by a brief resume of his career up to his
T. S. Curtis,
ded to Cornell University's famed orchid
position as presideet of a River schools in raising standards of admission. than $20,1100 in unclaimed library deposits.
present
Athletics
Manager
of
Faculty
collection.
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Dr.Bradshaw Speaks
At Junior Assembly
Bangor
Dr. Marion Bradshow, oi the
Theological Seminary, addressed the stuAssembly
dent body at the Junior Week
Meheld last Friday at 9:30 p.m. in the
morial Gymnasium.
The Assembly opened with an invocation
Stagg.
by the class chaplain. Howard
Burleigh Roderick, president of the Junior
class, then spoke on the subject: "The
University of Tomorrow in Comparison
with the University of Today." Following this address. Roderick introduced Dr.
Bradshaw, who spoke on the subject.
"Wise Men of the East." Dr. Bradshaw
has just returned from a year's study and
travel in the East, and spoke of some of
his talks with the philosophers of the Orient.
The University of Maine Band played
at the Assembly under the direction of
Charles Jacques.

Lambda Cid
At V,
Lambda Chi
Saturday nigh
and Mr. and It
eroned.
Those press
Dorothy Craig
ell, Harold Lo
)insmore ; 1
Washington;
Getchell; Jun,
man; Marion
Barbara Had
trice Louise H
Margaret Son
Miller. Chant
han. Karl Lar
Betty Drum
Charlotte O'K
phine Profit;

1st Maggot : What happened to the delegation from the Medical College?
2nd Maggot: They all got sore and
went home in a body.
-elgateon
Sign in a Scotch Cafe: Use less sugar
and stir like h---; we don't mind the noise.
-Rammer-Jammer
"Fm fed up on that." said the baby
pointing to the highchair.
-Tennessee Mugwump

I.ittle: "Might 1 have this dance T"
Big : "Yes, you mite." -Pitt Panther
THAT BURNED IIINI UP
History Prof: And when Lord Chesterfield saw that death was near, he gathered
all his friends about him. But behire he
breathed his last, he uttered those last immoital words. Can anyone tell me what
of II Affd Chesterfield
0111%
the thing
were?
(lass I in chorus): They satisfy.
POST HU NIOROUS
If the person who stole the jar of alcohol out of my room will keep same and
return grandma's appendix, no questions
will be asked. --Massachusetts Collegian
King Arthur: How muchil you take
for this suit of armor. Lance?
Lancelot: Three cents an ounce, 1st.
It's first class mad.
1)octor ( attending patient who had
swallowed a half dollar) : "How is the
boy unlay
Anxious Mother : "No change yet."
• • • • • •
"Bread, bread." cried the actor but the
curtain came down with a roll. No bijurir,, however-it was a soft roll.
-Exchange

Sigma No-Leonard E. Crockett, John
E. Stewart, Darrel Currie, John F.
Averill, Benj. W. Ela, Jr., Philip E.
Plummer. Carleton Clark. F. Russell
Judd, Arthur Moulton, Donald F. Grace,
Lewis A. Nightingale, James Douglass
Thompson, Theodore Grant, Frank Chapman, Keith M. Bates.
Tan Epsilon Phi--Louis Smith, Harold
Grodinsky, Sidney E. Ames, Morris
Rubin, Sidney N. Hurwitz, Irving H.
Lief, Leon Leviton, Leonard Felberg,
Maurice J. Rubinoff, Gilbert Saex, Leo
Lieberman, Arthur G. Mintz.
Theta Chi-Philip A. Corrigan, Ralph
Viola, Philip Peterson. Tim Curtin. Jr.
A. H. Laputz, F. G. Watson, Edward
Doyle, William Murray, Alfred A.
Swenson, Vincent V. Checchi, Frank D.
Ptaslee, Alfred F. C'hatterton. Robert
Chittick, Merton Sumner, Robert Toms.
Armando A. Politi ,. Clifford Lynch.

Constructing Walk from Balentine
to Winslow

CCILUI(IANA

Cannibal Cook: "Shall I boil the missionary, chief ?"
Cannibal Chief: "No, you fool, he's a
-The 1)rererd
friar."

PROJECTS
(Contulued from l'age Three)

;

Project No. 10. (Meet back of Library): John Miniutti, Bradford Crosby,
Walter Sprawl, Jerome Brayers, Albert
Whiteley, Edward Szaniawski, K. L.
Crabtree, Leander Sprowl, Thomas %Terrill, W. Jackman, Melvin A. McKenzie.
Richard Barker, Howard Francis Blake,
Dexter McCausland, Edwin H. Bates,
George W. McLelan, Glenwood Snowdon, Arthur Brockett, Bertram W. Ames,
Donald Bowden, George F.dwards, Carleton Fogg, Paul H. Winslow, Reginald L.
Hargreaves, Kenneth C. Lovejoy, Wendall K. Mosher, George Tsoulas. Edward N. Brush, Donald Adams, Donald
MacDonald, R. Carroll Jones, Richard M.
Smith, Frank Washburn, Charles Jacques, Jr., P. E. Folsom, Foster L. Higgins, Jr., Richard Varney, Ralph M. Higgins, Paul C. Woods, Ronald B. Levinson, Frank W. DeWitt, Reginald MacDonald, Lauress Parkman, R. F.
Springer, Wendall Milliken,
Constructing Walks Back of

Stevens Hall
Project No. II.: Maxim J. Dowd. %Vilham Mongoran. Ralph Weinman. H. W.
Hall, E. FT. Dow. Roy M. Peterson, Wallace Gleason, Jr., Ernest Rowe, Gerald
Small, Ralph P. Higgins, Spencer F.
Brown, James Muilenburc F. E. Melder, Alden Lancaster, Howard M. Goodwin, Frederic H. Stetson, Sargent Ressell, Robert Corbett, Richard Pippin,
Joseph LewiS. Milton Ellis, David S.
B • N%'

Cleaning Chemistry Laboratory
and Equipment
Project No. 12. (Meet in Room 35
Aubert Hall): C. J. Kenny, Royal Metants Charles Blanchard. Robert C.
Ferro. Charles A. Brautlecht. Louis %h.
Howe, E. E. Light. Burton E. Mullen,
Albert Judkins, Robert Doe, C. Ferrante, Mary Anne Hendrickson, James
H. Siegel, Orris, L. Dean, Merrill Eldridge. Stanley Getchell, N. Joseph McDonough, William Kierstead. M. S. Lord,
John Hooper, Joseph Cyr, Walton
Grundy, L. Dennis, Albert Friedman,
Everett DeMeser. %Villiam G. Ford.

Drain for Highway Lab.

Project No. 13.. John Perry Lawrence Gleason, Merrill Thomas, G. C. LeRoy, Harold Young, Howard E. Shaw,
John E. Hart, Lloyd F. Brown. Chester
Jones. Sheldon Ward. Merle W. Wing,
J. F. W'hitney, Ralph W. Buil...-, Allston
Thorndike, Eugene Coffin, F. iik H.

And while we're feeling so cheerful, we
hand you the two latest song hits:
THE G-MAN SONG
Pm tutting all my mat in one earket.
CENTIPEDE-ON-A-PICNIC SONG
I'm tutting all my legs M one biscuit.
-Massachusetts Collegian
• • • •••
PROFESSORS ARE A HAPPY LOT
Reporter: And in what state were you
burn, Professor?
Professor. Unless my memory fails me,
ill the state of ignorance.
Reporwr : To he sure Anil how long
have you been living there?
• •• • • •
TANKS
Once upon a time a Greyhound Bus approached a railroad crossing. The driver
stopped. I,siked. and opened the 1100i to
listen. All he heard was the ; sr behind
him crashind into his is tank.
Patronize Our
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Todd, Erling Toennesen, Bernard Per- Sanborn, Lura Stearns, Helen H. Hii;man, Marion Kiszonak, Gwendolyn Hookins, Donald Perrin. Newell Avery.
per, Barbara Grace, Betty Curtis, VirWorking at and around Women's ginia Burke, Beulah Wells, Rosa Swan,
Field House
Marion Dunbar, Helena Gray. Ruth
Project No. 14.: Margarette Warren, Lewis, Marcia Allen, Margaret R. WilHelen L. Buker, Margaret Litz, Bar- liston, Frances Nason, Gwendolyn Baker.
bara Harlow, Virginia Twombly, E. Maxine Cates, Elizabeth Gruginskis,
Lucille Bell, Dorothy Silver, Mary Janet St. Pierre, Julia Moynihan. WiniLouise Wright, Geneva Epstein. Edith fred Lamb, Helen Gonya, Maxine HeldGardner, Elizabeth Gardner, Jean S. man, Bula Fitch, M. Musgrave, Marie
Kent, Elizabeth Philbrook, Ann E. Elias- Thompson, Cecilia Sweatt, Lois Priscilla
son, Helen Titcomb, Louise E. Burr, Leavitt, Alice Louise Chandler, E. J.
Catherine Rowe, Mabel Mayhew. Anna Dunlap, Emily Dean, Iris Guiou, Alice
Anderson, Marie Folsom, Dorothy Hines, M. Lerner, Carolyn M. Long, Ruth GoodMiriam Hilton. Lee Boyer, Mary Pendell, win. Helen Lewis, Ruth Hinkley, Mary
Catherine Russell, Blanche B. Holman, Belle Flynn, Elizabeth Dixon, Jean
Martha Chase, Ruth Burnett, Pauline Stanley, Barbara Bertels, Hester Billings,
Davee, Elizabeth M. Story, Dorothy Martha Simmons, Frances Lannon, MarNutt, Louise Calderwood, Irma D. garet Crouse, Faith Shesong, Ethelmas
Brown, Helen J. Hanson, Dora Stacs, Currier, Charlotte Davis, Sarah C Pike,
Madge Stacy. Adrienne Thorn, Peg Hink- Virginia Maguire, Eleanor Crockett,
ley, Mildred Dauphinee, Betty Littlefield, Marjorie Moulton, Madeline Frazier,
Margaret T. Harriman, Helene Diehl, Phyllis Dimitre, Elinor M. Hill, Ruthe
Alice W. Campbell, Cora Sharon, Naida Seavey., Mary Hawkes, Verna Robinson,
Sanders, Mary Helen Raye, Eunice Gale, Margaret Snow. Faith Folger, Althea
Jeanne Mitchell, Frances S. Smith, Char- West, Audrey Bishop, Gertrude Titlotte Currie, Bernice Hopkins, Ellen comb, Ruby Black, Henry Cliff, KatherHodgkins, Phillis DeCorrnier, Helen ine C. Bunker, Carolyn Brown, Ruth
Bond, Lillian Mitchell, Bettina Sullivan, Pairan, Edna l,i.tiise ITarris.n.
Barbara Jones, Frances Callaghan. Betty
Renovating Machine Shop
Humans, Antonia Rosen, Kay Gross,
Margaret E. Dalzell, Barbara Brown.
Project No. 101.! Elmer F. Crowley.
Phyllis Phillips, Eileen Brown, Barbara R. M. Loveless, Cranston Folley, Carl
Lancaster, Amy S. Wood, Bunny Hamil- Hebei, Gerald E. Stoughton, Newell J.
ton, Louise Rice, Elva Googins. Eliza- Wilson, L. A. Buckminster, I.. A. Severs'.
beth Schiro, Margaret Sewall, Elizabeth Frank E. Doe, A. T. Cleaves, F. R.
Cowan, Richard Spear,
H. Mitchell.

Cleaning up around Maples
Project No. 15.:Barbara Corbett, Dorothy Davis, Maxine Sheedy, Elizabeth
Reid, Stacia Kula Helen Philbrook,
Jane Foss, Bernice Leighton, Louise
Ohnesorge, Charlotte Dimitre, Marjorie
Taylor, Dorothy Craig. Elizabeth Henry,
Mary Bowler, Laura Chute. Hazel Curran, E. A. Parkman, Jeannette Sanborn,
Marjorie Lynds, Virginia Webber, Henrietta B. Holmes. Althea West, Mar.an
Roberts, Vera Brastow. Betty Drummond, Evangeline Anderson, Josephine
Greene, Pauline Drummond, Mrs. Mabel
Stewart, Elizabeth Gifford, Dorothea
Vail,

Renovating Crosby Lab.
Project No, 103.: W. B. Smith. Edward Cotton, G. H. Mader, Leslie It.
Seekins, David P. Wellman, Asher ts.
Sylvester, Rutledge Morton, William W.
Lewis. H. D. Watson, Edward C. Hanson, L. A. Page, William F. Barker. H.
G. Steinberg, Leonard Plourde, Wendell
Bagley, W. J. Sweetser, I. H. Prageman.
Silas L. Bates, Carl C. Osgood. S. G.
Bryant, Edward 1. Terrell. Stanley P.
Young. I. R Fairfield.

11'. R. Dinneen, William Chapoiati, kay
Dunlevy, William H. .Messeck, Stuart P.
Lane, Wm. H. Hooker, R. A. Beisel,
Harold Young, Andrew W. Poulsen,
'Thomas B. Evans.
Transplanting Flowering Plants
from Farm Woodlot
Ni,. 11.1. (Meet li,nk id Delta
Tau Delta): Maurice Rucker, F. H.
Steinmetz, Gordon Chapman,Oliver Neal,
Maurice Gould, Afton Farrin, Linwood
Rideout, Philip McCready, Richard F.
Crocker, Philip F. Grant, K. Y. Hodgdon, Richard Quigley, Karl Fitch.
Improvement of the Bee Yard
Project Nu, 113.: Charles 0. Dirk.,
Roger H. Morse, Richard Trimble,
James Bean, D. Max Fitch, Kenneth B.
Nash, Warren E. Stevens.

Work in Little Theatre

Project No. 114.: John 'I'. Clark, Ruth
Crosby, Mary E. Leighton, Rose Whitmore, Peggy Thayer, Helen Wooster,
Elizabeth Doble, James Day, Claire
Saunders, Sylvia Alpert, Howard Crafts,
H. L. Bricker, Donald P. Haskell, Arland W. Peabody, Phyllis Porter, Robert
Homestead, Robert Cad,

Decorating Furniture for

Home

Management House
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Project No. 115. (Meet in attic of
Merrill Hall): Leonore Dorr, Marion
Hilton, Elizabeth Ashby, Dorothy V.
Cann, Evelyn Boynton. Beatrice Jones,
Constance Davenport, Emily Elmore,
Ruth Perry, Rosemary Boardman, Rena
Allen, Marion D. Sweetman.

Definite affin
working his wa3
miversities is li
by the very pl
,oped to achiee
'iade here b)
..sociate dean o

Botanical Plantation-planting trees
and shrubs
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Project No. 116. (Meet at tool hou-k
in nursery): Russell Bartlett, Douglas R.
Best, R. F. Burgess, Gordon L. Chute,
A. L. Clark, Edward Doubleday, Douglas Grant, Wilford J. Merrill, A. S. Lane,
Richard S. Edwards, Hugh Ross Newcomb, Edward Pierce, Russell T. Norris,
Robert Plimpton, Charles Stone, Louis
Prahar, John B. Ross, Charles H. Bailey.
James Armstrong, George Rowdy. Merrill A. Shea, Richard Waldron, Norman
Waddington, D. Witherspoon, A. I'
Prince, Raymond Nelson, Glen Moshe'

"Wen

Installation of Experimental
Rubber Joint in
Concrete Pavement
Cleaning and Painting Benches
Project No. 104. NI..
1% ingate
and Tables in Bacteriology Lab.
Planting Pei ennials around
Hall): Philip Snow, James A. Wake1'1‘,;..: No. 118.: E. R. Hitchner, M.
Poultry Building
field, Robley H. Morrison, Eldredge
E. Highlands, Arnold E. Hook.
Project No. 16.: J. F. Witter, Hope Woods, William B. Pierce, Willard N.
Paper laboratory
Wing, Margaret Hall, A. Ruth Currie. Brooks.
Project No. 122.: Paul Bray, Robert
Mary Buzzell. Evelyis Adriance, Ann
Sanitary Survey
A. Thompson, Harry B. Conner, John
Bartlett, Elizabeth P. Jordan, Marion
Project No. 106. (Meet at Wingate
Larsen. Alice McMullen, L. P. Gardner, Hall): Ira F. Dole, Lyndon M. Keller, Bessoni, Judson A. Jude, Shirley Parsons,
William Stillman, Paul C. Brown, Paul
Sylvia Alpert.
Lawrence A. Fa
Francis McAlary,
W. Morgan.
MacLean,
Paul
S.
C.
Wheeler.
B.
Raking Lawns on Campus

Project No. 17. (Meet in front of
Alumni Hall): Louise Sleeves, Ernestine
Andrews, Harriette D. Stewart. Olive E.
Conley, Rachel Carroll, Arlene Merrill,
Mildred Sawyer, Mary Orr, Adolphine
%'oegelin, Sarah Littlefield, Jeannette
Lamoreau. .Alice Pierce, Mary Archibald, Elaine Blair, Bernice Yeomans,
Joan Cox. Jeannette MacKenzie, Marguestite Picard, Mary Ford, Georgia
Fuller, Charlotte Fuller, Charlotte King,
Anita Miller, Mildred F- Covell, Dorothy Hutchinson, Mary Perry, Charlotte
Miller, Pauline Calvert, Pearl Buck,
Josephine M. Profits, Jeannette Bonville,
Carolyn Currier, L. Maxine Parlin. Marguerite Picard, Mary Ford, Georgia
Barbara %Vhittredge. Louise Hinman,
Barbara Colby, Bee Lou Hodgk,ns, Ida
Mae Hart, Anora Peavey. Celia Cohen,
Marguerite Avery, Betty Knotts, Gladys
Colwell, Margaret Pierce. Marjory Gerstian, Miriam Colwell. Josephine Campbell, Mary Bearer, Ruth Merrill, Jean

Work in Drafting Room

Setting Highway Signs
Project No. 123.: A Kirkpatrick, LawProject No, 107, Meet at W mgate rence F. Cote, John Raye, Alexander
Hall): Henry Aliberti, Wesley M. Mar- Raye, R. A. Sawyer, Harry F.. Tourtif
tin, Robert Venn Carr, Ralph Norman, lotte, Gertrude Ebbeson.
Actor T. Abbott, Jr., Reginald W.
Renovating Equipment
Naugler, Kenneth M. Chute.
Project No. 124. (Meet at old machinery building): S. M. Raleigh, John
Special Testing
Project No. 108. (Meet at Lord Hall): Arno, C. Byron Sibley, Andrew Watson,
Everett B. Mack, J. M. Etter, E. L. George T. Fowler, Ronald Barnes, RoRoberts, John Coombs. George Scott, bert Akeley.
Harland McPherson. J. W.
,iagan.
Special Testing
Project No. 125. (Meet at Lord Hall):
College Woodlot-Setting Boulder
for Memorial to John M. Briscoe W. E. Matchett, Elmer W. Randall, H.
Project No. l09. (Meet in Room 22 M. Brown, Robert Haggett, K. G. CrabWinslow): Gordon R. Heath, Charles tree,
Tropp, F. E. Winch, Charles 'Woelfel,
Home Economics
Wm. D. Blake. Harold T. Boardman,
Project No. 126. (Meet at North
Geo. H. Nonhup, Henry I. Pruett, L. P. Hall): Edith Hill, Rachel Fowles, Regina
Littlefield, Margaret Homer.
Shaw, Rue! M. Foster,
1935 Plantation-weeding out

competing hardwoods •

Indexing Minerals

Project Nei. 117. (Meet In Fernald
Project No. Ill. t Meet in Room 22 Hall): E.. L. Brewer, Russell L. Morgan,
%Vinslow): Ralph Verzoni, E. Stuart. Merle H. Bragdon, Alton S. Ham.
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Many different claims are made for
tobacco, but most everybody agrees
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Smoking is a pleasure and the
cigarette is the mildest arid purest
form in which that pleasure can
be enj(ved.
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The dean believes that self-help by
students is thoroughly non-productive
from the educational standpoint.
"It may be that part of the answer is
to be found in the growing belief that a
considerable number tif boy:s and girl,now going to college would be tam.:
of f doing something else," he said III
Coaches of the Wisconsin State Tea
answering his own question concerning
cher- College basketball conference, in „a
the fate of the problem.
mck.
,::14 at the Teachers College here
•
•
• •
abed:shed the center jump in conference
Radcliffe College women are going to
urt games next season.
be answering a lot of telephone calls
Anticipating a like change in rules by soon—that
is they will if the telephone
the oational basketball rules committee, directory stolen from Agassiz House
the coaches adopted regulation, which get, into circulation among the Harvard
will put the ball in play by center jump boys they believe purloined it.
at the beginning of each half, but at other
The book containing the phone numtimes under the basket of the team bers and photographs of each
of the
sc,red upon.
students listed was missed soon after a
group of Harvard students had visited
their house.
'(jut hypocrisy and come down out of
• doh& before the distinctiveness and
Hell Week is dying, but the tradi,ohwhileness of college athletics ars.
tional fraternity initiation period still has
loyal supporters, according to Associated
That was the appeal made by Lafayette Collegiate
Press correspondents at MidCollege's new athletic director, Henry W
Western, Pacific, and Southern
Esky) Clark, at a meeting here of the schools. Despite the annual
barrage of
New York alumni association of his criticism, plenty of pledges
abscirbed the
college.
prescribed doses of punishment and indignity this year.
Definite affirmations that the student
".And why not ?" demanded tlo: anonyworking his way through colleges and mous and slightly ungrammatical foruniversities is likely to wreck his career estry student who denounced Penn State
"by the very plan through which he Collegian editors for the paper's antihoped to achieve success," have been Hell NYeek policy with: "The foresters
made here by. Nicholas D. McKnight, are more of a gentleman in their crudest
a•-•.c.ate dean of Columbia College.
(Continued on Page Six)
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"JIM" WILL MAKE
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Special Prices

"Were His Promises Mere Words?"

on
Elect me "Jim" of the University, and
P. T. (Perfect Term) will be my
urse. Yeah, Jonah!

TUX SUITS
for the

HOUSE PARTIES
at
For Extra Copies
7
— I

alp Tampus

onthes
7 Lab.
chner, M.

e, Robert
er, John
Parsocwn, Paul
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ick, Lawilexander
Tourtir

$18.75
V. • I
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•

Maine Day
Edition

Angora Spun Sport Coats

—SEE—

at $9.50

Richard Benny. Bus. Mgr.
Wilbur Hilton, Cir. Mgr.

Men's White Mess Jackets
at $6.50
Garbardine Mess Jackets

Leave your order with some
member of Campus Board.

nt

old m.i
gh. '

at $8.00
Palm

10c each

Beach Suits

at $15.75

-nes, RoANNOUNCING

7d Hall):
ndall, H.
G. Crab-

The newest gowns in chiffons, prints and laces for the
formal and informal parties
at

t North
s, Regina

EVERYONE SATISFIED

SWEET MUSIC
Seniors at New York City's Columbia University overwhelmingly endorsed
sweet music. According to "Spectator,"
campus daily, a recent poll of the class
of 1936 shows that Guy Lombardo's orchestra is the favorite dance band. Lombardo, who is heard every Monday night
on the air, keeps his enthusiastic following for generation after generation.
collegiately speaking. The Columbia poll
further revealed that a Phi Beta Kappa
key is preferred to a Varsity letter, 62
to 16; that in the event of a foreign wac
72 would not fight to 12 who would; and
that "The Music Goes 'Round and
Around" was the favorite popular song
of the year. The most popular beverage is milk; the best movie actor and
actress, Charles Laughton and Ginger
Rogers. Vincent van Gogh, Beethoven
and "Hamlet.
' won in their respective
categories, while "Of Human Bondage"
got more votes than any (idler novel.
The "New York Times" led the newspapers, "Time" the serious magazines
and "Esquire" the humorous.

President Hauck Stars
With Faculty in
Minstrel
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The other two may be select'in French. Latin. Physics, ChemisAmerican History.
eight highest ranking students in
tests will receive tuition scholarthe University with the exception
,tne scholarship may be awarded
`male sehool. The highest ranking
it will receive a four year scholar.
the second, a three year scholarship;
third, a two year scholarship, and the
five, one year scholarships.

ing will be ready for off campus students
to again take possession of loulge rooms
and checker boards, for the work of the
, "Y" and M.C.A. offices to be resumed, and
for renewed activity on the third floor by
a Campus staff that at the present writing
feels completely homeless.
•
More than WO rare specimens from
s•outh aud central America base been added to Cornell University's famed orchid
collection.

Second Annual Day
Of Work and Fun
Successful

trtamed at a lune bailey Country Club
il banquet was held
e Friday evening
nistress, introduced
se Martha Me('ormirk of Rhode Island State College, Jaw'
Woodbury of the University of New
Hampshire, Christine Conley of Middlebury, Professor Eva 1Veniderlich of Ben
nington College, and Dean Edith Wilson)
This was followed by a formal dance at
the Phi Gamma Delta house. The delegates returned home Saturday noon after
the final conference.

Maine's second experiment in organized work and recreation came to a successful close Wednesday evening, as a
new tradition, Maine Day, won for itself
a permanent place in University activities.
Campus improvement in the morning,
followed by gymnastics and a freshman
baseball game in the afternoon, and student-faculty entertainment in the evening, was the order of events.
Along with Mayor "Candy" Lynch, replacing campaign puns with "official"
wisecracks, volunteers under designated
leaders turned their efforts into constructive channels in a score of projects. New
walks were built, lawns were raked, trees
and shrubs were planted, and fraternity
grozinds were beautified, as workers
turned to their tasks.
Mayor Lynch kept all his promises.
.rhe "Knightshirt" official helped in the
tree planting. threw the first ball in a
I.asehall game, and lent his advice %healer
necessary or not.
Under the leadership of Prof. Stanley
Wallace, the afternoon games assumed a
Place of major importance. First the
co-eds. then men students, and finally the
faculty', had their I pportunity to see how
fast they could run the relays, how strong
they were in the rope pull, and, generally,
how well tiny could endure an afternoon
of exercise more strenuous than physics
or English.
Freshman-sophomore energy, reaching
its breaking point, exploded the length of
Alumni Field in the mass games. Characteristic of their traditional rivalry, both
sale's claimed victory.
The evening events, however. took the
day's prizes. University faculty members, worn after a siege of examinations,
hid their scowls beneath an exterior of
black in the feature, a minstrel show.
President Arthur A. Hauck took a leading part.
Student gynmasts, actors, and dancers
ciintrilmted to the poigi am. Bob "It
Burns nit' up" Burns, after an unsuccessful attempt to will the mayorship for his
candidate, O'Connor, made a dramatic
comeback—get the point ?—with an original play in winch Atwood Levensaler
took the leading part.
A dance concluded the day's activity.

Original Etchings on
Display in S. Stevens
By Ruth Kimball

An exhibition i.f original etchings is
being offered at the University for the
first time in its history in the faculty
room in South Stevens Hall. The display is being presented by the department
of art history through the artists' cooperation in in educational effort directed to
bring about "a greater public interest in,
and understanding of, the work of contemporary American artists."
The group of etchings is by the foremost American masters of this beautiful
and fascinating art. Professor J. Homer
Iluddilston of the department of art history has expressed great enthusiasm at
the opportunity offered of seeing these
originals. "One can get the charm and
personality of the artist--a finesse which
cannot be obtained through reproductions." he stated.
I was interested in hearing the process
by which an etching is made. The plate
may be id wood, steel, or copper—usually
the latter. This is covered with wax
through which the artist marks with his
engraving tools. Then acid is poured
over the work, the wax is removed, and
the plate is ready for printing. Unfortunately', an etching cannot be printed but
a few times before it is worn down and
loses its fine delicate lines. Therefore, the
originals are very valuable. Some of the
most famous masters of etching are Pennell, Van Dyke. and Rembrandt. A
"first," meaning one of the first prints
made from a plate of Rembrandt is worth
about $50,000 today in New York.
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Dr.Bradshaw Speaks
At Junior Assembly
Bangor
lir. Marion Bradshow, of the
stuthe
addressed
Seminary,
Theological
Assembly
dent body at the Junior Week
Meheld last Friday at 9:30 p.m. in the
nuirial Gymnasium.
The Assembly opened with an invocation
by the class chaplain. Howard Stagg.
Burleigh Roderick, president of the Junior
class, then spoke on the subject : "The
University of Tomorrow in Comparison
with the University of Today." Following this address. Roderick introduced Dr.
Bradshaw, who spoke on the subject.
"Wise Men of the East." Dr. Bradshaw
has just returned from a year's study and
travel in the East, and spike of some of
his talks with the philooiphers (if the Ori-
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Lambda

Chi
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moments than you are. A selfrespecting
fraternity wants men in its membership,
not 'sissies.'"
Slightly at variance with this view, was
the stand taken by nine Penn State fraternities. Alpha Chi Rho, Delta Chi,
Delta Tau Delta, Delta Upsilon, Lambda
Chi Alpha, Phi Gamma Delta, Sigma
Alpha Epsilon, Sigma Nu and Triangle,
after listening to a plea by Wilbur M.
Walden, national secretary of Alpha Chi
Rho, declared a permanent ban on Hell
Week.
Similar action was taken by the University Disciplinary Committee at DePauw, with social probation the penalty
for fraternities declining to abolish outlawed initiation practices. "The fraternity world is changing." said The De-

Lambda Chi
Saturday nigh
and Mr. and N
eri med.
Those prest
Dorothy Craig
ell. Harold Lc
finsmore; 1
Washington;
Getchell; Jun.
man; Marion
Barbara Hart
trice Louise H
Margaret Smo
Miller. Chark
Ilan, Karl Lar•
Betty In•unu
Charlotte OK

ent.
pilule
The University of Maine Band played
at the Assembly under the direction of
Charles Jacques.

Profits

COLA UGIANIA
st Maggot: What happeneil to the del
egat ion loon the Medical College?
2nd Maggot: They all got sore and
went home in a body.
—Agatvon

MAINE CAMPUS

Pauw, student paper, in commenting on
the decision. "If we contemplate for long
the fraternity of ten years ago we shall
find ourselves holding a mess of pottage."
The University of Tennessee's Orange
and White asked the Interfraternity
Council to order discontinuance of Hell
Week. "Many of our fraternities have
gone beyond the limits of reason, and
even respectability in their application
of this pre-initiation custom," says The
Orange and White. Considering the violence to which some of our fraternities
have resorted, Tennessee is lucky that
more 'accidents' have not occurred."
Meanwhile, the National Interfraternity Council planned a national tampaign.
The Council has repeatedly gone on record as opposing every Hell Week
practice.
Unmoved by all this, however, are the
editors of The Golden Cater, San Francisco State College publication. Remarking the transfer of freshman "discipline"
from an association of men students *.o
the sophomore class in an editorial headed "Must Staters Always Mind Their
Manners?" they say, "It's time for us to
forget our 'highfalutin' philosophy and
get some collegiate color in our veins.
Let the bulbousbrov;ed individuals pursue
their one-track academic ways. We'll
take a little fun and spirit with OUR
medicine."

"I'm fed up on that," said the baby
pointing ti the highchair.

Little: "Might I have this dance?"
Big : "'e. you mite." —Pitt Panther
THAT BURNED HIM UP
History Prof: And when Lord Chesterfield saw that death was near, he gathered
all his friends about him. But before lie
breathed his last, he uttered those last immortal words. Can anyone tell me what
the dying words of lord Chesterfield
were?
Chili (in chorus): They satisfy.
POSTIIUM 012(
Ii the person who stole the jar of alcohol out of my room will keep same and
return grandma's appendix. no questions
will he asked. - -3fassaehuretts Collegian
King Arthur! How much'll you take
for this suit of armor, Lance?
Lancelot : Three cents an ounce, Art.
It's tirst class mail.
INictor attending patient who had
"Iliiw is the
swallowed a half ilollar
boy tiday ?"
Anxious Mother: "No change yet."
• • • • • •

and His
FOUR "F"
Program!

Ella and Janet Jordan, Ohio students,
have what they hope will prove to be a
valuable asset in "Brownie," a pet dog
they have trained to give answers to
mathematical problems.
"Brownie- can bark the answer to any
problem, whether it calls for addition
or subtraction, multiplication or division,
so long as it's between one and nine.
Thus, if asked the result of 35 divided by•
5, she will bark seven times. Skeptics
may write their problems on a blackboard as well as offer it orally, say the
Jordan sisters.
And that isn't ali. "Brownie" can balance a ball on the end of her nose for
five minutes or longer.
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ELECT LOVELESS

one
Make this Mother's Day a truly happysppyE
for your Mother. She will enjoy nothing
more than a beautiful Mother's Day card
from you — for, after all, it is your
love and thoughtfulness that makes her

104
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MOTHER

"Bread, bread." cried the actor- but the
curtain came down with a roll. No injuries, however- -it was a soft roll.
—Exchange

.` by the
L•niversit

11 • ttedtnt
thC

ir blanket
• erandstan

happiest.
Select your cards for Mother's Day here
—we have a beautiful showing from
which to choose.

And while we're feeling so cheerful, we
hand you the two latest song hits:
THE G-MAN SONG
Ent putting all lay yegas in one casket.
CENTIPEDE-ON-A-PICNIC SONG
'" haling all in: legs in one biscuit.
1.
—Massachusetts Collegian
• • • •••
PROFESSORS ARE A HAPPY 1.01
Reporter : And in what state were you
born, Professor?
Professor : Unless my memory fails me,
in the state of ignorance.
Reporter : To be sure. .Nnil how long
have you been living there?
• • •• • •

\ !ion Photo

throughout Mc world
smokers are saiin41

TANKS
Once upon a time a Greyhound Ilto ippriached a railroad crossing. Tbi
stopped, looked, and opened :',•• ,lis it- to
listen. All he heard was the :at: behind
him crashing into his gas tank.
Pstrcnire Our Advertisers

FOLLOW"FESS"

Bronx high school at 15, is the fastest of
An ardent supporter of the Miss Deal.
the prodigies attracted by Chicago's New with an ace up either sleeve.
Plan, allowing graduation as soon as
Fessington Miller.
candidates can pass examinations.

Sign in a Scotch Cafe: Use less sugar
and stir like h---: we di lit mind the mike.
—Rammer-Jammer

Cannibal Cisik • "Shall I Nil' the missionary, chief?"
Cannibal Chief: "No, you fool, he's a
—The Dee.reril
friar."

MAINE

The losing streak in football fir
which Knox College was once famous •-•
nothing to get excited over, say supporters of the Occidental College hockey
team. With six games left to play of
its season, the Coast pucksters had lost
22 straight. Despite the team's record,
enthusiasm for the game is growing
steadily.

Many different claims are made for
tobacco, but most everybody agrees
on this . . .
.timoking is a pleasure anti the
eigzarctte is the mildest and purest
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